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ABSTRACT 
This work contributes to the field of development methodologies for knowledge based 
design support systems. Specifically, the work Identifies the need for a standards 
based knowledge verification methodology for manufacturing facility representations. 
Several development methodologies are proposed in the research literature, offering 
benefits such as: distributed team working, multi viewpoint representations, and 
knowledge reuse. These do not however address the subject of verification. 
The knowledge verification methodology proposed by this research is based on the 
concept of "ontological commitment", and uses the axioms of a shared foundation-
ontology to define a series of verification procedures. The PSL ontology 
(ISO/CD 18629) is identified as being both rigorous enough to support the verification 
methodology, and relevant to manufacturing enVIronments. The use of these 
verification procedures within an overall system development methodology is 
examined, and an understanding of how various categories of manufacturing 
knowledge (typical to design support systems) maps onto the PSL ontology is 
developed. This work is also supported by examples and case study material from 
industrial situations, including: the casting and machining of metallic components. 
The PSL ontology was found to support the verification of most categories of 
manufacturing knowledge. It was shown to be particularly suited to process planning 
representations. Additional concepts and verification procedures were however 
needed to verify relationships between products and manufacturing processes. A set 
of representational concepts and verification procedures were developed, and 
integrated into the proposed knowledge verification methodology. 
Key Words: Knowledge Representation, Validation and Verification, Enterprise 
Modelling, Ontology, Design for Manufacture. 
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GLOSSARY 
Data: symbols (e.g. text and numbers) with no specified meaning or context. 
Conceptual design: the first stage in the design process that identifies essential 
problems, and establishes product functions. 
Consumed resource: an object required during the execution of a manufacturing 
strategy, that is destroyed by the strategy. 
Capability: description of what a manufacturing strategy can (and can not) achieve, 
expressed in tenns of manufacturing processes inputs, outputs, and constraints. 
Demanded resource: an object required during the execution of a manufacturing 
strategy, that is unchanged (in any significant form) by the strategy. 
Detailed design: stage in the design process that follows design embodiment. Tasks 
include the selection of materials, and the specification of dimensions, and tolerances. 
Elicitation: the learning, uncovenng, extractmg, surfacing, and/or discovering the 
needs of customers, users, and other potential stakeholders. 
Embodiment design: the stage following conceptual design that generates preliminary 
layouts, feature configurations, and critical dimensions and tolerances. 
Exception handling: the detection and resolution of error conditions highlighting 
inconsistencies in the computational model of a manufacturing strategy. 
Explicit knowledge: includes both informal and formal knowledge representations, 
e.g. text, diagrams, procedures, rules and constraints. 
Formalisation: descnbes the process of representing informal knowledge in tenns of 
executable rules and constraints. 
Formal knowledge: rules and constraints describing how to apply mformation, 
expressed in a computer language (e.g. Java), or a formal language (e.g. KIF). 
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Framework: provides a set of guidelines and procedures for developing knowledge 
based decision support systems. 
Implicit knowledge: can be inferred or implied from observable behaviour, and 
potentially developed into explicit knowledge. 
Informal knowledge: a natural language (e.g. English) or diagrammatic description of 
how to apply infonnation. 
Information: data placed into a context that provides meaning. 
Knowledge: description of how to use or apply infonnation. 
Manufacturing strategy: a description of a manufacturing process in tenns of: its 
objectives and constraints, and the resources that it demands and consumes. 
Representation: the process of representing elicited knowledge, initially in tenns of a 
structured infonnal representatIon, followed by a fonnal computational model. 
Structuring: describes the process of representing elicited knowledge in terms of a 
structured but still infonnal representation. 
Tacit knowledge: describes informal representations such as videos and transcripts of 
conversations that can not always be fonnalised. 
Validation: ensuring that a system meets the requirements of its end users, i.e. making 
the right system. 
Verification: ensuring that a system meets its specified requirements, i.e. making the 
system right. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Context 
Making the right decisions is aided by systems that make the right infonnation 
available at the right time, in the right place, and in the right fonnat (Bullinger 
et. al. 2000); and many organisations use infonnation systems to support 
decision makers in design and manufacture (Young 2003). These systems (i.e. 
decision support systems) typically use models of products and manufacturing 
processes to predict (and therefore avoid) manufacturing issues in design, and 
evaluate different product/factory configurations. The models themselves 
represent knowledge obtained from both product and process experts. 
Manufactunng Expert 
~Process Knoweldge Elrcltatlon() 
~-7c_1_~~ 
System Engineer System Development Product Expert 
~ ~ProducI KnoweIdge Elrcltatlon() 
DesIQner 
~ReqUlrement Elrcrtatlon() 
~System Valrdatlon() 
Figure 1.1: The System Development UML Use Case 
This research focuses on the methodologies used by systems engineers in 
developing decision support systems. Figure 1.1 shows the associations 
between the systems engineer and the actors involved with either using the 
system (i.e. the designer), or providing the required knowledge of products 
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and manufacturing processes. The Unified Modelling Language (UML) is 
used to describe these associations (Quatrani, 1998). 
Within figure 1.1 the product expert provides knowledge of how features (e.g. 
blocks, holes, slots and grooves) are structured to form products, and the 
attributes of individual features (e.g. dimensions and tolerances). The 
manufacturing expert provides knowledge of how manufacturing processes 
achieve required combinations offeatures. In some cases the experts and 
designer may be the same individual. This can not however be assumed, and 
their associations must be considered separately. The designer may for 
example lack the manufacturing expert's detailed knowledge, and be using the 
system to access the knowledge needed to evaluate a design. 
~ ~ 
System Designer 
Engrneer 
J 
Produg 
flmml 
~ 
Manufacturing 
Expert 
DeciSion 
SupPOrt 
~ 
Re Ulrement Ehcltabon I 
I 
~ 
I I 
System lenficabOn( ) I 
:; 
System Vahdabon( 
Figure 1.2: System Development UML Sequence Diagram 
Figure 1.2 shows a typical sequence of events in the development of a decision 
support system. These form the main stages of a system development 
methodology. 
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The system engineer's first task is the elicitation of requirements from the 
designer, followed by the elicitation of product and process knowledge from 
the appropriate experts. Elicitation refers to the learnmg, uncovering, 
extracting, surfacing, and/or discovering the needs of customers, users, and 
other potential stakeholders (Hickey and Davis, 2002). Elicitation is often 
complicated by the fact that an expert's knowledge may be implicit (i.e. can 
not be easily described). A great deal of time may therefore be spent by the 
system engineer in uncovering the implicit assumptions made by experts. 
These are often made instinctively, rather than through a defined process. 
The elicitation process leads to the further task of representation. This usually 
starts with an informal description of elICited knowledge and user 
requirements, followed by further stages of strncturing and formalisation. The 
end result of the formalisation process is a computer executable representation 
of expert knowledge that can be used to evaluate designs (according to the 
requirements elicited from the designer). 
The system engineer is also responsible for delivering the right system, and 
ensuring that the system is right, i.e. validation and verification (O'Keefe, 
1993). Elicitation and validation are closely related tasks, as validation 
descnbes the process of checking whether elicited requirements accurately 
reflect user needs, and whether the knowledge elicited from experts provides 
enough detail to meet these requirements, and makes valid assumptions with 
respect to the manufacturing environment. 
Knowledge verification is also critical to systems development, as the system 
engineer must ensure that elicited requirements are met, and that expert 
knowledge is accurately represented. An important aspect of verification is the 
identification and resolution of contradictory statements in the representation 
of knowledge. Indeed, from any contradictory knowledge, an agent (using the 
knowledge) would be able to deduce any conclusion, and it's contrary 
(Gregoire and Mazure 2002). 
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Whilst this research focuses on the development of decision support systems, 
consideration should also be given to other systems in the design and 
manufacturing environment. These may include a Computer Aided Design 
(CAD) system, and Manufacturing Information System (MIS). Essentially, the 
decision support system interprets the product and manufacturing information 
provided by the CAD and MIS in a way that assists designers. Figure 1.3 
shows the interaction between these systems. 
Cochrane 
~~<-----~------~>~ 
Product Expert System Engoneer 
(from Use Case View) 
Manufacturing 
Expert 
(from Use Case View) 
I 
Manufactunng Information System 
DeSIgner 
.Enter Informatlon() 
.Retneva Information() 
(from Use Case View) 
~ ____ ~~~ ~~ __ ~ __ -L __ ~ 
DecIsIon Support System CAD System ~.=E=n=te=r=ln=fo=rm=a=t=,o=n(=)=tE'---J ~now1edge Representabon() 
.Retneva InformatIon() .Support Requests() 
.System Venficatlon() 
Figure 1.3: UML Logical View of System Interactions 
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1.2 Research Challenge 
One of the challenges faced by systems engineers is the sharing of knowledge 
between decision support systems with similar requirements. Knowledge 
sharing spreads the cost of development and maintenance (as more end users 
are supported by the same knowledge representation). The increasing use of 
contract manufacture and global sourcing also means third party knowledge is 
now critical to the manufacture of many products. The holistic representation 
of supply chains (figure 1.4) may therefore be required. 
KB Knowledge Base 
Figure 1.4: Holistic Manufacturing Facility Representation 
Knowledge sharing is however often hampered by differences in the 
development methodologies applied by systems engineers. Issues are not 
necessarily caused by deficiencies in the methodologies themselves, but by the 
variance in methods. The representation of a manufacturing process may for 
example use a variety of representational stages (of different degrees of 
formalism), and use different diagramming formats and terms to describe: 
what processes do, how long they take, and what resources they require. 
Even at a basic level, different experts may refer to processes as: tasks, events, 
occurrences, operations and activities; and these terms may have different 
meanings within different organisations (or even parts of the same 
organisation). These differences make it difficult to validate and venfy shared 
representations of products and processes. 
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Difficulties occur for example when statements appear to contradict. 
ContradIctions may be due to different terminologies, or caused by genuinely 
different views on process behaviour. The statement "Process A precedes 
Process B" could for example mean that Process A must start before Process 
B. It could however also mean that Process A must end before B. Different 
interpretations of the term "precedes" may therefore result in erroneous 
conflicts, or undetected inconsistencies between statements. The situation may 
be further complicated by the lack of any explicit definition of terms such as: 
activity, precedes, operation and process. Experts will have typically used 
these terms for many years, and have an implicit definition that is clear in their 
minds, but not necessarily consistent between experts. 
Finally, systems engineers often take dIfferent approaches to exception 
handling. Exceptions (resulting in error messages and program traces) support 
verification by highlighting contradictions between statements in knowledge 
bases. Whilst an experienced systems engineer will place considerable 
emphasis on exception handling, the exact form and nature of error messages 
are typically developed on a case by case basis, and are often not explicitly 
defined (Le. they form part of the system engineers implicit knowledge). 
VariatJons in approaches to exception handling, and the lack of any explicit 
definition of what constitutes an error, can make it difficult to share 
representations, as the implications of an exception need to be understood for 
all knowledge bases in a shared environment. 
In an ideal world the development methodology for a decision support system 
would be prescribed by an agreed standard (or set of standards). This would 
describe all of the development stages, diagramming formats and terms used 
during knowledge elicitation, representation, validation and verification. The 
work towards this ideal (and its limitations) is descnbed below. 
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1.3 Research Environment 
The research literature describes several methodologies that are suitable for the 
development of decision support systems. These typically use a reference 
model (orframeworks) to prescnbe a series of organisational views of 
organisations with increasing formalism. The Reference Model for Open 
Distributed Processing (RM-ODP) has however, become an ISO standard 
(ISO/lEe 10746-1), and so whilst other frameworks are referenced (see 
chapter 2), this research focuses on RM-ODP. 
1.3.1 Reference Models 
RM-ODP IS a framework for general systems development that has been 
developed into a specific reference model for design/manufacturing support 
systems by Molina and Bell (2002). This work is discussed in more detail in 
later chapters, and a short description of the main RM-ODP modelling stages 
(with respect to decision support systems) is provided below. 
RM-ODP descnbes the enterprise, information, computational, engineering 
and technology views of a system. The enterprise view provides an informal 
documentation of requirements and relevant expert knowledge. This is used 
extensively during the elicltatlOn stages of development. A requirement for 
enterprise views is that the diagramming formats and terms used to describe 
the enterprise can be understood (and reviewed) by both designers, product 
experts, and manufacturing experts. 
The enterprise view supports the development of information and 
computational views. The information view structures the documentation 
provided by the enterprise view according to a predefined information 
hierarchy. The computational view generates a formal (typically computer 
executable) representation of the elicited knowledge. The computational view 
can then be transferred onto specific platforms (e.g. computer terminals) 
described by the engineering and technology views. 
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Infonnation-hierarchies for manufacturing process knowledge (as used in the 
infonnation view) have also been defined by the Manufacturing Capability 
Model (Molina and Bell 1999). This separates manufacturing strategies 
(describing how things are made) from resource and process information (e.g. 
machining tolerances and speeds). This allows manufacturing strategies to be 
reused for multiple resource and process settings, rather than being hard coded 
for a single configuration. 
In summary, reference models such as the RM-ODP describe: the views 
required at each stage of system development, the diagramming formats used 
during each stage, and the infonnation hierarchies needed to structure elicited 
requirements and knowledge. They do not however currently define the 
terminologies relevant to product and process descriptions, and they do not 
describe the validation and verification stages applied during each stage. This 
leaves considerable room for the interpretation of representational fonnats, 
and variations in approaches to validation and verification. 
1.3.2 Product Description Standards 
Certain standardIsation efforts define terms relevant to product descriptions, 
notably the STandard for the Exchange of Product infonnation STEP-AP224 
(ISO/D1S 10303-224.3). STEP defines a detailed set offeatures such as solid 
shapes and indents, with associated geometric characteristics. These include: 
blocks, grooves, holes, taps and countersinks. STEP has been applied to both 
desigu (CAD) and manufacturing planning systems (Shanna and Gao, 2002), 
and is well establIshed in this area. 
Whilst it makes sense to use STEP representations of product features within a 
decision support system, the standard is limited by the low level nature of the 
features it describes. As these features are often specified quite late in the 
design process, it is worth considering how this limitation may affect the role 
of the system during the different phases of design. Pahl and Beitz (1996) 
provide probably the most recognised definition of design phases, i.e. 
conceptual, embodiment and detailed. The conceptual phase identifies 
essential problems, and establishes product functions. Embodiment design 
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consists of preliminary layouts and feature configurations; and detailed design 
includes: the selection of materials, and the specification of surface finishes, 
dimensions, and the tolerances of features such as holes, grooves and slots. 
Dimensions and tolerances critical to a products performance may be specified 
during embodiment, but many others (that influence manufacture) may not. 
Various researchers are exploring the use of product-process models relevant 
to the earlier stages of design. For example, the aggregate planning 
methodology (Bramall et. aI. 2003) uses such models for the intelligent 
exploration of altemative process technologies and equipments during the 
embodiment phase. This work does not however examine the issues associated 
with standard forms of product andlor process representations. Other work 
includes the "hierarchy of ways" (Kitamura et. aI. 2002). This develops a higlI-
level feature set (and associated manufacturing models) for a specific 
manufacturing environment. Kitamura concludes that further work is required 
however, before more general models can be described. Considerable 
dIfficulties lie ahead in this area, as the more abstract higher level features 
used in early (and especially conceptual) design are often highly customised. 
1.3.3 Process Description Standards 
Recent work, notably that of Bock and Gruninger (2004), examines the use of 
a standardised set of terms for describing processes. This work is based on the 
Process Specification Language (PSL) ontology (IS0/CDl8629), which 
formally defines a lexicon of terms for process representations. Precise formal 
definitions of activities, activity occurrences, process durations, timepoints and 
resources are part of the PSL specification. 
Ontologies provide an explicit specification of a conceptualizatlOn (Gruber, 
1993). This may include a detailed set of terms (i.e. lexicon), with axioms 
describing how each term may be used. The potential role of ontologies in 
knowledge verification is shown by the work of Waters on and Preece (1999) 
on ontological commitment. This describes (from a general computer science 
perspective) the process of committing multiple knowledge bases to a shared 
ontology. The shared ontology defines a set of underlying rules for all 
representations in a shared environment. 
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The ontology in effect provides an explicit definition of what constitutes an 
inconsistency between statements in knowledge base. This can be used during 
system verification to avoid relying on the system engineer's implicit 
knowledge of exception handling procedures. 
Bock and Gruninger (2004) have shown several examples of how to describe 
processes using the PSL ontology. The use ofPSL within an overall system 
development methodology still however needs to be explored. This may 
include the use ofPSL within a reference based on the RM-ODP. The 
potential use ofPSL as an explicit definition ofinconsistencies (for exception 
handling during system verification) also needs to be established. 
1.4 Research Direction 
1.4.1 Aims and Objectives 
This research takes a further step towards the overall goal of effective 
knowledge sharing between decision support systems. The aims of the 
research are: to develop an exphcit representation of the procedures needed to 
verify models of manufacturing facilities, and to integrate these procedures 
into a complete system development framework (i.e. reference model). The 
framework (and integrated verification procedures) should also be based (as 
far as possible) on open standards. Existing frameworks omit verification 
procedures, and rely instead on a systems engineer's implicit understanding of 
what constitutes a discrepancy between statements in knowledge bases. By 
including verification as an explicit part of a framework, a common approach 
to verification (and improved knowledge sharing) can be supported. 
In achieving these aims the following objectives shall be met. 
• Existing methodologies for developing decision support systems (and their 
associated frameworks) shall be reviewed; and their deficiencies identified 
with respect to knowledge sharing and the application of generic models 
and standards. 
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• A new system development methodology shall be proposed. This should 
build on existing methodologies where possible, and shows how an 
explicit (ideally standards based) description of verification procedures can 
support the wider stages of knowledge elicitation, structuring, 
formalisation, and validation. 
• The proposed methodology shall be validated by an industrial case study. 
This shall provide an initial proof of concept, and demonstrate how the 
methodology can be applied in industrial situations. 
1.4.2 Scope 
The framework described above has the potential to be used in a wide range of 
situations. This research however, is limited by a series of constraints. These 
include: the types of application demonstrated by the proof of concept, the 
detail and complexity of the case study, and the software systems (and 
interfaces to external systems) used to test the framework. These limitations to 
the scope of the research are described below. 
Application Boundaries 
Whilst the proposed framework has relevance to all process centric 
environment (e.g. order processing and logistics), the proof of concept is 
limited to the manufacture of metallic components. The proof of concept is 
also limited to a sub-set of design support requirements, i.e. whether the 
product can be manufactured using existing facilities, and the development of 
a first pass process plan (for estimating process times and resources demands). 
Product designers typically require further analysis of issues such as cost and 
failure modes effects. These are not examined at this stage of the research. 
The case study (and proof of concept) is also limited to feature representations 
based principally on STEP AP224 (e.g. blocks, holes, grooves, slots, and 
countersinks). Whilst these physical features are well established in the area of 
product information exchange, they may not be suitable for sharing knowledge 
associated with the conceptual design stage. Whilst the development of more 
abstract higher level feature sets is an important field, generic definitions are 
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some way from realisation. This field is not therefore addressed by this 
research (which focuses on the use of standards that are inherently generic). 
The value of decision support systems in detailed design should also not be 
underestimated. Whilst up to 80% of product costs may be determined in 
conceptual design (Pahl and Beitz, 1996), designers spend significant amounts 
of time in detailed design (this is especially true for design variants). A large 
number of decisions need to be made in detailed design; and the accuracy and 
speed of these decisions is often critical ("version 1.3 goes into production on 
Thursday"). Detailed design can however be laborious, time consuming, error 
prone, and repetitive. It is therefore an ideal task for a knowledge-based 
decision support system. 
New 
Development 
Methodology 
Existing 
Improved 
Framework 
• • 
Knowledge 
Sharing 
Existing New 
Support System Functionality 
Figure 1.5: Methodology Application Boundaries 
A further limitation of this research is that it makes no attempt to work beyond 
the functional boundaries of well established decision support systems. This 
allows the research to focus on the use of standards and generic models within 
the development methodology (see figure 1.5). The hnk between standards 
and knowledge sharing also falls outside the scope of this work. This link is 
claimed by various standards (including PSL), but is not explored by this 
research. Further work, including the integration of knowledge from several 
sources, would be required to demonstrate this link. 
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Detail and Complexity 
This research develops a system development methodology (and associated 
framework), that is tested by an industrial case study. The level of detail and 
complexity required from the case study is open to some degree of 
interpretation. The approach taken by this research is to agree the required 
level of detail and complexity with designers and experts during knowledge 
elicitation, and to review additional requirements during system validation. 
It should also be noted that the purpose of the case study is to demonstrate the 
concept of integrating an explicit set of verification procedures into a system 
development framework, and not to develop an actual decision support 
system. The case study is therefore based on a representative, but simplified 
description of a single product and a single manufacturing flow. The study was 
designed to show how the methodology (with further work) could be applied 
in industrial situations. Designers (in such situations) may wish to make a 
broader assessment of multiple manufacturing options, or a more a detailed 
assessment of just a few. Whilst the case study provides a startmg point for 
more detailed and broader assessments, further work is required to fully 
demonstrate the methodology in both situations. 
System Interfaces & Software Development 
The case study uses Excel spreadsheets to emulate interfaces to both CAD and 
MIS platforms (instead of the relational databases typically used by industrial 
systems). This provides a way of emulating these interfaces without over 
complicating the experimental envrronment. The purpose of this work is also 
to provide a proof of concept, not a commercial platform, and so this type of 
technology related development falls outside the scope of this research. 
Finally, this research assumes that product and facility representations are 
available at a single location (on a single machine). Technologies such as the 
semantic web (McGuiness 2002), Web Services (Christensen et. aI. 2002, and 
Box et. aI. 2000), and the Common Object Request Brokerage (OMG 
CORBA, and Werges and Naylor, 2002) support the distribution of knowledge 
over the intemet. These however introduce a layer of complexity that is 
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separate to the concept of standards based knowledge verification. Distributed 
knowledge bases are therefore outside the scope of this work. 
1.4.3 Approach 
The literature relating to: enterprise modelling, manufacturing facility 
representations, knowledge sharing, and validation and verification are 
reviewed in chapter 2. This identifies the need for a knowledge verification 
methodology that can be applied to manufacturing facility representations in 
enterprise models. A suitable (novel) verification methodology is proposed in 
chapter 3. This uses the axioms of the PSL foundation-ontology to identify 
inconsistencies in facility representations. Chapter 4 then develops the 
methodology by relating categories of manufacturing knowledge (identified by 
previous work) to the axioms of the PSL ontology. The detailed development 
of the verification procedures (and their relationship to the PSL ontology) is 
then described in chapter 5. 
Chapters 6 and 7 describe the experimental stages of this research. These 
provide enterprise, information and computational views of an industrial case 
example (Le. the jet engine combustion chamber). Chapter 8 reviews the 
findings of the case study, and chapter 9 outhnes further work including: the 
linking of foundation-ontologies to diagrammatic notations, and the 
verification of cost and FMEA knowledge. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter reviews the research literature relevant to the field of knowledge 
representation methodologies for design/manufacturing support systems. The 
structure of the review is shown in figure 2.1.1, and explained below. 
Reference Models and Frameworks 
Knowledge Representation and Information Hierarchies 
Knowledge Sharing and Ontologies 
Knowledge Verification Techniques 
Figure 2.1.1: Structure ofthe Literature Review 
As reference models are typically used to structure and classifY knowledge 
within design support systems section 2.2 reviews how these are used within 
development methodologies, and section 2.3 examines the representation of 
knowledge (and information) within these models. Particular attention is paid 
to the representation of manufacturing and related product knowledge. Section 
2.4 shows how recent work has focussed on using ontologies to improve 
knowledge sharing between design support systems, and section 2.5 shows 
that knowledge verification is a key issue for any KES. 
As the representation methodologies described in this chapter provide no form 
of verification methodology for product/manufacturing knowledge, sectIon 2.5 
goes on to examine the parallel research field of knowledge validation and 
verification. This is essentially a computer science discipline, which is used 
here to identify verification techniques that may be applied within such a 
methodology. 
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2.2 Reference Models and Frameworks 
2.2.1 Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing 
Development methodologies typically use a reference model to outline a series 
of modelling stages (or views) of an organisation. Each stage uses a particular 
set of diagrams and representational techniques, to give a unique perspective 
on the structure and/or behaviour of the enterprise. To this end, the ISO have 
defined the Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing (RM-ODP) 
(ISO/lEC 10746-1). This prescribes the: Enterprise, Infonnation, 
Computational, Engineering and Technology views of an organisation. 
The Enterprise View documents the user perspective on how things are done 
within an enterprise. The infonnation view structures this knowledge, and the 
computational view builds a detaIled model of how processes are perfonned 
and what they achieve. The computational model can be translated into 
executable code, which is deployed during the engineering and technology 
stages of development. Most methodologies focus on the Enterprise, 
Infonnation and Computational Views; as the Engineering and Technology 
views are dependent on the software environment (Molina and Bell 2002). 
2.2.2 The Computer Aided Engineering Reference Model 
The "Model Oriented Simultaneous Engineering System" (MOSES) project 
(Molina et. al. 1995) developed a modelling methodology for manufacturing 
environments. A reference model based on RM-ODP was later developed for 
the project, called the "Computer Aided Engineering Reference Model" 
(CAE-RM). This is shown in figure 2.2.1. 
The CAE-RM uses IDEFO, and IDEF3 to support the Enterprise View, and 
Booch (Booch 1991) and EXPRESS (Schenck and Wilson, 1994) notations to 
support the Infonnation and Computational Views. Booch is a forerunner of 
UML, and EXPRESS is a text based object specification language for product 
and manufacturing systems. 
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Figure 2.2.1: The MOSES CAE-RM (Molina and Bell,2002) 
2.2.3 UML based Reference Models 
RM-ODP has also been applied to the development of design support systems 
for injection moulds (Costa et. a!. 2001) using UML notations. The use of 
UML diagramming formats for each view is shown in figure 2.2.2, and is 
summarised below: 
• The enterprise view uses "use case dIagrams" to describe the main system 
interactions with its environment, packages diagrams to descnbe the main 
system structures, and sequence diagrams describe the interactIons and 
information flow between packages. 
• At the information level, class diagrams describe how information and 
knowledge relevant to an enterprise should be structured using a hierarchy 
of object-classes. The relationships between object states and attribute 
values can also be descnbed using UML state transition diagrams. 
• At the computational level, sequence diagrams describe the detailed 
interactions between entities, and activity diagrams describe the detailed 
logical reasoning needed to perform business and manufacturing 
processes. These diagrams can be used to generate executable code (either 
automatically or by manual programming). 
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-
InfonnatlOn 
Computallonal 
Engmeenng 
Technology 
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Use Case, Package & Sequence (packages) Diagrams 
Class & State TransItIon Diagrams 
----
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, 
, Sequence (Class) & ACIIV1ty DIagrams 
, 
, 
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Figure 2.2.2: RM-ODP relationship with the UML (Costa et. al. 2001) 
2.2.4 CIMOSA 
Other Reference Models in the research literature include the CIMOSA, i.e. 
Computer Integrated Manufacture - Open System Architecture (Kosanke et. al. 
1999). This describes modelling stages represented by a three dimensional 
cube (figure 2.2.3). The stages are explained below. 
The Modelling Dimension identifies the requirement, design, and 
implementation stages. The Requirement Model describes the user's view on 
how things are done within the enterpnse. The Design Model translates the 
Requirement Model into a detailed system description. The hnplementation 
Model describes how resources execute functional operations. 
The Views DimenSIOn includes functional, infonnation, resource & 
organisational views. The functional view specifies a domain in terms of: 
processes, and their objectives and constraints. The infonnation view describes 
the types of entities within the organisation and their relationships. The 
resource and organisational views descnbe the actual entities within the 
organisation (using the entity types developed by the infonnation view). 
The Genericltv Dimension describes the use of generic, partial and particular 
models. Generic templates identify the infonnation required for each 
viewpoint. Partial models define structures that are relevant to applications; 
and particular models are specific to an organisation. 
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Figure 2.2.3: The CIMOSA Cube (Kosanke et. al. 1999) 
The mapping between RM-ODP and CIMOSA is not entirely direct. It is 
however possible to relate the RM-ODP Enterprise View to the Requirement 
Modelling stage of CIMOSA (figure 2.2.4). The InfollDation Views ofboth 
methodologies more or less translate; and the RM-ODP computational view is 
analogous to the Design Modelling I Functional View ofCIMOSA. 
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Figure 2.2.4: CAE Framework (Molina and Bell, 2002). 
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2.2.5 CommonKADS 
CommonKADS was developed by Amsterdam University for the development 
of knowledge-based systems (Schreiber et. al. 1999). CommonKADS is a 
reference model based on the six modelling stages shown in figure 2.2.5. 
Worksheets and templates are provided for each modelling stage. 
Context 
Concept 
Artifact 
OrganizatIon 
Model 
Task 
Model 
Agent 
Model 
Figure 2.2.5: The CommonKADS Model Set (Schreiber et. al. 1999) 
The contextual modelling stage starts to structure the information relating to 
the organisation being analysed. This is analogous to the RM-ODP Enterprise 
View; and includes the Organisational Model (OM). 
The OM identifies the organisations: mission and external influences 
(potentially using UML Use Case diagrams), structures and available 
resources. The tasks performed by the organisation and the agents responsible 
for these tasks are also identIfied (at a coarse level). Finally the organisations 
"knowledge assets" are identIfied, i.e. names are allocated to knowledge areas 
and associated with tasks and agents. 
The Task Model (TM) and Agent Model (AM) develop a deeper 
understanding of the tasks and agents identified in the OM. UML activity 
diagrams are used to represent tasks and their associated dataflow. 
At the conceptual level, a detailed Knowledge Model (KM) is established. 
This includes a class schema of the entities (objects) used within the 
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organisation, and their relationships. This is analogous to the RM-ODP 
Infonnation View, and as with various RM-ODP examples, UML class 
diagrams are primarily used for this purpose. 
The Communication Model (CM) details the processes by which agents send 
messages and perfonn tasks. The organisational, task and agent models 
developed in the contextual stage fonn the starting point for this modeIIing 
stage. This is similar to the RM-ODP computational view. 
Once the KM and CM have been completed the detailed software "Design 
Model" can be established. Again this is similar to the Engineering and 
Technology views of the RM-ODP reference model 
2.2.6 The GRAI Methodology 
The GRAI methodology was developed by the Groupe de Recherche en 
Automatisation Integree, at Bordeaux University, France. The methodology 
aims to model an enterprise in order to improve its perfonnance (Doumeingts 
et. al. 2000). 
Requirements 
Objecllves 
Decision System 
P,lotmg 
Infonnation 
Technological System 
Internal 
InformatIOn 
Product & Manufactunng Defmillons 
Figure 2.2.6: The GRAI Model of an Engineering Design System (Girard 
and Doumeingts, 2004) 
The methodology consists of a conceptual model (shown in figure 2.2.6), a 
graphical fonnaIism (that is specific to the GRAI methodology), and a generic 
structured approach (Girard and Doumeingts, 2004) which foIIows the three 
phases descnbed below. 
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• Firstly, the initialization phase develops a functional view of the 
enterprise. Functions represent either departments (e.g. marketing, design, 
and production), or design services (e.g. mechanical, hydraulic, and 
electrical). This is comparable with the RM-ODP enterprise view. 
• Secondly, the modelling phase describes the decision-making, 
technological and information systems. This is equivalent to the 
information view of an organisation. The separation of decision making, 
technological and information systems however, makes it easier to keep 
track of design developments, and coordinate projects (Girard and 
Doumeingts, 2004). 
• FinaIly, the design phase, models the technological and decision-making 
systems taking design objectives into account. 
Further work into translating the GRAI specific diagrammatic representations 
into the UML has also been performed (Merlo and Girard, 2004). 
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2.3 Know/edge Modelling 
2.3.1 Knowledge, Information and Data 
Knowledge typically describes how and why things are done within an 
organisation, and is therefore central to an enterprise model. This section 
reviews the literature on the representation and uses of knowledge, paying 
particular attention to work describing information hierarchies for 
manufacturing (and associated) product knowledge. 
Information exists when the relationships between data (i.e. nwnbers and 
symbols) are recognised within a specific context. In a geometric context for 
example, "5cm from A" is recognised as a distance (Mills and Goossenaerts, 
2001). Knowledge on the other hand, is information with added detail relating 
how it should be used or applied (Harding 1996). Knowledge may therefore 
describe what actions to take when'certain information exists, e.g. "sound an 
alarm when the distance is 5cm". 
Recent research has explored different types of knowledge, including explicit, 
implicit and tacit forms (Guerra, 2004). Explicit knowledge includes text, 
tables, dIagrams, and product specifications (Mahe and Rieu, 1998); and 
formal policies and procedures (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). The majority of 
decision support systems make use of explicit knowledge (Chung et. al. 2003). 
Implicit knowledge can be inferred from observable behaviour (Nickols, 
2000), and (in a similar way to explicit knowledge) can be expressed in 
executable form (Zheng et. al. 2001). This often takes the form of rules (e.g. 
if (distance == 5cm) sound-alarm), and constraints (e.g. 
distance >= 5cm). These can be considered as formal representations. 
Tacit knowledge may also describe how to respond to information, but is not 
represented in executable form. Videos and transcripts of conversations are 
considered as tacit representations. 
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2.3.2 Knowledge Elicitation 
Elicitation refers to the learning, uncovering, extracting, surfacing, and/or 
dIscovering the needs of customers, users, and other potential stakeholders 
(Hickey and Davis, 2002). In the context of developing a decision support 
system, this describes the task of uncovering and documenting the 
requirements of the end user (i.e. the designer), and of eliciting knowledge 
from product and manufacturing experts. Hickey and Davis (2002) describe 
workshops, interviews and diagrammatic conventions such as IDEFO as being 
part of elicitation. The RM-ODP enterprise view (section 2.2) is therefore an 
elicitation tool that can support workshops and interviews by providing a 
suitable framework for documenting and reviewing requirements. 
ReqUirements 
System DeSIgn 
CodIng and Umt TestIng 
Integrallon TestIng 
System Testing 
ReqUirements 
System DeSIgn 
Figure 2.3.1: Iterative Software Development Model (Hickey & Davis, 
2002) 
Elicitation is also commonly performed on an ongoing basis. Figure 2.3.1 
shows the iterative model of Software Development (Hickey and Davis, 
2002). This is based on a time series of successively more sophisticated 
systems. This approach ~s often used, as requirements and domain knowledge 
can not always be explicitly stated at the start of a system development. 
Greater understanding can be achieved as end users and experts gain 
experience of using a system. In addition, requirements often change, making 
it necessary to review system requirements on a regular basis. 
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2.3.3 Knowledge Based - Decision Support Systems 
Guida (1994) defines a Knowledge Based System (KBS) as being capable of 
supporting explicit representations of knowledge in some specific competence 
domain, to provide high level problem solving perfonnance. The benefits of a 
KES include more consistent decision making and the protection of critical 
knowledge, i e. when a person leaves an organisation, their knowledge can be 
retained (Smith 2001). Decision support systems are sometimes described as 
KES, due to their use of knowledge to assist decision making. Such systems 
are becoming more commonplace in engineering industries (Chapman and 
Pinfold, 2001), supporting tasks such as manufacturability analysis in design. 
To improve product development decisions, industry must therefore retain and 
transfer knowledge (Beckett 2001) on an increasing scale. 
Environment 
Overall Problem 
A-Frame Roll Container 
Safety Manufacture 
Easy to manoeuvre 
Figure 2.3.2: Problem Decomposition Diagram (Rodgers et. al. 2001) 
A number of decision support systems have been proposed in recent years, 
targeting the different stages of design. For example, the WebCADET system 
(Rodgers et. al. 2001) supports the categorisation ofmles relevant to 
conceptual design. Figure 2.3.2 shows the decomposition of knowledge used 
to exemphfythe WebCADET system. This shows the categories of knowledge 
relevant to the conceptual design of A-frame roll-containers. Each category 
contains rules relating the functional requirements of the product to its 
physical attnbutes. The code segment below shows a sample of a rule sets 
used to populate WebCADET. This relates the manoeuvrability of the 
container to its weight and wheel diameter. 
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rule ID : easy to manoeuvre for 1 person 
if (unitWe~ght < 350) score += 2; 
if (frontWheelD~ameter > 125) score += 3; 
.•• etc. 
Other recent systems target the embodiment design stage. For example the 
Aggregate Planning Methodology (Bramall et. al. 2003) allows designers to 
optimise their selection of manufacturing processes. During design 
embodiment key dimensions and tolerances have been determined, and a wide 
range of manufacturing options need to be evaluated and an optimal 
combination selected. Models of products and manufacturing processes 
(similar to those discussed in sections 2.3.4 to 2.3.8) are used to determine the 
cost, reliability and performance of different combinations. A self annealing 
algorithm is then used to determine the optimum. 
BOOM 
DifferentiatIon 
HJgh quality and 
Performance 
Customlsatlon 
Low RIsk 
NEW PRODUCT 
OLD PRODUCT 
Fast Delivery 
Good Logistics 
Low Cost 
RECESSION 
Figure 2.3.4: Changing Domain Importance for Maximum Competitive 
Advantage (Bramall et. al. 2003) 
The selection criteria for the self armealing algorithm can also be weighted 
according to the business conditions (boom or recession), and the position in 
the product cycle (figure 2.3.4). The methodology can also determine the 
elasticity of process combinations (McKay 2003), by indicating of how far 
features can be changed before substantive changes to the selection of 
processes are required. 
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A key aspect of the Aggregate Planning Methodology is its reliance on 
multiple models of manufacturing facilities. Figure 2.3.5 shows how these can 
be supported by a number of suppliers involved with what is effectively a 
shared knowledge environment. The Resource Distributed Analysis (RDA) 
methodology allows models from multiple suppliers to support the analysis of 
the whole supply chain, and make effective use of the aggregate planning 
methodology. 
Main Companv 
2. Define product model 
• Product Data 
• ManufactUring Models 
• Aggregate Plans 
Suppliers 
Web enabled 
database 
3. Download supplJer Models 
1. Upload manufacturing capability 
-7. Download particular plan 
4. Evaluate 8. Accept/changelreJect plan 
5. Select supplJer 
6. Upload individual plans 
Figure 2.3.5: The Resource Distributed Analysis Methodology 
The representatIon and analysis of requirements is central to the conceptual 
deSIgn stage, and design embodiment often starts by considering how 
requirements are to be realised in physical form. Other researchers have 
therefore focused on the representation of customer requirements within 
decision support systems. These research efforts include the work of: McKay 
et. al. 2001, and Harding et. a!. 2000. More recently, the work of Nil ss on and 
Fagerstrom (2006) has considered the representation of requirements from a 
wide range of stakeholders (Le. not just customers). As the scope of the 
research presented in this thesis (and the proof of concept provide by the case 
study) is limited to physical product representations, requirements analysis 
also falls outside the scope of this research. 
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2.3.4 MOKA 
Various information hierarchies have been developed for design and 
manufacturing knowledge, including: knowledge cells (Wong and Atkinson, 
2000), object-oriented models for product modules (O'Grady and Liang, 
1998), and the object oriented modelling of constraints (Gayretli and Abdalla, 
1999). These have not however, been developed as part of a modelling 
methodology; unlike the MOKA and MOSES hierarchies described below. 
Assembly ~ Product k>- Part P-- Feature (from Structure View) (from Structure View) (from Structure View) (from Structure View) 
V 
" Representabon " Structure 
.. I<>- ' Technology,' (from Representation View) (from Structure View) (from T echnoloQY View) ~~ 
, 
~ f';; 
Geometry Manufactunng Processes Material 
(from RepresentaUon View) (from Technology View) (from Technology View) 
Figure 2.3.6: Product Model- adapted from MOKA 
The Methodology and tools Oriented to Knowledge engineering Applications 
(MOKA) project (Oldham et. al. 1998) defined a hierarchy for product and 
manufacturing knowledge. Figure 2.3.6 shows a subset of this hierarchy 
developed from the MOKA modelling language core definition (MOKA User 
Guide, 2000). 
The MOKA hierarchy uses the concept of a "Structure" to describe an 
aggregation of geometric properties. Specialisations of a structure represent 
assemblies, products, parts, and features. Parts may include an aggregation of 
features, as well as geometries relating to the complete part. Whole assemblies 
can then be described as aggregations of parts, with geometries relating to the 
whole assembly. The hierarchy also links structures to the manufacturing 
processes involved in their creation and manipulation. 
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2.3.5 Product Models 
Feature based product representations based on shapes and geometries have 
been extensively researched (Chen et. al. 1994), (Allada and Anand, 1995), 
(Rosen, 1995), and (Gorti et. al. 1998). Object-oriented structures where also 
established some time ago, using EXPRESS (Schenck and Wilson, 1994) to 
formally represent shapes and their geometric relationships (Fowler, 1995). 
------------------~o11==~pr~o;dU~c~t==j 
? 
I ManufactUring VIew 
l ____ ~.J 
I BUII~Plan I 
L ____ J 
I Process I 
f-- =---=--==] 
I Resource I 
Figure 2.3.7: Design and Manufacturing Views (Zhao et. al. 2000) 
Further work has developed hierarchies for linking product and manufacturing 
information (Zhao et. al. 2000). Figure 2.3.7 shows products descnbed in 
terms of characteristics (e.g. geometries, tolerances and properties) being 
linked to both manufacturing and design views. The manufacturing view 
shows products in a form relevant to process engineers, whilst the design view 
accesses the same information, in a form relevant to designer engineers. 
The separation of product from process knowledge allows the same product 
descriptions to be reused for multiple manufacturing scenarios; and for the 
same process descriptions to be used for multiple products configurations. 
Reuse can be further improved by using product characteristics derived from 
public standards, i.e. STEP-AP224 (ISO/DlS 10303-224.3). This defines a 
detailed set of shapes with associated geometric characteristics including: solid 
blocks, grooves, holes, taps and countersinks. STEP AP224 has been applied 
to both design (CAD) and manufacturing planning systems (Sharma and Gao, 
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2002). Where STEP based characteristics can not be used, an attempt can also 
be made to standardise characteristics across an enterprise. 
Multiple views of the same knowledge (e.g. those provided by design and 
manufacturing viewpoints) also support knowledge reuse by supporting 
multiple applications from a single knowledge source. lbis also improves the 
consistency of decision making, as both process engineers and product 
designers use the access the representation. 
2.3.6 Product Functionality 
Further work on product modelling includes the Product Range Model (PRM) 
(Costa and Young 2000), which provides a class hierarchy for linking product 
functions to design solutions (figure 2.3.8). Each instance of a "design 
solution" is checked against "interactions", which relate functions to solutions. 
Interactions also support "knowledge links" to a product model (describing 
product characteristics). This allows functions to be linked to manufacturing 
processes via the structural representation of the product. 
~--~ 
I Knowledge links: 
r------===i 
~~__ J 
ha. 
~ s~:P~::::~lc-J 
Figure 2.3.8: Product Range Model (Costa and Young 2000) 
The scope of this research excludes relationships between product functions 
and manufacturing facilities (a purely structural representation of products is 
used). Chapter 9 however, describes further work on foundation ontologies for 
relating functional descriptions to manufacturing processes. 
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2.3.7 Manufacturing Models 
Various hierarchies have been proposed for the object-oriented structuring of 
manufacturing knowledge. Giachetti (1999) for example developed a 
manufacturing model which described processes as being perfonned by 
resources. This was developed into an object-oriented hierarchy using 
EXPRESS (Giachetti and Alvi 2001). 
I Enterpnse ~Cludes Factory )!!clUdeS Shop Includes Cert includes Stabon 
i,sa i,sa 
1
15a I isa Ilsa 
V 
FaCility 
-;- -~ , - --, 
Figure 2.3.9: Facility Specialisations (Zbao et. al. 1999) 
The MOSES project (Molina et. al. 1995) also developed a Manufacturing 
Model (MM). This used the concept of a "facility" to describe ranges of 
manufacturing units, from whole enterprises to individual stations (figure 
2.3.9). An enterprise includes an aggregation of factories, which in turn 
aggregate shops, cells and stations. All of these classes are specialisations of 
the root "FacIlity" class. The Manufacturing Capability Model (Molina and 
Bell, 1999) developed the MM hierarchy by defining a set of classes for 
descnbing facilities in terms of resources, process and strategies. 
A detailed view of global manufacturing has also been provided by 
(Pontrandolfo and Okogbaa, 1999), and recent research has developed a 
manufacturing model for global enterprise representations (Liu and Young, 
2004). This applies a manufacturing model to globally distributed supply 
chains, and supports co-ordinated decision making across geographic and 
functional dimensions (Pontrandolfo et. a!. 2002). 
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2.3.8 Factory Data Model 
The Factory Data Model (FDM) provides a further refinement of the strategy 
class (Harding and Popplewell, 2001). This includes a class hierarchy for 
representing strategies which includes: constraints, objectives and rules. Rules 
can also be developed into Rule Sets (figure 2.3.1 0). 
Strategies " 
is a representation of 
I 
Constraint -/ 
is a repre entatJon of 
Ob·ective I ~ -L_ -:::::J 
, 
< 
is a reprbsentabon of 1 contains 
1 
1 .. ' 
/ Rule 
Figure 2.3.10: Strategy Representation (Harding and Popplewell, 2001) 
Rules can themselves be further expressed in terms of conditions (either 
simple or compound) and resulting actions (again either simple or compound). 
The hierarchy for describing rules is shown in figure 2.3.11. 
;:=:==c:::on::::d::lh=on==! tests ~1~E:=x::e::cu:::te~s~=R=es=u=lti=ngA=ch=o=n=1 
____ I t=:==j 
~ l"lL.a __ 
isla ~~~<>-, 
I ' i 
, ,1 • L ________ ~ , 
contains I SimpleCondltlon ~ ____ '
L _________ --'1 .. * 
I a 
I a : CompundAchon I 1 
L_ ~ _______ • ..J 
______ , contains 
[~~~~~==-¥ii±.-*--
Figure 2.3.11: Representation of Rules (Harding and PoppleweIl, 2001) 
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2.4 Know/edge Sharing and Ont%gies 
2.4.1 Ontology Defmitions and Types 
Current research into knowledge sharing is being driven by the use of 
ontologies. The word ontology is derived from the Greek tenn for the science 
of describing the kinds of entities in the world and how they are related (Smith 
et. al. 2003). Within the field of knowledge based systems, ontologies provide 
an explicit specification of a conceptualization (Gruber, 1993). This may 
include a set of rules and constraints associated with a class schema for 
describing an environment (Smith et. al. 2003). A class schema provides a 
structure for categorising the entities in an environment according to type. 
Entity types (or classes) can also be defined as specialisations of a parent class 
(e.g. cars and buses are specialised types of vehicle). 
Many fonns of ontology are encountered in knowledge based systems, ranging 
from glossaries and taxonornies, to generic logical constraints (McGuiness, 
2002). The tenns lightweight and heavyweight are some times used to 
distinguish between ontologies that are mainly taxonomies and those which 
model their environment in a deeper way (Corcho et. al. 2003). Ontologies can 
also be described as being: highly infonnal, semi infonnal, semi fonnal and 
rigorous fonnal in nature (Uschold and Gruninger, 1996). 
Highly infonnal ontologies are expressed loosely in natural language, and 
semi-infonnal ontologies use a structured fonn of natural language to increase 
the clarity and reduce the ambiguity of expression. Some fonn of taxonomy 
(or classification schema) is required for this purpose. Semi-fonnal ontologies 
define rules and constraints on the use of tenns, which are expressed in fonnal 
languages such as OWL or KIF (see next two sections); and rigorous fonnal 
ontologies meticulously define tenns with fonnal semantics and proofs. 
The applications ofthese different ontology types are reviewed in the 
following sections. Specific attention is paid to the fonnal types of ontology, 
which have particular uses in knowledge verification. 
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2.4.2 Informal Ontologies 
The rapid growth of the World Wide Web has made a mass of data available 
to designers. The problem with using the web as a decision support tool 
however, is the shear mass of unstructured data that it provides. Various 
researchers are tackling this issue by using infonnal ontologies to assist the 
classification and manipulation oflarge quantities of(hyper) text. Fonnal rules 
and constraints describing how to apply this infonnation fall outside the scope 
of these systems. The assumption is that humans are good at intelligent 
reasoning, if they have the right information. As infonnal ontologies may have 
a significant impact on decision support systems, the work in this area is 
reviewed below. The purpose of this review is to highlight the different 
problems solved by infonnal and fonnaI ontologies. 
An example of a knowledge classification system is provided by the KMi 
,) 
Planet system (V argas-Vera et. al., 2003 b). This uses an infonnal ontology to 
classifY news stories, and templates to populate the ontology, supported by a 
web browser editor. The effectiveness of the tool depends upon a corpus of 
manually marked up pages (V argas-Vera et. aI., 2003 a). Tools for detecting 
, 
and tracking the use of tenns within text are also being used to move away 
from templates (Maynard et. al. 2003). Tracking is achieved by a Natural 
Language Processor (NLP) that detects when entities are described by nouns 
and pronouns (i.e. he, she, it, and they). Automated infonnation extraction 
techniques are also been investigated (Ciravegna et. al. 2003), and the 
extraction of ontologies in distributed environments (Sleeman et. al. 2003). 
These rely on an initial training phase where text is manually marked up. 
Automated mark up commences when the user is satisfied that the rule base is 
accurate enough to produce good results. 
Further examples of text management systems include the DOME tool 
(Leonard and Glaser 2003), which supports the large-scale acquisition and 
maintenance of knowledge from web pages by allowing users to record 
extraction programs. The tool requires manual programming, as fully 
automated infonnatlOn acquisition would require NLP's of great complexity; 
and such processors "do not exist yet ". 
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2.4.3 Formal Ontologies 
Fonnal ontologies provide a basis for describing how infonnation should be 
applied (Le. knowledge). These descriptions are generally made In the fonn of 
rules and constraints, and require a set of fonnal guidelines on how they 
should use terms (Le. a fonnal ontology). Fonnal ontologies have been used 
by researchers to tackle a variety of problem including: the resolution of 
missing attributes in database queries (Ras and Dardzinska, 2004), and to 
share knowledge between KBS using different terminologies. Other 
researchers have also addressed the grammatical specification of fonnal 
ontologies (Andreasen and Nilsson 2003). 
Knowledge sharing relies upon mapping techniques which establish rules for 
relating terms between different ontologies in different systems. Mapping 
techniques include the infonnation flow based process (Kalflohou and 
Schorlemmer, 2003), which uses a series of translation tables to analyse 
mapping relationships; the use of combinator logics to resolve issues in 
mapping between ontologies (Correa da Silva et. al. 2002); and the 
Distributive Collaborative Design Environment (Zhang et. al. 2003), which 
uses a mediator agent to apply mapping algorithms between domains. 
The following sections examine recent work on fonnal ontologies, and their 
application in mapping and sharing knowledge between systems. Examples of 
both semi fonnal and rigorous fonnal ontologies are provided. 
2.4.4 The Enterprise Ontology 
The Enterprise Ontology (EO) (Uschold et. al. 1998) is described as being 
semi-fonnal (Uschold and Gruninger, 1996). The EO describes concepts 
relevant to business domains, and can support knowledge sharing between 
systems supporting business functions (as opposed to the design functions 
supported by MISSION and FDM). The EO is defined using the Frame 
Ontology and the Ontolingua tools. The terms defined by the EO include: 
• Entity, Relationship, and Role (i.e. the so called meta-ontology). 
• Time-interval, activity, plan, capability, resource, authority, and allocation. 
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• Person, legal-entity, organisational-unit, manage, and ownership. 
• Purpose, mission, decision, and critical-success-factor. 
• Sale, customer, price, brand, and promotion. 
2.4.5 The MSE Ontology 
Other researchers have focussed on developing shared ontologies for specific 
environments. These provide a common understanding of terms that can be 
used to bridge between systems. This reduces the number of mappings likely 
to be required in a knowledge sharing environment. The Manufacturing 
Systems Engineering (MSE) ontology for example (Lin et. al. 2004) was built 
using the Protege tool set. The MSE ontology is used to share knowledge 
between the MISSIOW and FDM2 systems. 
FDMModel MSE Ontology Model MISSIon Model 
fproduct_ order_date rdfs subPropertyOf c order_date rdfs subPropertyOf m nusslOn_order 
rdfs domam rdfs domam rdfs domam 
rdfs subClassOf rdfs subClassOf 
f product_order c customer_order m order 
rdfs domam rdfs domalO rdfs domam 
f order _ quanuty rdfs subPropertyOf c quantity rdfs subPropertyOf c mlsslOn_quanttty 
Figure 2.4.1: Mapping to the MSE Ontology (Lin et. al. 2002) 
The MISSION architecture (Arroyo et a\. 2001) supports the distnbuted simulation of engmeenng 
processes, and incorporates a moderator agent (Harding et. a\. 2003) winch commumcates the 
sigmficance of design decisions to all members of a development team 
2 The Factory Data Model (Hardmg and Popplewell, 2001) proVIdes a class schema used to support a 
mulu-vlew approach to design (each VIew bemg relevant to dIfferent parts of the deSIgn process, 
e.g. functional views and business views). 
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Figure 2.4.1 shows how different tenns for common entities are mapped 
between the FDM and MISSION systems (e.g. customer orders and product 
orders). The class schemas of each system are represented using RDF. 
2.4.6 The Functional Concept Ontology 
The Functional Concept Ontology (Kitamura et. al. 2002, Kitamura and 
Mizoguchi, 2003) defines a set oftenns for relating product functions to 
manufacturing processes. This is referred to as the hierarchy of ways (figure 
2.4.2), and provides a link functional decompositions, product attributes and 
ways of achieving functional requirements. This is similar to the linking of 
design attributes to manufacturing rules the WebCADET system (Rodgers et. 
al. 2001). The Functional Concept Ontology is however, developed for a very 
specific environment, and highlights the difficulties involved with developing 
generic structures for linking product functions to manufacturing processes. 
Hierarchy of Ways (processes) 
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Achieved by 
ActtVIty Decomposltton Tree 
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Insert 
Figure 2.4.2: Functional Concept Ontology (Kitamura et. al. 2002) 
2.4.7 The OK Ontology 
The Language for Ontological Knowledge (OK ontology) (Roche 2000) 
describes a more generic set of formally defined terms for manufacturing 
processes, based on concepts and sets. According to Roche a concept is 
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defined by the essence of objects A set makes it possible to put together 
objects whose state shares some common propertIes. For instance, if 'Human 
Being' refers to a concept, 'Teenager' refers to a set composed of human 
beings whose age is under eighteen. The OK ontology is used to define further 
rules and constraints for manufacturing concepts, e.g. machining and milling. 
2.4.S Generic Engineering Analysis Modelling Ontology 
Recent work into the representation of knowledge relating to Finite Element 
Analysis (FEA) has proposed the "generic engineering analysis modelling 
ontology" (Grosse et. al. 2005). This formal ontology is used as a basis for the 
development of robust analysis models that can be reused and shared in a 
design environment. This supports physics-based models, which can be 
empirical, discrete, or continuum based. Empirical models are derived from 
experimental observations. Discrete models provide mathematical 
representations using parameters that lack spatial dependency. Continuum-
based models have one or more parameters that are dependent upon 
independent spatial variables. 
FEA is typically used in design processes to model internal forces, stresses, 
thermal flows and displacements within structures. This is an important part of 
the design process, and is often used in manufacturability analysis to 
understand how manufacturing processes behave. This is however a different 
type of manufacturing knowledge to that being analysed by this research, 
which examines representation of manufacturing flows, i.e. how combinations 
of processes make products. 
2.4.9 The PSL Ontology 
Other ontologies relevant to manufacturing process representations include the 
Process Specification Language (ISO/CD 18629). PSL builds on several 
previous ontologies, including: the Toronto Virtual Enterprise (Fox M, 
Gruninger M, 1997), and the Enterprise Ontology (Uschold et. al. 1998). The 
PSL ontology formally defines modules of terms based on a set of core and 
outer-core definitions. The ontology is rigorous; as each PSL term is defined 
with formal semantics and proofs (using KIF). PSL is described as a 
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foundation-ontology, as it does not describe specific processes, such as 
machining and milling; but can be used as a foundation for building such 
descriptions. The ontology has been developed into an ISO standard, and is 
openly available on the NIST web site: www.meI.nist.gov/psI. Recent work on 
, 
the PSL ontology has demonstrated its ability to support process planning 
applications in the construction industry (Gruninger et. aI. 2003), and 
developed additional vocabulary for identifying objects that play a role in 
process planning (Aitken 2005). 
Whilst PSL is suited to describing manufacturing processes, its potential use in 
formalising manufacturing knowledge WIthin design systems has also been 
highlighted (Cutting-DeceIIe et. al. 2003). Other work has identified PSL as 
being suitable for formalising descriptions of design processes (Chira et. al. 
2004), and supporting communication between agents in Multi Agent Systems 
(pouchard and Rana 2002). 
2.4.10 The SUO Ontology 
The Standard Upper Ontology (SUO) (Niles and Pease, 2001, and Pease and 
Niles 2002) incorporates the PSL core, and has the potential for wider 
applicability. Its semantics are defined using a version of KIF, (SUO-KIF 
2003). The SUO lexicon incorporates concepts derived from the structure 
shown below. This distinguishes between Physical and Abstract concepts. 
Phys~cal 
Object 
SelfConnectedOb)ect 
ContinuousOb)ect 
CorpuscularObject 
Collection 
Process 
Abstract 
SetClass 
Relation 
Quantity 
Number 
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Physical concepts include objects (i.e. nouns) and processes (i.e. verbs). 
Objects are further classified as collections (e.g. a flock of sheep), continuous 
objects (where parts are similar to other parts, e.g. water), and corpuscular 
objects (that aggregate non-similar parts, e.g. a car). Abstract concepts 
include: set-classes and relations, which are similar to frames and slots (in the 
Frame Ontology). These are used as a grammatical framework. 
Abstract concepts also include Quantities, Propositions and Attributes. 
Quantities are expressed by Numbers (integer and real), and Physical 
Quantities require a measure e.g. Meter, and Kg. Propositions descnbe 
semantic or informational content, and attributes allow qualities and properties 
of objects to be defined separately and reused by other object classes. A 
"biological-property" for example, may support male and female instances and 
save creating male and female classes for each animal. 
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2.5 Know/edge Verification Techniques 
2.5.1 Validation and Verification 
Literature dating back to the late 1990's identified the need for KBS research 
that enables developers to create robust, rigorous and provably correct systems 
that can be integrated with other systems such that they become a part of 
"conventional" software development (Howard et al., 1999; Mitev, 1994). A 
more recent survey ofKBS life cycle methodologies, including MOKA and 
ComrnonKADS, has gone on to identify the need for totally rigorous 
frameworks based upon solid theoretical principles, and focused formal 
mathematical research into knowledge-based design (plant and Gamble, 
2003). This survey also identifies validation and verification as being key 
stages in any KBS life cycle methodology. 
The term verification is often used interchangeably with validation, but has a 
subtly different meaning. The main effort of validation is to produce the right 
system (O'Keefe and O'Leary, 1993), by ensuring that it meets the actual 
reqUIrements of its end users (Preece, 2001). Verification however, checks 
whether a system meets its specified requirements (Preece, 2001). As a system 
may meet its specification, but stiII fall short of user requirements, verification 
is an important part of validation, but not the whole storey. 
Several tasks are involved in KBS validation and verification, including: 
tracing the paths of the inference engine, checking the integration of 
knowledge bases, and comparing system performance with derived solutions 
from domain experts (Giarratano and Riley, 1998). One of the most significant 
tasks however, is the identIfication and elimination oflogically inconsistent 
knowledge. Indeed. from any contradictory knowledge, an agent would be 
able to deduce any conclusion. and it's contrary (Gregoire and Mazure 2002). 
This is more precisely described as a verification task, as consistent 
knowledge does not necessarily meet user requirements. 
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2.5.2 Verification Tools 
Various knowledge verification tools and techniques have been developed, 
including: COVER (preece et. al. 1992), the Knowledge Judgement system 
version 3 (KJ3) (WU and Lee 2002), and heuristic local search methods 
(Gregoire and Mazure 2002). 
The COVER tool (Preece et. aI., 1992) verifies a knowledge base by checking 
that all data items are either ask-able or consequences of other rules; and 
identifying any rules that are duplicates, subsumed (Le. specific cases of more 
general rules), or conflicting (e.g. statement pairs that can not both be true). 
q t u q t u 
Figure 2.5.1: Traditional Petri Net Modelling (WU and Lee 2002). 
The KJ3 uses a verification technique based on Petri Nets to analyse the reach-
ability of required conditions (WU and Lee 2002). Figure 2.15 shows how this 
is achieved for the three relationships: p => q, P & r => t, and r 
& s => u". The operation of the system under different input conditions is 
analysed by the placing and firing of tokens. The existence of two facts (p and 
r) is simulated by placing tokens (dots) on the places p and r. 
The distribution of tokens is changed when transitions (represented by bars) 
are enabled and fired. A transItion is enabled when each ofits in-places 
contains one or more tokens. When a transition fires, a token is removed from 
each of its in-places, and each of it's out-places receives a new token. Figure 
2.5.1 (left and right) shows the distribution of tokens before and after firing. 
Checking the consistency of a large knowledge base can however be 
computationally intensive. Other recent work has therefore focussed on 
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techniques for improving the performance of rule checking algorithms, based 
on heuristic search methods (Gregoire and Mazure 2002). 
2.5.3 Ontological Commitment 
A summary of research (Coenen et.ai. 2000) identifies the potential role of 
ontologies in validation and verification. Ontologies describe the domain 
knowledge that remains invariant over various knowledge bases in a certain 
domain (Guarino and Giaretta, 1995). This is sometimes referred to as a meta-
level description (i.e. a specification of a specification). An example of how 
ontologies support validation and verification is provided by the PRONTO 
software tool (Bench-Capon and lones, 1999). This uses an ontology to 
generate test cases which are executed against a current knowledge base. If the 
test case fails, depending on the nature of the failure, and input from the 
expert, either the ontology or the knowledge base is redefined. 
The concept of ontological commibnent further explains how ontologies can 
be used in the process of verification. Ontological commibnent has its roots in 
philosophy, and can be seen as a mapping between a language and an ontology 
(Guarino 1994), where each term in a logical theory is in that theory's 
ontology (Quine 1961). In terms of knowledge based systems however, 
ontological commibnent can be seen as a formalised mapping between terms 
in a knowledge base and identical or equivalent terms in an ontology 
(Waterson and Preece 1999). 
Ontologies do not in themselves verify knowledge. However certain types of 
ontology specifY rules and constraints (i e. axioms) that formally define the 
meaning of terms. A knowledge base committing to such an ontology must 
therefore be consistent with its underlying axioms. Procedures which check 
the consistency of a knowledge base against these axioms need to be 
implemented, and the relevance of these procedures/axioms to the 
environment being represented needs to be ensured. 
The following example developed by Waterson and Preece demonstrates how 
the principle of ontological commibnent can be used to verifY several 
knowledge sources in a shared environment. The example was originally 
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expressed using a proprietary language, but is reproduced here in KIF syntax 
to remain consistent with the rest of this thesis. The example is based on a 
"university-ontology" that is used in an experimental system to map 
knowledge between knowledge bases. The ontology supports the concept of a 
student and a member of staff; and enforces a rule that no individual can be 
student and staff, Le. 
University Ontology: Axiom 125 
(forall (?x) 
(~mpl~es (student ?x) (not (staff ?x») 
University Ontology: Axiom 126 
(forall ( ?x) 
(impl1es (staff ?x) (not (student ?x») 
A knowledge base is said to commit to an ontology when it is consistent with 
the rules and constraints of the ontology. An inconsistency may therefore 
occur if a knowledge base describes the concept of a student who tutors, and is 
therefore considered to be a member of staff and a student, Le. 
Knowledge Base: Rule 
(forall (?x) 
(impl1es (and (student ?x) (tutor ?x» (staff ?x» 
This rule is inconsistent with axioms of the university ontology, and is the kind 
of conceptual miss-match that can cause serious problems in knowledge 
sharing unless it is detected and eliminated (Waterson and Preece, 1999). 
By committing to a shared ontology, multiple knowledge bases can enforce a 
common set of rules and constraints across all representations. This is 
especially useful when attempting to verifY the interactions of multiple 
knowledge bases (Le. knowledge sharing). The issue for design/manufacturing 
environments however, is whether an existing ontology (such as PSL) can 
provide a suitable set of rules and constraints. 
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2.5.4 The Meta-Knowledge Model Approach 
The framework (shown in figure 2.5.2) shows the work of Plant and Gamble 
(2003), which develops a methodology for rigorous KBS development. This 
supports the tasks of both validation and verification. 
Conceptual 
Design Level I : I MK Model I Iruttal SpecIfication 
.................... -............. · .... ··· ............ ·· .... · .... · .. · .. ·1 .................... · .. ·· 
Intennedlate 
Level 
I MKModel 
I 
I 
I Ehcnoo Knowledge RepresentatloD I 
1 
I Knowledge Filter I 
I L...---ll intermediate Knowledge RepreseataMn I 
.................................... · .. · ...................... ·· .. · .... ·1 ...................... ·· .. 
Fonnal 
Level 
I MK Model Domain SpecIficatIOn I 
I Cogrutive Eogmeenng Specification I 
I Representation Specification I 
.......................................................................... t ...................... .. 
Implementation I I 
Level Code Creation 
Figure 2.5.2: The MK Model Approach (plant and Gamble, 2003). 
The approach uses a meta-knowledge model to link the stages of creating a 
knowledge based system. The Initial Specification captures a series of rough 
concepts which are then refined by three levels, towards a set of formal 
specifications (i.e. domain, representation, and cognitive engineering). 
Elicited knowledge representations are nonnalised by the knowledge filter into 
a semi-fonnal notation. This forms the intermediate knowledge representation, 
which allows gross validation issues to be recognised and the elicitation cycle 
to be repeated until these issues are clarified. 
At the fonnal level, fonnal notations are used to nonnalise the knowledge set, 
and rigorous verification procedures are perfonned. The domain, cognitive and 
representation specifications allow knowledge, interface and representational 
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issues to be focused upon individually, and aligned through the meta-
knowledge. Subsequent to this, the knowledge is refined into a coded system. 
The meta-knowledge model creates a definitive baseline specification, which 
drives knowledge elicitation, validation and verification. It in effect provides 
the specification of the specifications. In terms of verification it describes what 
can and can not be stated about a domain. In many senses, the meta-
knowledge model is similar to the shared ontology applied by the concept of 
ontological commitment. The shared ontology describes the terms used to 
describe domains, and the axioms associated with their use. 
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2.6 Related Technologies & Techniques 
2.6.1 Diagramming Conventions for Enterprise Modelling 
This section examines the main languages and fonnats they use to represent 
various aspects of organisational structure and behaviour withm enterprise 
models. These include the IDEFx specifications and the Unified Modelling 
Language (UML). 
1 Control 
Input 
Function 
Output 
tMechamsms 
Figure 2.6.1: Representation Functions (lDEF-O) 
IDEFO (IDEF-O) uses functional diagrams to describe process inputs, outputs, 
and controls (figure 2.6.1. A function can be used to describe business, design 
and manufacturing processes. Controls describe rules that govem the function 
(e.g. process tolerances), and mechanisms describe the objects that perfonn the 
function (e.g. a design engineer or a machine tool). 
Process B 
Process A Process 0 
Process C 
Figure 2.6.2: Process Schematic (IDEF-3) 
IDEF3 (IDEF-3) representations use process schematics to describe activity 
sequences (figure 2.6.2). These connect activities (or Units-Of-Behaviour-
VOB), via "and", "or", and "exclusive-or" junctions. These show which paths 
may be taken at points along the schematic. For example, the X junctions 
shown above indicate that process B or C can follow process A, but not both. 
IDEF3 also uses object schematics (figure 2.6.3) to describe how states change 
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as a result of processes, and which processes can occur given a particular state. 
This shows how states A, B and C are changed by DOB's 3, 4 and S. 
UDB 
Referent 
Referent 
4 
5 
UDE 
Referent 
Figure 2.6.3: Object Schematic (IDEF-3) 
IDEFO and IDEF3 provide useful communication tools (particularly for 
requirement docwnentation), but are generally considered too descriptive and 
unstructured to build software models (Dorador and Young, 2000). 
Techniques for improving the formalism ofIDEF3 schematics include the 
Fundamental Business Process ModellIng Language (Chen-Berger et. al. 
2003). FBPML applies a formal definition of the "and" and "or" junctions to 
the IDEF3 process schematic. These definitions are based on the PSL 
ontology, which is discussed in more detatl in later sections of this thesis. 
The other diagrrunming language extensively used for enterpnse modelling is 
the Umfied Modelling Language (OMG-2). This proVides a series of 
diagranuning representations for modelling mformation structures and system 
behaviour (Quatrani 1998). These include the: use case diagram, sequence 
diagram, acbvity diagram, and the class diagram. The class dtagram in 
particular supports the description of object-oriented information hierarchies, 
where object types are assigued attributes and perform specific sets of 
operations. Classes can either inherit the attributes and operations a parent 
class, or instantiate/reference an associated class. 
It is worth noting that the IDEFx series also includes IDEF-S (IDEF-S), which 
supports the description of object classifications. The UML class diagram is 
however more commonly used for this purpose. 
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Combinations ofIDEFO, IDEF3 and UML diagrams have been proposed for 
enterprise modelling (Dorador and Young 2000). The IDEFx notations are 
intuitive and are therefore used to establish requirements with end users. The 
UML class diagrams are then used to describe infonnation structures, and 
detailed interactions between entities. The next sectIon discusses the mapping 
of these languages and fonnats onto various modelling methodologies. 
2.6.2 The Semantic Web 
The Semantic Web mitiative supports knowledge representation and 
interchange over the Internet. The baseline fonnat for the semantic web is 
XML, i e. the Extensible Markup Language (Bray et. a1. 2000). XML allows 
data fields to be tagged, but does not in itself support either classification 
schemas or more fonnal types of ontology. 
Support for describing class schemas is however provided by the Resource 
Description Framework (RDF) (Lassila and Swick, 1999). RDF has been 
successfully used to move data (structured by class schemas) between agents 
in a multi agent environment (Hui et. a1. 2003). The Foundation for Intelligent 
Physical Agents (FIPA 2003) specifies an abstract architecture for multi agent 
systems, which may ultimately move from LISP based syntax to RDF. This 
would have the advantage of improved integration with web technologies. 
RDF has been further extended to support higher level concepts (and more 
fonnal ontologies) by The Web Ontology Language (OWL) (McGuiness and 
Harmelen 2003). OWL supports the description of class properties, e.g. rules, 
constraints and relationships with other classes and object instantiations. 
DAML+OIL were forerunners of OWL (www.dam1.orglservices), and can be 
used to describe semi-fonnal types of ontology. 
2.6.3 The Knowledge Interchange Format 
Whilst OWL has recently emerged to support web based systems, the 
Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) (ISO/JTCIISC32IWG2) has been used 
by the AI community for many years, and is well suited to stating facts and 
general laws about given situations. Rigorous fonnal ontologies have therefore 
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tended to use KIF to describe relationships between entities. Examples of 
rigorous fonnal ontologies (and the KIF syntax) are provided in later sections. 
KIF has also been used to define the Frame Ontology (Gerbaux and Gruber, 
1993, and Chaudhri et. a!. 1997). This allows users to build their own semi-
fonnal ontologies within a grammatical framework. This includes guidelines 
for describing entity classes (referred to as "frames"). Each frame has slots 
which describe attributes of the frame, and each slot has facets (Le. values 
assigned to slots). Certain relationships between frames (e.g. sub-classes and 
instances) are also defined. 
The Frame Protocol was used to develop the Onolingua tools for collaborative 
ontology construction (Farquhar et. a!. 1996), and was further developed into 
the proposal for Open Knowledge Base Connectivity (OKBC) (Chaudhri, et. 
a!. 1998). OKBC provides a framework for connecting knowledge bases 
developed using different ontology development tools. Protege (Gennari et. a!. 
2002) for example provides an OKBC interface. Both the Ontolingua and 
Protege tools have been used to develop several semi-fonnal ontologies, which 
are also discussed in later sections. 
2.6.4 Diagrammatic Ontology Representations 
Whilst the Unified Modelling Language (OMG-2) has emerged from 
mainstream software development, it is being seriously considered for 
ontology representation (Baclawski et. a!. 2002, and Kognut et. a!. 2002). 
location 
Faculty P University 
Figure 2.6.4: Location Relationship between Faculty and University 
Many of the concepts central to KIF, OWL and the Frame Ontology are 
included in UML, e g. classes (which are equivalent to frames), iuheritance 
(i.e. class specialisations) and attributes (i.e. slots). UML has the attraction of 
being familiar to the wider infonnation technology community, and has 
extensive tool support from commercial vendors. 
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Some important differences exist however between UML and the specialised 
knowledge representation languages. UML associations are not for example, 
"first order". The example shown in figure 2.6.4 demonstrates this limitation. 
The "location" association references an instantiation of the University class, 
and can not therefore be used to represent similar relationships with other 
classes, e.g. Building. A first order property (or facet defined using the frame 
protocol) could however be instantiated independently (i.e. it is first order) and 
represent "location" in both cases. This makes it difficult to directly translate 
ontologies developed using tools such as Ontolingua and Protege directly into 
UML, without some transition process. 
Company 
~ ____ ~R~O=b~o~~ ____ -;1 I~ ____ ~w~o~~=e~~~ __ --; 
L-____________ ~I IL-____________ ~ 
Figure 2.6.5: Model Schemas (Medvidovic et. al. 2002) 
Consideration also needs to be given to the expression of constraints within 
UML. Within this area, the Object Management Group has defined the Object 
Constraint Language (OMG-3). OCL allows comments describing constraints 
to be added to class representations. A short example of the OCL is provided 
in figure 2.6.5. Here the expression "self.workers -> size" represents the 
number of workers that can be aggregated to the company. Similarly the 
expression "self.robots -> size" represents the number of robots. The 
constraint indicates that there can be no more than I robot per 10 workers. 
Other diagrammatic formats include the IDEFx series. The IDEF-O and IDEF-
3 formats are used extensively to describe processes within enterprise models. 
The IDEFx series however, also includes IDEF-5 (for descnbing class 
schemas), and IDEF-9 for describing constraints. Most literature on ontologies 
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however focuses on either: the semantic web, KIF, the Frame Protocol (and 
related tools), or UML. 
2.6.5 Ontologies in Agent Systems 
, 
Agents are software modules that can be descnbed as autonomous, social, 
reactive and pro-active (Kendall et al. 1996, Wooldridge and Jennings 1995). 
Autonomous means that an agent can operate without direct intervention. 
Social means that an agent can interact with other agents to form multi-agent 
systems. The term reactive means that an agent can perceive, respond to, and 
affect its enviromnent; and pro-active means that an agent's behaviour is goal-
oriented. Approaches to developing agents are well established. These include 
methodologies for building multi-agent systems (Iglesias et. a!. 1996), and the 
knowledgeable agent-oriented system (Bradshaw et. a!. 1997) which examines 
the structure and dynamics of an agent over its lifetime. Arazy and Woo 
(Arazy and Woo, 2002) developed a categorisation of agent structures based 
on a survey of over twenty such methodologies. Their categories included: 
• Perceptions: events in the world that the agent can observe and act upon. 
• Knowledge: beliefs about the world (and how to respond to events). 
• Transparency: knowledge that can be exposed to other agents. 
• Goals: a list of purposes, preferences or desires. 
• Resources: skills or capabilities the agent has access to. 
• Plans: action sequences that achieve goals. 
• Communications: actions that exchange information with other agents. 
• Reasoning: mechanisms for choosing the optimal plan. 
• Leaming: events that change the agent's knowledge, goals or plans. 
Ontologies are often used to support the interpretation of knowledge between 
agents in Multi Agent Systems (MAS). Examples of this approach already 
cited include: the MISSION platform (Arroyo et. a!. 2001), and the Multi 
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Agent Architecture for Distributed Design (Chira et. al. 2004). Other systems 
have applied ontologies and MAS concepts to construction industry 
applications (Ren et. al. 2003, Aldea et. al. 2004, and Ugwua et. al. 2004). 
2.7 Summary and Discussion of Literature 
Current research into reference models for developing decision support 
systems (e.g. the CAE-RM) describe many of the stages of system 
development and propose various models for structuring knowledge. These 
generic (and in some cases standards based) frameworks assist knowledge 
sharing, but provide no guidance on the stages of validation and verification. 
These are central to knowledge sharing, as many of the issues (in terms of 
resolving conflicts between shared representations) are resolved during 
verification. Research into knowledge validation and verification however, 
tends to focus on computational techniques for finding inconsistencIes in 
formal representations, e.g. contradictory rules, and unreachable conditions 
(Preece et. al. 1992, Wu and Lee 2002, and Gregoire and Mazure 2002). No 
specific guidance on how to verify representations of manufacturing facihties 
within a system development methodology is provided. 
A verification approach based on ontological commitment (Waterson and 
Preece, 1999) may provide the basis of such a methodology. Ontologies 
provide a set of rules and constraints associated with a class schema for 
describing an environment (Smith et. al. 2003). Ontological commitment 
means that a knowledge base has to be consistent with (i.e. committed to) the 
rules and constraints defined by the ontology. By committing to a shared 
ontology the interactIon of several knowledge bases can be checked against a 
shared set of rules and constraints. Ontological commitment is therefore suited 
to shared-knowledge environments (e.g. the representation of multiple 
manufacturing facilities in enterprise models). 
Many forms of ontology are encountered in knowledge based systems, ranging 
from glossaries and taxonomies, to generic logical constraints (McGuiness, 
2002). Ontological commitment however, requires the supporting ontology 
itselfto be logically consistent; and this is best achieved by a sound 
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mathematical basis. This work therefore focuses on rigorous-formal 
ontologies (Uschold and Gruninger, 1996), which define (and prove) detailed 
sets of rules and constraints using statements of first order logic (i.e. axioms). 
Two recently developed ontologies fall into this category, i.e. The Process 
Specification Language (PSL) and the "Suggested Upper Ontology" (SUO) 
(Niles and Pease, 2001). PSL formally defines entities and relationships for 
representing process knowledge, and is published as an ISO standard 
(ISO/CD18629). PSL is also referred to as afoundation-ontology, as it defines 
general terms that can be used as a foundation for describing environment 
specific terms (e.g. milling and machining). SUO defines a large general 
purpose lexicon, and incorporates significant elements ofPSL. 
PSL has been used in various experimental systems to exchange project 
planning information (Gruninger et. al. 2003), describe process inputs and 
outputs (Bock and Gruninger, 2004a), and model process flows (Bock and 
Gruninger, 2004b). Other experimental work includes a shared ontology 
library (Chira et. al. 2004) which is plans to use PSL to formalise the 
representation of design processes. The use ofPSL in design support systems 
is however relatively immature, and the extent to which PSL can represent and 
assist the venfication of manufacturing knowledge needs to be establIshed. 
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3. A NOVEL APPROACH TO THE VERIFICATION OF 
DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
3.1 Introduction 
TIlls chapter presents the author's idea for a standards-based Knowledge 
Verification Methodology (KVM). TIlls uses a meta-knowledge framework to 
represent manufacturing strategies within deCIsion support systems. The 
framework consists of a series of views. Each view describes how to represent 
manufacturing strategies during system development; and the framework's 
novelty lies in its: improved application of standards and generic models; and 
in its direct support for the verification of manufacturing knowledge. Figure 
3.1 shows the main stages of the framework, and its role within a typical 
system development methodology. 
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• Enterprise 
View 
Information ' 
View 
Computational 
, View 
Meta-Knowledge 
Framework 
System Under 
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• 
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• • 
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Validation & Verification 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Figure 3.1: System Development Methodology 
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The meta-knowledge framework is based extensively on the CAE-RM 
(Molina and Bell, 2002)3, which prescribes the enterprise, infonnation, and 
computational views. Figure 3.2 shows the framework in more detail. The 
enterprise view describes how to informally represent user requirements and 
expert knowledge of manufacturing strategies. This elicited knowledge is then, 
structured according to the infonnation hierarchy provided by the infonnation 
view. The information model is then fonnalised using the guidelines and 
definitions provided by the computational view, and the resulting 
computational model can be used by decision support systems to simulate (and 
therefore evaluate) manufacturing strategies. 
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, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
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.----------------- ----------------------------- ------------------, 
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: et, Required Complex Strategy Simulated '~~ 
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Figure 3.2: The Meta Knowledge Framework 
3 The CAE-RM is used in preference to the framework proposed by Plant and Gamble (2003), due to 
Its focus on manufacturing systems, and Its underlying use of the RM-ODP (ISOIIEC 10746-1) 
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The main (novel) developments of the KVM lie in the computational view of 
the meta-knowledge framework. This (unlike previous frameworks) provides a 
set of methods for representing manufactunng strategies that directly assist the 
verification of the computational model. Verification is performed by the weH 
established use oftest cases, i.e. derived solutions from domain experts 
(Giarratano and Riley, 1998). Test cases need to be elicited from domain 
experts, and reviewed to ensure that they accurately and adequately describe 
required system behaviour (i.e. they validate the system). Each test case 
describes the information that an expert expects the system to generate for a 
given sets of requirements (e.g. the machine usage times for an example 
product specification). The expected results are compared with the actual 
output of the executable model. The foHowing sections describe the enterprise, 
information and computational views in more detail. 
3.2 Enterprise and Information Views 
3.2.1 Guidelines for the Enterprise View 
The enterprise view applied by this research is well documented by previous 
researchers, notably Molina and BeH (2002). Other work has also developed 
the use of diagramming formats for enterprise views; including IDEFO, 
IDEF3, UML use case, and UML sequence diagrams (Dorador and Young, 
2000, and Costa et. al. 2001). These diagramming formats provide relatively 
unstructured and informal representations that assist the documentation of user 
requirements, and manufacturing strategies. These are used as part of the 
enterprise view (applied by this research), in the foHowing ways: 
• Use case and sequence diagrams are first used to describe designer 
requirements, and their interactions with the decision support system. 
These representations foHow weH documented procedures for using the 
UML diagramming conventions (Quatrani, 1998). 
• An informal description of the product(s) being designed. This includes a 
hierarchical breakdown of features (e.g. slots, holes, and grooves), and 
how they combine to form products. 
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• A description of how products are made. This includes: a breakdown of 
manufacturing strategies, what they achieve (in tenns of changes to the 
products being manufactured), any constraints on strategies, and the 
resources they demand and consume. IDEF3 process and object 
schematics assist this description, and this description is ultimately 
structured according to the manufacturing model described by the 
infonnation view. 
3.2.2 Modelling Assumptions 
An enterprise model inevitably makes assumptions (and simplifications) with 
respect to the manufacturing enviromnent being modelled. The question 
therefore arises as to how detailed a description is required, and whether a 
valid set of assumptions has been established. This is a particularly difficult 
part of knowledge elicitation, as product and manufacturing experts can often 
not directly state these assumptions (as they are understood implicitly, rather 
than laid down by any explicit set of guidelines). 
This research therefore follows the iterative model of software development, 
as discussed by Hickey and Davis (2002). This is a well established technique 
that results in a time series of successively more sophisticated descriptions. 
The iterations effectively stop when agreement is reached between end users 
and experts on the validity of the model (and supporting test cases). The 
iterations are therefore controlled (in the methodology shown in figure 3.1) by 
the validation stage, which reviews the enterprise model and verified 
simulation results with designers and experts. 
The iterative approach has the advantage tailoring complexity and detail to the 
actual requirements of the end user. It is tempting during knowledge elicltation 
to keep adding detail. However, by starting with a simplistic representation, 
and allowing users to see simulation results (and possibly experiment with a 
prototype computational model), the actual level of required detail and 
complexity can be better understood. Unnecessary detail is a danger With any 
knowledge based systems development, as this adds to the cost of developing 
and maintaining the system, without addmg value. 
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For the purposes of this research it should also be noted that the iterations stop 
short of defining a full system requirement. The experimental case studies 
(chapters 6 and 7) are designed to provide a proof of concept for the KVM. 
The results of a first pass validation stage are however discussed in chapter 8, 
and are the basis for the further work proposed in chapter 9. 
3.2.3 The Adapted Product/Manufacturing Model 
The information view used by this research is shown in figure 3.3. This is 
based extensively on the product and manufacturing model (Molina and Bell, 
1999, Zhao et. al. 2000), with certain adaptations that are described below. 
Firstly, product features are represented by the Structures class, which 
supports aggregations of geometric characteristics and enumerated properties. 
Feature such as a holes, cylinders, blocks, and threads, can be described in 
terms of geometries, e.g. diameter, depth, and tolerance; and enumerated 
properties, e.g. ''material: iron or aluminium". A component can then be 
described as aggregation of structures (e.g. a bolt consisting of a cylinder of 
metal, and a screw thread). The concepts of atomic and complex components 
are also introduced. Atomic components describe the lowest (atomic) level of 
component found in a product description (e.g. work pieces, plus nuts, bolts, 
and screws). Complex components descnbe aggregatlOns of components (e.g. 
assemblies of work pieces. 
Secondly, previous manufacturing models have used several types of facility 
class to represent different levels of faClhty, e.g. enterprise, factory, shop and 
machine classes. These are replaced in figure 3.3 with a simpler hierarchy 
based on just complex and atomic facilities. As with structures, atomic 
facilities represent the lowest level of granularity in the representation of 
facilities, and complex facilities represent aggregations offacihties (e.g. a 
machine shop consisting of several machine tools). As complex facilities are 
also a specialised form of atomic facihty, they can also deploy strategies of 
their own. Certain types of manufacturing knowledge are best described at this 
complex level, as assumptions about the availability of other facilities can not 
be made within an atomic representation. 
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Thirdly, (as with previous manufacturing models) strategies are performed by 
facilities. Each strategy must however hold an objective describing what it 
does within the manufacturing enviromnent (e.g. Improve the tolerance of a 
metallic surface). This adaptation is derived from intelligent agent theory 
(Arazy and Woo, 2002), and allow strategies to be translated into executable 
modules (or agents). Strategies are further broken down into capacity, 
planning, technology and facility rules. These four sub-classes of rules are 
based on the categories of manufacturing strategy described by Molina and 
Bell (1999). Note that strategies (in the hierarchy shown above) are effectively 
aggregations of rules. 
1 I Complex Component I ~ I 
1 .. ' r AtomIC Component I _ I 
CAD System 
Property Geometry 
FaCIlity Rule CapaCIty Rule 
Complex FaCIlity . I 
1 
Atomic FaCIlity l 
Manufactunng t§~=tllnformabon System 
Planning Rule 
Figure 3.3: Adapted Product/Manufacturing Model 
Capacity rules descnbe how resources are consumed and demanded. Planning 
rules describe how strategies relate to production schedules. Technology rules 
describe how strategies change product characteristics and are constrained by 
the manufacturing enviromnent. Facility rules describe when a particular 
strategy should be applied (note that these should only be applied to 
compound facilities, as atomic facilities can not make assumptions about other 
facilities within the manufacturing enviromnent). 
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Finally, figure 3.3 shows interfaces to CAD and MIS platfonns. These provide 
the infonnation relevant to product representations (e.g. dimensions and 
required tolerances), and manufacturing strategies (e.g. machining times and 
achieved tolerances). 
3.3 Computational View 
Previous frameworks for decision support systems (including the CAE-RM) 
invariably rely on a system engineer's implicit understanding of the terms used 
to describe manufacturing strategies to generate computational models. The 
systems engineer is also left to develop his own implicit understanding of what 
constitutes an inconsistency between statements in a knowledge base. This 
implicit "system engineering knowledge" drives the interpretation of the 
enterprise and infonnation models during formalisation and verification; and 
can be the source of miss alignments between shared knowledge bases. The 
KVM tackles this issue by providing an enhanced computational view as part 
of the meta-knowledge framework shown in figure 3.2. 
3.3.1 The Role of the SM-API 
The enhanced computational view includes a set of methods for fonnally 
representing manufactunng strategIes, referred to as the Shared Methods -
Application Programming Interface (SM-API). This provides a convenient 
interface for systems engineers who are familiar with object-oriented 
programmmg languages and the concept of an API. The SM-API also allows 
systems engineers to benefit from the wide availability of well supported 
coding and sImulation tools for languages such as Java and C++. 
The SM-API is described as "shared" because it provides a common 
interpretation (between systems engineers) of the terms used to fonnalise 
manufacturing strategies. The shared methods also include an explicitly 
defined set of procedures for detecting inconsistencies between statements in 
knowledge bases. This allows shared knowledge to be verified against a 
common set of procedures, rather than relying on each system engineer's 
implicit understanding of exception handling within computational models. 
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Figure 3.4: The Use of Test Cases to Support System Verification 
Figure 3.4 shows the role of the SM-API within the verification process. 
Manufacturing strategies are expressed usmg the shared methods, and are 
organised according to the information hierarchy shown in figure 3.3, i.e. they 
are split between atomic and complex strategies. The overall objective of each 
strategy is to make the "simulated product model" match the "required product 
model" as closely as possIble. The required product model represents the 
requirements specified by the designer, and the SImulated product model 
represents the results of manufacturing strategy (and is changed by each 
process simulation). This allows the effects of dIfferent manufacturing 
strategies to be evaluated for a range of product specifications. 
For the SM-API to support manufacturing strategy formalisation and 
verification, its methods must be able to: describe the entities associated WIth 
products and manufacturing processes, provide a means of extracting the 
information needed by designers (e.g. machining durations), and be able to 
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generate relevant exceptions (i.e. error conditions). The SM-API is also 
responsible for generating the simulation results required by designers (see 
figure 3.1). These requirements will have been defined by the enterprise model 
(use case and sequence diagrams), and have been elaborated on by the test 
cases developed during knowledge elicitation and validation. 
It should also be note that errors can be generated for a variety of reasons. 
Error conditions may for example highlight inconsistencies in manufacturing 
strategies (e.g. a machine tool being used by two processes at the same time). 
The systems engineer would need to examine these error conditions, and 
correct the enterprise, information, and/or computational models accordingly. 
Other error conditions may be a valid system response, as defined by a test 
case (which should be examining boundary conditions where manufacturing 
strategies are not capable of meeting product specifications). The error 
conditions generated by the SM-API therefore provide input to the verification 
process (in terms of unexpected errors), and the validation process (in terms of 
verified simulation results and valid errors). 
3.3.2 Verification Based on the PSL Ontology 
The SM-API reqUIres a basis for describing entitIes within a product / 
manufacturing environment, and a set of guidelines for detecting inconsistent 
strategy representations (i.e. error conditions). This can effectively be 
performed by a SUItable ontology. The survey of ontologies provided in 
chapter 2 highlighted the PSL ontology (ISO/CD 18629) as being potentially 
suitable for this type of environment. An open standard such as PSL may also 
provide better support for knowledge sharing than a proprietary ontology (that 
is not subject to the public scrutiny and control of the ISO). The SM-API 
therefore to a large extent bases its definition of methods, and exception 
handling, on the PSL ontology. Each knowledge base formalised by the SM-
API is effectIvely committed to the interpretation of the PSL ontology built 
into the SM-API. This follows the principle of ontological commitment 
described by Waterson and Preece (1999). 
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Knowledge Base A 
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Figure 3.5: Verification Using the PSL Ontology and the SM-API 
Figure 3.5 shows how the principle of ontological commitment is applied. 
Knowledge bases A and B respectively represent two manufacturing facilities. 
These however, state contradictory relationships between timepoints t1 and t2 
(which may refer to the beginning or ending of processes). The sequence of 
checks specified by the PSL ontology (and implemented by the SM-API) 
highlights these conflIcting statements as a violation of the second PSL core 
axiom, i e. the before relationship is a total ordering. A systems engineer 
would then need to examine the circumstances that led to these conflicting 
statements, and adjust the computational model accordingly. This may for 
example refer to a process that has been scheduled too soon. 
Whilst other researchers (notably Bock and Gruninger, 2004) have shown how 
manufacturing knowledge can be expressed by the PSL ontology, its use as a 
knowledge representation and verification tool within a meta-knowledge 
framework (for decision support systems) is new to this research. It should be 
noted however, that whilst this research explores the use of the PSL ontology 
as verification tool, the implication that this in turn, assists knowledge sharing 
between multiple systems is not demonstrated. 
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3.4 Engineering and Technology View 
The Manufacturability Analysis Platform (figure 3.6) shows the technology 
used to implements the proposed KVM. Manufacturing strategies are 
implemented by Complex and Atomic Facility classes (or agents) within the 
Java 2 Engineering environment (J2EE). The SM-API is implemented within 
the same J2EE environment. A feature library is also supported. This provides 
a set of pre defined STEP based features, i.e. cylinders, blocks, holes, and 
grooves; which can be supplemented by customised features as required. 
User Interface 
Resources 
Occurrences 
Errors 
Editors' '. 
, c : ' 
Order 
Factory 
Facility 
Design 
Procedural Knowledge Models 
," , 
Messages 
;;:At~mic 
Facilitie{ 
:Featur!' ' 
Library 
Shared M~tbods API 
Database Tier 
Figure 3.6: The Manufacturability Analysis Platform (MAP) 
The database manager separates the representation of manufacturing facilities 
and the SM-API from the extemal systems used to provide much of the 
information relevant to manufacturing strategies (i.e. the CAD and MIS 
databases). For the purposes of this research these systems are emulated by an 
interface to an excel spreadsheet. 
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3.5 Summary 
This chapter has described the author's ideas for a novel knowledge 
verification methodology, based on an improved meta-knowledge framework 
for the development of decision support systems. The role of the improved 
framework has been shown within the context of a wider development 
methodology (based on the CAE-RM), and improvements to the formalisation 
and verification stages of system development have been identified as its 
principle benefits (and novel contribution). 
The benefits (and novelty) of the improved framework are derived from an 
explicit definition of the terms used to describe products and manufacturing 
processes; and an explicit definition of the error conditions that need to be 
generated when knowledge bases make contradictory statements during 
system verification. These explicit definitions are implemented in the form of 
a Shared Methods - Application Programming Interface (SM-API), which 
forms a central part of the improved framework's computational view. The 
SM-API avoids the reliance (of previous frameworks) on the implicit systems 
engineering knowledge needed to generate computational models of 
manufactunng processes. This should in turn support knowledge sharing 
between systems using the framework (although this aspect of knowledge 
sharing is not demonstrated by this research). 
This chapter has also descnbed the use of the PSL ontology as a starting point 
for the explicit defimtion of terms and error conditions required for the 
improved framework, as being novel to this research. An example of how 
manufacturing knowledge can be verified by the axioms of the PSL ontology 
has also been provided. The relationship between manufacturing strategies and 
the PSL ontology now needs to be examined in greater detail (see chapter 4), 
and the explicit framework definition needs to be provided (see chapter 5). 
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4. MANUFACTURING STRATEGY REPRESENTATION AND 
THE SHARED MODEL REQUIREMENTS 
4.1 Introduction 
The Shared Mode1- Application Programming Interface (SM-API) provides a 
set of methods for the formalisation and verification of manufacturing 
strategies. These must support information requests from designers (in the 
form of simulation results), and generate exceptions when strategies violate a 
set of underlying verification procedures (see figure 4. I.1). 
Required Product Specification (from Test Case) 
Planning 
Rules 
SM-API: Based on the PSL Ontology 
-
{t":~ ~~" 
, Verification :/ 
Jj c;c - ,i", ~ 
c ,( _~ " ~>, ~ 
Figure 4.1.1: The Verification of Manufacturing Strategies 
This research develops an explicit definition of these methods and procedures 
that is based on the PSL ontology. This chapter develops an understanding of 
how manufacturing strategies can be represented by the PSL ontology, and 
assesses the representational limits ofPSL. This is achieved by examining four 
categories ofmanufactunng rules (Le. planning, capacity, technology, and 
facility). These categories are based on the Molina and Bell (1999) definitions, 
and are sununarised in section 4.2. The analysis provided in this chapter 
results in a set of requirements for the SM-API that are developed into a 
detailed specification in chapter 5. 
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4.2 The Manufacturing Capability Model 
4.2.1 Overview 
Chapter 2 identified the Manufacturing Capability Model (Molina and Bel1, 
1999) as a suitable classification hierarchy for the representation of 
manufacturing faCIlities. This defined the resources, process and strategy4 
classes (see figure 4.2.1). Each of these is described below. 
MANUFACTURING MODEL ' ' , FACILITY ' 
, , ' 
, 
, ' , 
- '-/ J has has has 
, ResOurce Strategies ' , , Process 
, , , 
" 
, 
Figure 4.2.1: Structure of the Manufacturing Model (Zhao et. al. 1999) 
The resource class stores attributes relevant to the facilities use of resources. A 
machine shop will for example use machine tools, dril1-bits, lubricating OIls, 
and work pieces. Resource attnbutes may therefore include the minimum and 
maximum sizes of work-pieces; the availability oftools, bits and lubricating 
oils; the number of machine tools and dril1-bits used for mdlvidual dnlling 
processes; and the rate at which lubricating oils are consumed. The process 
class stores attributes that descnbe process characteristics, e.g. milling rates, 
and achieved tolerances. Constraints may also be described, e.g. the maximum 
input surface tolerance for a finish milling process. 
Both the resource and process classes are considered as infonnation classes 
rather than knowledge representations. This is because they provide no 
infonnation relating to how the infonnation stored by the class is used. The 
knowledge of how to interpret resource and process settings is however stored 
in the strategy class. Indeed, the separation of strategies from resource and 
process infonnation is one of the sigmficant contributions of the 
Manufacturing Capability Model. Strategies describe how a facility applies 
4 Whilst the origmal Manufacturing CapabIlity Model was developed usmg Booch notation, subsequent 
Implementations have used UML (Zbao et al. 1999). 
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resources and processes to make products, and can therefore be considered as 
a knowledge representation. 
The contribution of the strategy class is demonstrated by the following 
example. A constraint stating that a "grinding process can only be applied to a 
surface if its tolerance is already less than 500pm" can not be readily applied 
to different machine tools with different processing capabilities. This is 
because the "500fUIl" attribute is directly referenced by the constraint. Making 
indirect reference to the 500J.UTI value however, allows the rule to be more 
generally applied: e.g. the "grindmg process can only be applied when the 
surface tolerance is within the machine tool's grinding-capabIlity". If the 
grinding capability is stored separately from the strategy (i.e. in a separate 
process class) then the same strategy can be reused for multiple machine tools. 
This principle has been described within agent systems, as the separation of 
declarative data from procedural knowledge (Wray et. al. 2004). 
The strategy class, as descnbed by Molina and Bell (1999) includes four 
categories of strategy (or aggregations of rules), i.e. planning, capacity, 
technology, and facilIty. These are descnbed in more detail below, and are 
important to this research as they provide an understanding of the type of 
knowledge that needs to be represented and venfied by the KVM. 
4.2.2 Planning Rules 
Planning rules describe the creation and manipulation of process plans for the 
manufacture of a product to a given specification, and enterprise/factory 
configuration. This knowledge can be used to estimate how long it takes to 
manufacture a product, and will describe: 
• Hierarchies of processes and sub-processes, e.g. drilling and mIlling are all 
sub-processes of machining. 
• How processes should be sequenced, e.g. casting precedes machining, and 
setting must occur before a work piece can be milled. 
• How to calculate the duration of a process. This is often a function of a 
processing rate and a geometric feature of a product. 
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Certain levels of planning knowledge will also be relevant to different levels 
of facility representation. For example, a model of an individual machine tool 
can describe constraints on the processes under its control (e.g. setting is 
required before milling), but can not assume knowledge of other facilities. A 
constraint on "casting preceding machining" must for example be descnbed by 
a factory or enterprise level model, which makes assumptions about the 
availability of foundries and machine tools. This allows the machine tool 
model (on its own) to be reused in environments using forges and other 
fabrication technologies. 
4.2.3 Capacity Rules 
Capacity rules describes how many units can be produced by a facility given 
the availability of resources. This requires an understanding of how long each 
process demands certain resources, e.g. milling requires the use of a machine 
tool for the duration of an occurrence of milling; and details of how many 
units are produced by a process. A casting process will for example produce 
batches of casts, whilst a machine tool can only work on individual pieces. 
Capacity knowledge will also describe which processes are best for certain 
volumes of production. 
4.2.4 Technology Rules 
Technology rules interpret the information associated with the resource and 
process classes described above. This may include: 
• Rules for maximum and minimum part dimensions, e.g. the foundry can 
not cast a part larger than 2m x 2m. 
• Relationships between facility capabilities and achieved tolerances (e.g. 
the surface tolerance of an object equals 0.025mm after grinding). 
• Limits on which processes can be performed on different materials, and 
different tolerance capabilities for different materials. 
Technology strategies may also overlap with planning strategies, in the 
interpretation offacility attributes such as speeds and feeds. The time it takes 
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to mill a surface will for example be a function of the area being milled (as 
defined in the product requirement), and the capability of the machine tool 
being used for the selected conditions and material. 
4.2.5 Facility Rules 
Facility rules describe how and when facilities should be used to achieve 
manufacturing objectives. This may include the selection of processes, based 
on required tolerances, e.g. "grind a surface if the required tolerance can not be 
met by the milling process". As with the planning constraints described above, 
facility knowledge needs to be appropriate to the level of facility being 
described. The selection of different foundries and machine tools can for 
example only be considered at the factory/enterprise level, where the 
capabilities of each facility can be considered. For example, a multi purpose 
machine tool may not be the best choice of facility if a product only requires a 
simple milling operation. The choice of whether to use such a facility can 
however, only be made at a level that understands what machine tools are 
available. Facility rules are therefore best described at the complex (rather than 
atomic) level of facility representation. 
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4.3 The Process Specification Language 
4.3.1 Overview 
The PSL specification (ISO/CDI8629) defines a number of modules centred 
on a core-ontology (see figure 4.3.1). The core is relatively straightforward, 
and includes just four entity types, i.e. activities, activity_occurrences, 
timepoints, and objects. The core is supplemented by the PSL outer-core and 
PSL extensions, as required by specific applications. 
PSLCore 
Timepoints Objects Activities Occurrences 
PSL Outer Core 
Theory of Discrete Sub-actIVIty Theory of Atomic 
States Theory Acllvlbes 
Theory of Occurrence Activity Theory of Complex 
Trees Occurrences Acbvlbes 
Subset of the PSL Extensions 
~ _____ D_u_rn_t_lo_ns_Th _ e_o_ry ______ JI ~1 ____ R_e_so_u_~_e_R_e_q_U_lre_m_e_n_ts ____ J 
Figure 4.3.1: Structure of the PSL Ontology 
The following sections draw on existmg research to show which of the PSL 
modules are needed to represent planning, technology, capacity, and facility 
strategies. Current research has been active in this area, but has not (so far) 
translated the PSL ontology into the type of met a-knowledge framework 
needed to support system validation and verification (as proposed in chapter 3 
and defined in the form of the SM-API in chapter 5). The requirements of the 
systems engineer are central to this discussion, as the meta-knowledge 
framework needs to provide a clear link between inconsistent statements in 
knowledge bases, and the axioms of its underlying ontology. 
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4.3.2 Planning Strategies and Process Flows 
Figure 4.3.2 shows the modules and adaptations to the PSL ontology needed to 
represent (and verify) planning rules. These have been identified in current 
research literature (which is discussed below), and include: the PSL Core, the 
Theory of Occurrence Trees, and the Theory of Durations. Figure 4.3.2 also 
shows a Simplified Implementation of Sub-Activity Occurrences. This 
incorporates the theories of Sub-Activities, Atomic Activities, Complex 
Activities, and Activity Occurrences. The reasons behind these selections and 
adaptations of the PSL ontology are described below. 
PSL Core Implementation 
Timepolnts Objects Activllies Occurrences 
Implementation of Occurrence Trees 
, 11 (' 
'"' 
, , , 
Simplified Implementation of, 
Sub-activity Occurrences 
Implementation of Duralions 
, , 
, 
• . " 
' , , 
Figure 4.3.2: Planning Rules and the PSL Ontology 
Using the PSL Core Ontology to Represent a Process 
The concept ofan activity_occurrence (as defined by the PSL core) can be 
used to represent the occurrence of an activity within a process plan. Activity-
occurrences are instances of activities bound by two timepoints, i e. the 
beginning and end of the occurrence (see core axiom 14). 
At a basic level, verification must ensure that no processes end before they 
begin (this is a reasonable statement regarding ail planning strategies). The 
PSL core defines a series of constraints on activity occurrences that identify 
such condItions, i.e. Core Axiom 15: the begin point of every activity 
occurrence or object is before or equal to its end point. The before 
relationship (as defined by the PSL core) descnbes a total ordering between 
time points (i.e. core axIOm 2). Any process (represented as an activity 
occurrence) that ends before it begins should therefore be highlighted by 
violation of core axioms 2 and 15. 
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Further PSL core axioms can provide additional rigour to the checks 
performed on planning strategies. For example, PSL core axiom 4 states that 
the before relation is transitive, i.e. 
(forall (?to ?tl ?t2) 
(implies (and (before ?to ?tl) 
(before ?tl ?t2» 
(before ?to ?t2») 
This means that the total ordering oftimepoints (in a process plan) must be 
checked for transitive before relationships, as well as those directly stated by 
facility representations. This characteristic is central to verifying plans 
generated by multiple facility models, as many inconsistent-timings are likely 
to be inferred (consequences of other relationships), rather than directly stated. 
The link between the verification procedures proposed for the SM-API, and 
the axioms of the PSL core are discussed further in chapter 4 (where the 
requirements of the SM-API are defined). 
Process Hierarchies and Sub-Activity Occurrences 
Planning strategies typically describe hierarchies of processes. A machining 
process may for example involve several sub occurrences of milling and 
drilling. The work ofBock and Gruninger (2004b) shows that the theories of 
Sub-Activities, Atomic Activities, Complex Activities, and Activity 
Occurrences are relevant to this type of hierarchical description. 
The example used by Bock and Gruninger (overleaf) shows a process 
hierarchy for an occurrence of the activity "ChangeColor". This consists of 
two sub-activity occurrences, i.e. painting and drying. The terms root and leaf 
are defined by the PSL outer core, and refer to the first and final sub-
occurrences in an occurrence tree. The min -precedes relationship is also 
defined by the theory of activity occurrences, and indicates that ?occPaint and 
?occDry are sub-activities of an occurrence of ChangeColor, and the order of 
precedence between the painting and drying occurrences (i.e. painting 
precedes drying). 
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(forall (?occChangeColor) 
(irnpl~es 
(occurrence_of ?occChangeColor ChangeColor) 
(ex~sts (?occPaint ?occDry) 
(and (occurrence_of ?occPaint Pa~nt) 
(occurrence_of ?occDry Dry) 
(subact~v~ty_occurrence ?occPa~nt ?occChangeColor) 
(subactivity_occurrence ?occDry ?occChangeColor) 
(rnin~recedes ?occPa~nt ?occDry ChangeColor) 
(root_occ ?occPa~nt ?occChangeColor) 
(leaf_occ ?occDry ?occChangeColor»») 
The work ofBock and Gruninger (2004b) and the definitions provided by the 
PSL specification itself do not however, provide a clear link between 
inconsistent statements in process plans, and the complete theories of Sub-
Activities, Atomic Activities, Complex Activities, and Activity Occurrences. 
Some interpretation (and simplification) of these theories is needed to provide 
this link. Chapter 5 descnbes these interpretations (in the form of the 
simplified implementation of sub-activity occurrences) in more detail. 
Constraining Processes and Occurrence Trees 
Planning strategies also need to place constraints on the sequencing of 
processes (e.g. "painting must precede drying"). Further concepts (described 
in the PSL occurrence tree definitions) can be used to represent such 
constraints. These include the term poss. 
The "poss ?a, ?occ" relationship constrams actiVIty ?a to being pOSSible only 
after the occurrence ?occ , i.e. the activity must be a legal successor of the 
occurrence. Legal sequences of processes can therefore be specified and illegal 
sequences highlighted by appropriate verification procedures. Examples of 
how this might be used are discussed below. 
Firstly, the drying example described above (Bock and Gruninger, 2004b) 
could constram the drying activity to being possible only after an occurrence 
of painting, i.e. "poss ?drying ?occPaint". This would prevent process plans 
from attempting to dry unpainted objects. Secondly, milling (as part of a 
machining process) may only be possible after an occurrence of machine 
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setting. Any attempt to mill an object that has not been set, would therefore be 
identified as an illegal successor of any previous occurrences. 
Processes Durations 
An important part of any planning strategy is its understanding of how long it 
takes to perform different processes under different conditions and for 
different product requirements. The PSL "durations" extension is of particular 
use in representing these timing aspects of a planning strategy. The duration of 
an activity-occurrence is the difference between its end and beginning 
timepoints. In a computational implementation a "duration" can be represented 
by a long integer denoting the elapsed nano-seconds between two timepoints. 
, 
The time it takes to perform a process can therefore be represented by the PSL 
concept of durations. 
One issue in using durations however (as defined by the PSL ontology) is the 
relationship between planning and technology strategies. In many cases, 
durations are determined by a combination of conditions relating to the object 
being manufactured, and the resource/process attributes of a facility. The 
duration of a milling occurrence is for example, determined by the milling rate 
of a machine tool for a speCIfic matenal, and the surface area of the object 
being milled. Interpreting these aspects of a technology/planning strategy 
requires some way of relating durations to the geometric attnbutes of products 
and facilities (e.g. speeds and feeds). 
The PSL ontology has no concepts for describing and relating geometric 
attributes to durations. Additional concepts are therefore needed to interpret 
floating point numbers with units of: meters, meters-squared, cubic-meters, 
grams, Degrees-Celsius, radians, and seconds. Relationships between nano-, 
milli-, centi-, and kilo- measurements also need to be considered; and 
constraints on the manipulation of units should be enforced (e.g. meters can 
not be added to grams, and m3 can not be added to ro2). 
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Requirements Summary 
This section shows how the SM-API needs to support the representation and 
verification of: 
• Occurrences of activities over periods of time, and the times at which those 
occurrences begin and end. This can be supported by a set ofmethods 
based on the PSL core. 
• Constraints on when processes begin and end, relative to the beginning and 
ending of other process occurrence. This can be based on a set of methods 
derived from the PSL core, and a set of verification procedures 
highlighting when manufacturing strategies violate these constraints. 
• Hierarchies of processes, where several occurrences may be sub-
occurrences of a higher level process. This can be achieved by a Simplified 
implementation of the PSL concept of Sub Activity Occurrences, and a set 
of verification procedures highlighting inconsistent sub-occurrence 
declarations within a manufacturmg strategy. 
• Constraints on whether the occurrence of previous processes makes it 
possible for a process to occur. This can be achieved by an implementation 
of the PSL concept of Occurrence Trees, and a set of verification 
procedures that detect occurrences of impossible activities. 
• The time intervals between the beginning and ending of processes, and the 
representation of these intervals as a function of product characteristics 
and the facility conditions. This can be achieved by an implementation of 
the PSL concept of durations. Further verification procedures are also 
needed to ensure that the units used to describe these functions are correct 
(e.g. m2 x secondslm2 = seconds). 
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4.3.3 Technology Strategies and States 
The influence of technology strategies on process timings were discussed 
above. Technology strategies however, also describe how processes are 
constrained, and how processes change their environment. This includes an 
understanding of process inputs, i.e. conditions that must be achieved before a 
process begins; and process outputs, i.e. any changes to the attributes of 
manufactured products and/or facilities that occur as a result of a process. This 
section examines how the PSL ontology can be used to describe these aspects 
of technology strategies. This is based on the PSL theory of discrete states and 
the non-PSL concept of structures (see figure 4.3.3). 
PSL Core Implementation 
Timepolnts Objects Activities Occurrences 
~ ~ 
Implementation of , Non·PSL ImplementatJon of , 
Discrete States Theory Sub-Structures, Enumerated Properties and 
~, 
Geometric Properties: , , 
Figure 4.3.3: Technology Strategies, States and Structures 
Situation Calculus 
PSL supports the constraining of occurrences by states. These are based on a 
technique referred to as sItuation calculus, where formal knowledge 
representations are derived from informal narratives; An example of how this 
is achieved is provided by McCarthy and Costello (1998). Here a series of 
formal statements are derived from a narrative describing a situation in which 
"Junior is taking a flight from Glasgow to Moscow". The following may be 
inferred at time SO: 
• Junior is in Glasgow: holds(at(Junior, Glasgow),SO) 
• Junior has Ticketl: holds(has(Junior, Ticketl ),SO) 
• Junior has Ticket2: holds(has(Junior, Ticket2), SO) 
• Ticketl is from Glasgow to London: is-ticket(I'icketl, Glasgow, London) 
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• Ticket2 is from London to Moscow: is-ticket(I'icket2, London, Moscow) 
• Glasgow-London flight exists: holds(exists-flight(Glasgow, London}, SO} 
• London Moscow flight exists: holds(exists-flight(London, Moscow}, SO} 
• Junior takes the flight: occurs(does(Junior, fly(Glasgow, London}}, SO} 
The italic typed statements are rules that can be asserted and inferred from the 
narrative. More complex situations can be descnbed, showing how multiple 
situations interact. 
Process Inputs and Outputs 
Recent work has gone into modelling process inputs and outputs, using the 
PSL concept of states (Bock and Gruninger, 2004a). This allows processes to 
be descnbed using statements such as holds and priors (similar to the example 
shown above). These descnbe states that are held following the occurrence of 
an activity, or set as a prior condition for an occurrence. 
States can provide a more reusable set of constraints on process models than 
occurrence trees. This is particularly true when the constraints are based on the 
condition ( or state) of the object being manufactured. For example, a drying 
process model (used as part of the previous ChangeColor example) may be 
reused in a different environment as part of a cleaning process. Drying could 
therefore follow an occurrence of washing (to remove grease from a surface), 
providing the washing occurrence hold a "wet" state (attributed to the object 
being manufactured) to be true. A poss relationship with painting (based on an 
, 
occurrence tree} would however prevent the model being reused in this 
fashion, as It makes assumptions about previous processes rather than 
examining the actual state of objects. By setting the state "wet" as a prior 
condition of drying, the process model can be used to describe many different 
scenarios, including cleaning and changing colour. 
Relationship of States to Technologv Strategies 
The PSL-concept of states is most effective when facility and product 
descriptions are constant (as in process planning applications). Here, it is 
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enough to describe an objects state using binary attributes (e.g. the component 
is either wet or not-wet). Technology strategies however, tend to describe the 
inputs and outputs of processes in terms of geometries. For example, the 
tolerance held following a milling process is usually expressed in millimetres. 
Maximum and minimum constraints on a milling machine may also be 
expressed in metres, or even Kilograms. 
It is therefore useful to describe "geometric-states", that are held following 
activity occurrences, rather than limiting representations to the existing PSL 
concept of binary states. A surface tolerance may therefore be held to 3mm 
after a casting occurrence, and O.1mm following a milling occurrence. This 
allows process models to describe the behaviour of processes more precisely. 
Chapter 5 shows how the concept of geometric states has been adapted from 
the PSL ontology, and used to represent structures (Le. aggregations of 
geometric state conditions). This allows geometric attributes to hold specific 
values following an occurrence, and for prior conditions on geometric 
attributes to set for activity occurrences. The concept of enumerated states is 
also developed in chapter 5, as this allows for example, the state "colour" to be 
set to several options (e.g. red, blue, and green) by an occurrence of painting. 
The benefits of using geometric states become apparent when prior constraints 
on processes need to be represented. A finish milling process can now for 
example set a maximum prior tolerance (e.g. the surface has to be within 
O.5mm before finish millIng can occur). Verification procedures are now 
capable of detecting any occurrence of finish milling that attempts to mill a 
surface outside the required range. Prior states also have the reuse benefit of 
placing no restriction on how the required prior state is achieved. 
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Requirements Summary 
This section shows how the SM-API needs to support the representation and 
verification of: 
• Product characteristics and facility conditions in tenus of geometries (and 
their associated units of measurement), and enumerated properties. The 
PSL concept of states can be used for this purpose, in conjunction with an 
extended concept of geometric and enumerated states. 
• Details of how product characteristics (e.g. achieved tolerances) and 
facility conditions (e.g. machine tool settings) are changed by processes. 
This can be achieved by applying the PSL definition of "holds" to 
geometric and enumerated states. 
• Constraints on processes that are based on the state of a product during its 
manufacture and the state of each manufacturing facility. This can be 
achieved by applying the PSL definition of "prior" to geometric and 
enumerated states; and a set of verification procedures designed to detect 
processes violating any prior conditions. 
4.3.4 Capacity Strategies and Resources 
Figure 4.3.4 shows the PSL modules needed to support the representation of 
capacity strategies. These describe volumetric variations in manufacturing 
processes (e g. what if we make 1000 units instead of lOO?). VerifYing the 
representation of capacity strategies therefore requires some notion of 
resource, and how quantities of resource are demanded and consumed by 
processes. 
The PSL theory of resources defines a resource as: any object that is required 
by some activity - where "activity" and "requires" are defined elsewhere in 
PSL (Cutting Deceelle et. al. 2003). The theory of resources also defines the 
concepts of available-quantIty and aggregate-demand. Broadly speaking 
activities can demand a quantity of resource, and the aggregate-demand is the 
sum of all demands running concurrently with an occurrence. The available 
quantity of resource can also be held to a given value by an activity 
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occurrence, and the aggregate demand for a resource must never exceed the 
available quantity. 
PSL Core Implementation 
Timepolnts Objects Activities Occurrences 
Simplified Implementation of the ~ , 
Theory of,Resources ~ , , 
Figure 4.3.4: Capacity Strategies and Resources 
The theory of resources defines additional concepts such as "superposing 
activities, interfering occurrences and interfering resources" These assist the 
identification of conflicting situations, e.g. when two occurrences requiring the 
same resource superpose. The SM-API may however (at this stage) be limited 
to an examination of available resources and aggregate demand. This provides 
a basic level of resource representation and strategy verification that is likely 
to be sufficient for many decision support systems. Capacity strategies do not 
for example go into the kind of detail needed for production scheduling 
applications, and so this simplification of the theory of resources is proposed 
for the meta-knowledge framework. Chapter 5 describes how this 
interpretation is handled by the SM-API. 
Requirements Summary 
This section shows how the SM-API needs to support the representation and 
verification of: 
• The creation and consumption of resources during the execution of a 
manufacturing strategy. This can be achieved by implementing a subset of 
the PSL theory of resources. This implementation should provide the 
quantity of resource available at any moment in time. 
• The demands placed upon resources during the execution of a 
manufacturing strategy. This can again be achieved by implementing 
subset of the PSL theory of resources. This implementation should provide 
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the aggregate demand for all resources during process occurrences. 
Verification procedures highlighting any incidence of the aggregate 
demand exceeding the available quantity are required. 
4.3.5 Facility Strategies 
Facility rules describes how to apply resources and processes. Many of the 
rules associated with the representation of these types of rules require an 
understanding of the current state of manufacturing facilities and products, and 
the required (specified) state of the final product. The PSL modules and 
interpretations needed to represent facility strategies are shown in figure 4.3.5. 
This shows a combination of the modules needed to descnbe the previous 
three categories of rules, as facility strategies relate to all aspects of how, when 
and why processes are performed. 
The decision to apply a milling process may for example be applied if the 
surface tolerance of the current manufactured part is outside the required 
tolerance of the final product, and within the operating range of a machine 
tool. An examination of structures (and the state of various structures) is 
therefore required. Other criteria may also describe how to select the optimum 
sequence of processes, based on the end requirement, and the capabIlities of 
the available facilities. This could for example, identify that a product only 
requires milling, and will therefore choose to use a simple milling machine, 
rather than an all-purpose facility (that can also perform drillmg and turning). 
An understanding of the constraints placed by occurrence trees and resources 
is therefore required. 
The boolean examination of geometric properties plays an important role in 
describing the rules associated with facility strategies, e.g. perform process A 
if attribute-x is less than attribute-y at timepoint t. The state of attnbutes x and 
y at timepoint t can be determined by examining the geometric states held as a 
result of earlier occurrences. 
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Figure 4.3.5: Facility Strategies and the PSL Ontology 
Requirements Summary 
This section shows how the SM-API needs to support the representation and 
verification of when an atomic strategy should be deployed. TIlls requires: 
• An assessment of the required product characteristics (e.g. geometric and 
enumerated states) and technology rules associated with each atomic 
strategy. This should be supported by the extended concept of geometric 
and enumerated states. 
• An understanding how the sub-occurrences determined by atomic 
strategies are supported within an overall process plan. This can be 
achieved by implementing the PSL core, occurrence trees, simplified 
theory of sub-occurrences, and theory of resources. 
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4.4 Summary of Requirements 
This chapter has evaluated the PSL ontology (as described in current research 
literature) against four categories of knowledge typical to manufacturing 
environments, and has derived a set of requirements for the SM-API. In 
summary the SM-API must be capable of representing and verifying: 
• Occurrences of activities over time, and the times at which occurrences 
begin and end. Constraints on when begin and end times, relative to other 
process occurrence should also be supported. 
• Process hierarchies and constraints on whether the occurrence of previous 
processes makes it possible for a particular process to occur. 
• Time intervals between the beginning and ending of processes, and the 
representation of intervals as a function of product characteristics and 
facility conditions. 
• Product characteristics and facility conditions expressed in terms of 
geometries (and their associated units), and enumerated properties. 
• Details of how processes change product characteristics and facility 
conditions, and constraints on processes based on the state of a product 
during Its manufacture and the state of each manufacturing facility. 
• The demand for, and creation and consumption of resources, during the 
execution of a manufacturing strategy. 
• Assessments of required and manufactured product characteristics, and the 
technology rules associated with atomic strategies. 
• An understanding how sub-occurrences determined by atomic strategies 
are supported within an overaIl process plan. 
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5. SHARED MODEL SPECIFICATION AND SUPPORT FOR 
KNOWLEDGE VERIFICATION 
5.1 Introduction 
Previous frameworks for developing decision support systems lack explicit 
definitions of how to build and verify computational manufacturing facility 
models (focussing instead on the enterprise and infonnation levels of 
representation). This means that computational modelIing typically relies on a 
system engineer's implicit knO\~ledge of how to represent and verify 
manufacturing strategies; and knowledge sharing can be limited by the 
different approaches taken by different systems engineers. 
The novelty of this research lies in the development of an explicit 
computational framework, referred to as the Shared Model- Application 
Programming Interface (SM-API). This specifies the methods needed to 
represent manufacturing strategies, and the verification procedures needed to 
identifY inconsistent strategies. This improved framework has the potential to 
assist knowledge sharing by improving the consistency of models. Chapter 4 
develops a set of requirements for the framework, and shows how these are 
supported by the PSL ontology. Chapter 5 develops these requirements into an 
explicit framework by specifying the methods supported by the SM-API. 
The feedback provided by the SM-API during the simulation of manufacturing 
strategies is also described. This feedback can be used by designers to evaluate 
new product configurations, and by systems engineers to verify strategy 
representations. The verification procedures supported by the SM-API 
highlight violations of its underlying (PSL based) ontology. When violations 
are caused by inconsistencies in manufacturing strategies, the systems 
engineer needs to review and correct the strategy. Errors may however be 
valid simulation outputs, e g. when a product specification exceeds the 
tolerances of a manufacturing faCIlity. Under these circumstances the designer 
needs to either relax tolerances, or change the manufacturing strategy (e.g. 
select a higher perfonnance machine tool). 
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Figure 5.1.1 shows the structure of the SM-API. This implements the required 
modules (and interpretations) of the PSL ontology described in chapter 4. 
Each class identified in figure 5.1.1 supports a number of methods, and is 
discussed in more detail in the following sections. 
ActivltyOccurrences 1 OccurrenceTrees 
1 +occurrences +occurrences 
1 
, Occurrences +timepoints 
1 1 
, 
1 
1 +occurrences 
Structures 1 1 Objects 1 1 , Tlmepoints 
, 
+timepoints +obJects 
1 I 1 
1 +objects +lImepolnts 1 
Resources Duratlons 
Figure 5.1.1: Shared Model Class Diagram 
5.2 Timepoints and Durations 
5.2.1 Overview 
Chapter 4 identified the need for the SM-API to represent and verify: 
occurrences of activities over time and the times at which occurrences begin 
and end. Constraints on when processes begin and end (relative to each other) 
also need to be supported. 
The Timepoints class (figure 5.2.1) meets these requirements by implementing 
the axioms defined by the PSL core ontology for the representation timepoints. 
It supports the description of begin and end times using the terms "begin_of' 
and "end_of', and allows begin and end timepoints to be constrained by the 
statements: before, beforeEq, between, betweenEq. 
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Figure 5.2.1: Timepoints and Durations Shared Methods 
Chapter 4 also identified the need to describe intervals between the beginning 
and ending of processes. The "Durations" class supports this requirement by 
allowing the elapsed time between the beginning and ending of occurrences to 
be calculated and manipulated. 
The Timepomts class uses a label to identify individual timepoints. Each label 
is associated with a value denoting the number of milliseconds elapsed 
between the timepoint and a reference time (e.g. OllJAN/1900 00:00:00 
GMT). As the reference is compiler dependant, manufacturing strategies must 
avoid direct manipulation of values (i.e. simulations must work which ever 
reference is used). Additional values are also supported, including: 
"undefined", ''posinf' and ''neginf'. These allow the SM-API to handle 
infinite values (as described by the PSL core ontology). 
The following sections describe the methods used to create and constrain 
timepoints, and the beginning and ending of processes, in more detail. 
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5.2.2 Creating and Constraining Timepoints 
The following methods are based on the PSL Core Timepoint axioms. These 
support the creation, setting and getting of timepoints, and the description of 
some basic relationships between timepoints (Le. before and beforeEq). 
exists timepoint (t : String) : void 
This method creates a timepoint identified by the argument ''t''. The method 
checks whether a previous timepoint labelled ''t'' has been created, and takes 
no further action if one is found (Le. multiple instances of''t'' are avoided). 
The value of the timepoint is set to ''undefined'' following its creation. 
set timepoint (t : String. value: String) : void 
This method checks whether a timepoint labelled ''t'' already exists, and logs 
an error if one is not found. The value argument is then checked and stored so 
that it can be referenced by the label ''t''. 
The checks on the timepoints value argument ensure that a valid date/time is 
described. An error is therefore logged if the value string does not conform to 
one of the following formats: 
• ''posinf' or "neginf', representing positive or negative infinities. 
• An integer represented by a String, e.g. "1116597224453" 
• A formatted date/time, e.g. "201May/2005 14:53:44 BST"-
The value is also checked to ensure that it meets all of the relationships 
described by the before, after, beforeEq and afterEq relatIonships (see below). 
Error messages are therefore generated by the following conditions: 
• Timepoints occurring before t with values >= than t. 
• Timepoints occurring after t with values <= than t. 
• Timepoints occurring beforeEq t with values> than t. 
• Timepoints occurring afterEq t with values < than t. 
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Timepoints with "undefined" values are ignored for the purposes of these 
checks, and the checks are capable of handling both finite and infinite values. 
set timepoint (t : Strin~ value: long) : void 
This method converts the ''value'' argument provided as a long integer to a 
String representation, and then sets the value of the timepoints using the 
set_timepoint(t: String, value: String) method descnbed above. This allows 
values calculated as long integers to be set for timepoints. 
get time « : Striny : String 
This method returns the value of timepoint t as a string foOllatted as either: 
''undefined'', ''posinf', "neginf', or an integer, e.g. "1116597224453". The use 
of strings to represent integers allows values to be stored in a compiler 
independent fashion, without losing precision. The get_time method will also 
generate an error if the timepoint t can not be identified. 
show time « : String) : Strmg 
This method returns the value of t as String foOllatted as a date and time: i.e. 
"ddlmmmlyyyy hh:mm:ss Z". The "undefined", "neginf' and ''posinf' Strings 
may also be returned. This foOllat is used primarily by the user interface to 
access the value of the timepoint in a human readable foOll (e g. for the 
generation of notes describing the value associated with each timepoint). 
Again, an error message is created ift has not been previously created. 
before «1 : Stnng. t2 : String) : void 
This method allows an agent simulating a manufacturing strategy to declare a 
before relationship between timepoints tl and t2. This imposes a constraint on 
these timepoints, i.e. tl must occur before t2. 
The before 0 method first checks whether a before (tt, t2) relationship already 
exists, and takes no further action if one is found, i.e. multiple instances of the 
relationship are avoided. The new before relationship is then checked for 
violations of the PSL core ontology, and error conditions are generated when: 
• Either tl or t2 fails to reference a timepoint (core axiom 1). 
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• A conflicting before (12, tI) relationship has already been declared, i e. the 
total ordering of timepoints has been violated (core axiom 2). 
• The value of 11 is >= the value of 12 (ignoring undefined values), i.e. the 
total ordering of timepoints has been violated (core axiom 2). 
• The labels for 11 and 12 are identical, indicating that the timepoint has to 
occur before itself, i.e. the non-reflexive nature of the before relationship 
has been violated (core axiom 3). 
The transitive nature of the before relationships (core axiom 4) also needs to 
be implemented. This requires implied before relationships to be identified and 
declared, e.g. before (tI, 12) and before (12, t3), implIes before (tI, t3). Each of 
these implied relationships must also be checked for the error conditions 
described above. These transitive expansions are particularly important, as 
inconsistencies in process plans are often implied rather than directly stated by 
a manufacturing strategy. 
Whilst the PSL specification does not directly descnbe the transitive 
interactions between the before and beforeEq relationships, these also need to 
be included (otherwise important constraints on timepoints will be missed). 
The following transitive relationships should therefore be created and checked 
by the before method (in addition to those outlined by core axiom 4), i.e. 
• before (11, all timepoints occurring afterEq to t2). 
• before (all timepoints occurring beforeEq to tI, t2). 
Note that afterEq is not part of the PSL specification, but is used here to 
simplifY the expansion, i.e. 
(forall (?tl ?t2) 
(implies (beforeEq ?tl ?t2) (afterEq ?t2 ?tl» 
The SM-API performs the required checks on finite timepoint values by using 
signed long integer comparisons, e.g. an error is logged if: before (11, t2) and 
(t1.value >= t2.value). These functions are supported by standard lIbraries on 
all Java platforms. Additional rules are however required to handle infinite 
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values. Checks on timepoint values should therefore enforce the following 
conditions: 
• If (tl occurs before t2) and (t2's value is set to "neginf'), then tl's value 
can only be set to ''neginf' (implication of core axiom 5). 
• If (tl occurs before t2) and (tl's value is set to "posinf'), then t2's value 
can only be set to "posinf' (implication of core axiom 6). 
PSL core axioms 7 and 8 state that a timepoint value always exists between 
any timepoint and positive and negative infinity. The use of signed long 
(usually 32 bit) integers to represent all possible finite timepoint values does 
not fully support these statements (as values between 2"31 and infinity can not 
be represented and checked). This however is unlikely to place a practical 
limits the SM-API's ability to represent process plans, as processes rarely 
occur between 2"31 and infinity. 
between (tJ : String. t2 . String. t3 : String) : void 
The statement "between (tl, t2, t3)" invokes the following two relationships: 
before (tl, t2) and before (t2, t3). This is based on PSL core definition 1. 
beforeEq (tJ . String. t2 . Strimy . void 
The beforeEq relationship is defined by PSL core definition 2, i.e. tIme point 
?tl is beforeEq time point ?t2 if and only if?tl is before or equal to ?t2. 
The method supporting the beforeEq relationship first examines all previously 
declared beforeEq relationships to avoid replication, and performs a similar set 
of checks to those described for the before relationship. This means that errors 
are generated when a beforeEq(tl, t2) relationship is declared and: 
• Either t1 or t2 fails to reference a timepoint (core axiom 1). 
• The value oftl is> the value oft2 (ignoring undefined values). 
The total ordering ofbeforeEq relationships must however be handled in a 
different way to the before relationship. The following check (not detailed by 
the PSL core ontology) must generate error messages when: timepoint tl is 
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before or equal to 12, and a previous relationship states that t2 is before or 
equal to t1 , and t1 is not equal to t2, i.e. 
(forall (?tl ?t2) 
(lmplies (and (beforeEq ?tl ?t2) (before Eq ?t2, ?tl» 
(= ?t1 ?t2») 
Transitive expansions of the beforeEq relationship must also be made, and 
these are again not defined by the PSL ontology, i.e.: 
(forall (?to ?t1 ?t2) 
(lmplles (and (beforeEq ?to ?t1) 
(beforeEq ?t1 ?t2) ) 
(beforeEq ?to ?t2» ) 
The following expansions must therefore be considered: 
• beforeEq (all timepoints occurring beforeEq t1, 12). 
• beforeEq, (tl, all timepoints occurring afterEq 12). 
Finally the ir-reflexive nature of the before relationship has no equivalent with 
the beforeEq relationship, as beforeEq(t, t) is a valid statement, i.e. every 
timepoint is before or equal to itself. 
betweenEq (tJ : S(rinr:. (2 . Stnnr:. (3 : String) : void 
The statement "betweenEq (tl, t2, t3)" invokes the following two relationships 
(based on the PSL core definition 3): beforeEq (tl, t2) and beforeEq (t2, t3). 
5.2.3 Entity Begins and Ends 
The methods used to create entities such as: occurrences, objects, states and 
structures (see later sections), also create begin and end timepoints for each 
entity (core axiom 14). This effectively frames the period oftime over which 
an activity occurs or an object/structure exists. Figure 5.2.2 shows how the 
SM-API associates timepoint labels and values, with entity names. 
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Figure 5.2.2: Entity Name Association with Begin/End Timepoint 
The begin/end timepoint labels are created with their associated entity. A 
begin label is created by post-fixing the name of the entity with" begins", and 
the end timepoint is similarly post-fixed with" ends". A beforeEq relationship 
is also declared between the begin and end timepoints when an entity is 
created. This ensures that no entity ends before It begins (core axiom 15). 
The begin_of and end_of methods shown below provide a convenient way of 
accessing and manipulating begin and end timepoints (this is a frequent 
requirement for manufacturing strategies). The methods translate between 
timepoint labels and entity names, and then use the get and set methods (see 
section 5.2.1) to create and manipulate the relevant begin/end timepoints. 
begin o((name· String) .. long 
This method returns the value of the timepoint labelled (name + " begins") as 
a long integer. This allows agents to recall the value assIgned to the beginning 
of occurrences and objects/structures. 
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begin o((name: String. date: long) : void 
This method allows agents to set the value of the beginning of an occurrence 
or object/structure. The value is supplied as a long integer. 
begin o((name: String. date: String) : void 
This method allows agents to set the value of the beginning of an occurrence 
or object/structure. The value is supplied as a String formatted as a DatefTime 
(as these values are often supplied by the user interface). 
begin o((name: String. t : String. offset: double) : void 
This method allows agents to set the value of the beginning of an occurrence 
or object/structure. The value is calculated by adding the offset to the value of 
the timepoint identified by the t argument. This allows for example, the 
beginning of ''process y" to be set to ''process x ends" + I oOOrns. This method 
is not defined by the PSL specification, but is particularly useful, as process 
beginnings are often calculated by adding an offset to another timepoint (e.g. 
the ending of a previous process). 
end o((name: String) : long 
This method returns the value of the timepoint labelled (name + " ends") as a 
long integer. This allows agents to recall the value assigned to the ending of 
occurrences and objects/structures. 
end o((name . String. date: long) : void 
This method allows agents to set the value of the ending of an occurrence or 
object/structure. The value is supplied as a long integer. 
end o((name: String. date: String) : void 
This method allows agents to set the value of the ending of an occurrence or 
object/structure. The value is supplied as a String formatted as a DatefTime. 
end o((name: String. t : String. offset· double) : void 
This method allows agents to set the value of the ending of an occurrence or 
object/structure. The value is calculated by adding the offset to the value of the 
timepoint identified by the t argument. This allows for example, the ending of 
''process y" to be set to ''process y begins" + 2000Orns. This method IS not 
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defined by the PSL specification, but is particularly useful, as process endings 
are often calculated by adding an offset to the beginning of the process. The 
Durations Extensions (see below) can be used to provide offsets. 
show durations 0 : void 
This method generates a detailed log of timepoint labels and values. 
5.2.4 Durations 
These methods allow occurrence begin and end timepoints to be related usmg 
the PSL concept of time-durations. Instances of time-durations are stored in 
the form of a name that can be used to identify a value. Values may take the 
form of character strings that include: "unknown", ''neginf', "posinf', a 
number sequence describing the number of elapsed milliseconds between 
timepoints (e.g. 1000), or a timestamp (e.g. 1 day 16:00:00hrs). 
The relationships between time-durations are implemented by translating 
values into long integers. This supports the addition, multiplications and 
ordering of time-durations (as expressed by the axioms of the PSL durations 
extension). Additional procedures are however required for handling unknown 
and infinite values. Time-durations between the minlmax values associated 
with signed long integers and +/- infinity are not however supported (see 
section 5.2.2 discussion on timepoint representations). 
exists duration (name: Strimj : void 
This method creates an instance of a time-duration with an unknown value. 
Previous instances are first checked however to avoid replicating instances 
with the same name. 
set duration (name: String. value . Striny . void 
This method locates the time-duration matching the name argument and sets 
its value to that provided by the value argument. Error conditions occur if no 
matching time-duration is found, or the value argument does not correspond to 
one of the valid formats for time-duration values (described above). 
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get duration (name: String) : long 
This method returns the value of the duration identified by the name argument, 
as a long integer. Durations can be used to describe facility capabilities (e.g. 
the time taken to mill one cm2 of a metallic surface). Agents can therefore use 
this method to extract performance metrics, and calculate the duration of 
activity occurrences. 
get duration 02 : String. tl : String) . long 
This method returns the value of the duration between two timepoints. This is 
calculated by subtracting the value oftl from the value oft2. 
show duration (value: long) : String 
This method supplies a long integer, and returns a display of the value 
argument expressed as a time stamp (e.g. "2 days 15:30:21"). 
time add 0 : String. d: double) : void 
This method adds the time-duration represented by the d argument to the value 
of the timepoint identified by the t argument (see definition 1 ofthe PSL 
durations extension). The existing value oftimepoint t (as a long integer) is 
added to "d". The value of"t" is then re-set the result of the addition. 
This method is typically used to handle the offsets used by the begin_of and 
end_of methods (see above). The d argument is supplied as a double (floating 
point) value, so that calculated time-durations can be used to set timepoints. 
Time-duration values are often derived from calculations that result in floating 
point values, e.g. the time taken to mill one cm2 x the surface area to be 
milled). The d argument therefore has to be converted to a long integer (this 
may also involve rounding the value of d to the nearest integer). 
show durations 0 . void 
This method generates a detailed log of occurrences durations. 
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5.3 Occurrences & Occurrence Trees 
5.3.1 Overview 
Chapter 4 identified the need for the SM-API to support the representation and 
verification of process hierarchies, and to place constraints on process 
sequences. The SM-API must also allow complex strategy representations to 
describe how sub-occurrences are supported WIthin an overall process plan. 
Occurrences 
+occurrences 
.exists_actil.ity() " 1 
.exists_occurrence() I 1 .occurrence _of() , ' , 
~s_occumng_at(), " Occurrence Trees 
+occurrences 1 , 
1 ~a~ler() .ea~lerEq() , , 
Actl\lltyOccurrences 
"mtial()' 
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.successor() 
~ub _occurrence() 
.poss() 
~eaf_occurrence() ~ot..POss() 
"'ooC occurrence() ~recedes() 
Figure 5.3.1: Occurrence and Occurrence Tree Shared Methods 
Figure 5.3.1 shows the following classes: Occurrences, Occurrence Trees, and 
Activity Occurrences. These implement a series of methods that can be used to 
meet these requirements. The functionalIty of these methods is derived from 
the PSL core definition of activities and occurrences; and the outer core 
definitions of occurrence trees, sub-activities, atomic activities, complex 
activities, and activity occurrences. 
5.3.2 Occurrences 
The methods supported by the Occurrences class are based on the core axioms 
relating to activities and occurrences. These (when combined with the Sub-
Occurrences definitions provided in section 5.3.4) provide the basic terms 
needed to describe processes hierarchies. These methods (when combined 
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with the poss and not poss methods described in section 5.3.3) can also be 
used to constrain process sequences. 
Each occurrence has a name that is used to link it's begin and end timepoints 
(see figure 5.2.2), and is associated with an activity label describing what the 
occurrence does (see figure 5.3.2). 
Activity Occurrences 
Existing AcUvities Occurrence Activities Occurrence Names 
acbVlty·1 V acbVlty·x name 1 
, / , , , , , , , , , , , 
acbV1ty x J , , , , 
, , , 
: : , 
acbVlty n acbVlty y name m 
Figure 5.3.2: Association between Occurrence Names and Activities 
exists activity (activity: String) : void 
This method creates a new activity by adding the activity argument to the list 
of existing activities (see figure 5.3.2). Activities must first exist, before they 
can be associated with occurrences, and the same activity may be associated 
with multiple occurrences. 
exists occurrence (name: String) : void 
This method creates a new occurrence that can be identified by the name 
argument. Occurrence-begin and occurrence-end timepoints are also created 
and an earlierEq relationship is declared between the two (see section 5.2.3). 
The activity field for the occurrence is set at this point to "undefined". 
occurrence o((occ . String, a : StriniJ : void 
This method associates an activity (described by the "a" argument), with the 
occurrence name matching the occ argument. TIns method checks to ensure 
that the activity exists (core axiom 11). 
A set of final checks also ensures that every occurrence is associated with an 
activity (core axiom 12). These "final" checks are performed at the end of a 
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strategy simulation (not by individual methods), as occurrences may exist but 
not yet have an associated with an activity during the simulatIon. 
The occurrence_of method must also raise an error condItion when multiple 
activity declarations occur for an occurrence, and the multiple declarations 
refer to different activities (core axiom 13). 
is occurring at (occ : String. t : Strin~ : boolean 
This method rehIrns a true value if the occurrence specified by the occ 
argument is occurring at timepoint t (core definition 5). This is implemented in 
the SM-API by recalling the begin and end timepoint values for the occurrence 
named occ, and returning true if the value of t is between these values, and 
false ifit is not. This method assumes that the is_occurring_atrelationship (as 
defined by the PSL ontology) is used to test whether an occurrence is 
happening at a given point in time, rather than stating that it must. This 
method may be used by an agent for example, to state that if occl is happening 
at timepoint t then an occurrence of activity "a" should be instigated. 
5.3.3 Occurrences Trees 
These methods implement the axioms described the PSL outer core 
Occurrence Tree (OT) definitions. Occurrence trees allow constraints to be 
placed on sequences of events (i.e. branches of an occurrence tree). Branches 
describe an ordering of occurrences following an initial occurrence. The 
ordering along the branch is performed by the earlier relationship (where one 
occurrence on a branch is earlier than the other). The "poss" relationship can 
then be used to state which activities become possIble following an 
occurrence. 
The poss relationship determines which occurrences are "legal successors" for 
each occurrence on a branch of the occurrence tree. Using these terms, the 
loading of a gun may for example, be described as an initial occurrence, with 
the activity of "firing" being its legal successor. This means that an occurrence 
of firing is only poSSIble when the gun has been loaded. 
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Figure 5.3.3: The Ordering of Occurrences 
Figure 5.3.3 shows the naming associations used by the Occurrence Trees 
class. Each activity has an initial occurrence (OT axiom 7), which is the 
starting point for a list of earlier relationships. The occurrence tree for SI for 
example shows that SI is earlier than S2. 
earlier (sJ : String. s2 : String) : void 
The earlier method imposes an ordering constraint on two activity 
occurrences, i.e. the end_of occurrence sI must occur before the begin_of 
occurrence s2 (OT axiom 14). This method therefore invokes the requIred 
before relationship, i.e. before (end_of(sl), begin_of(s2». The following 
checks are also performed by the earlier method by generating an error 
condition when: 
• Arguments sI and s2 fail to identifY activity occurrences (OT axiom I). 
• The arguments s I and s2 refer to the same occurrence, i.e. the ir-reflexive 
nature of the earlier relationship has been violated (OT axiom 2). 
• An earlier relationship has been declared stating that s2 is earlier than sI, 
i.e. the total ordering of the branch has been violated (OT axiom 4). 
• Implied transitive earlier relationships fail to meet the above conditions 
(see OT axiom 3). This is similar to the expansion of the before 
relationships. 
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• The s2 argument refers to an initial occurrence (OT axiom 5). 
• The earlier relationship can be traced back by a sequence of earlier 
relationships trace back to an initial occurrence (OT axiom 6). 
initial (s : String) . VOId 
This method declares the occurrence identified by the s argument as an initial 
occurrence (of a branch of the occurrence tree). The following checks relating 
to initial occurrences must therefore raise an error condition when: 
• Another occurrence has been declared as being earlier than the initial 
occurrence, i.e. no activity occurrence can be earlier than an initial 
occurrence (OT axiom 5). 
• An initial occurrence of the same activity has already been declared, i.e. no 
two initial occurrences can be of the same activity (OT axiom 8). 
Further checks may also be implied by OT axiom 7, i.e. "there is an initial 
occurrence of each activity" (OT axiom 7). This could be interpreted as a 
requirement for agents to define initial occurrence for all actIvities. In reality 
however, many branches descnbe irrelevant situations. An occurrence of 
milling will for example only occur within the context of previous machining 
operations. The SM-API therefore allows initial occurrences to remain 
undefined for activities, and have no legal successors. This interpretation of 
the PSL ontology means that agents only need to describe branches that are 
relevant to manufacturing strategies. 
successor (a : String. s : String) . String 
The successor occurrence denotes an occurrence (of the activity described by 
the "a" argument) that follows consecutively after the occurrence defined by 
the "s" argument. The successor method therefore examines previously 
declared initial, and earlier relationships, and returns the occurrence of "a" that 
follows "s" in the occurrence tree (see OT axioms 9 and 10). Ifno successor 
exists, then a "no successor" string is returned. 
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In searching for successor occurrences, previous declarations of earlierEq 
relationships must also be examined, as any occurrences earlier than the 
successor to "s" must also be earlier than or equal to "s" (OT axiom 11). 
precedes (sI : String. s2 : String) : void 
This method implements the "precedes" relationship, described in the 
occurrence tree specification of the PSL outer core. The method sets up an 
"earlier" relationship between the sI and s2 occurrences (OT definition 1), and 
raises an error condition if s2 is not a legal successor to sI. The legal status of 
occurrence s2 is determined by first examining the earlier and initial lists to 
identify the sequence of occurrences occurring earlier than s2. The list of 
activities declared as being possible (following these earlier occurrences) is 
then examined, to identify whether the activity associated with s2 is possible. 
The list of ''not possible" activities should also examined as later these may 
supersede a poss declaration relating to an earlier occurrence. 
pass (activity: String. ace: String) . void 
The poss method IS used to declare an activity (identified by the activity 
argument) as being legal following an occurrence (identified by the occ 
argument). The activity is stored in the first column of the possible list, and the 
occurrence is stored in the second column. This list is used by the "precedes" 
method to determine whether an occurrence is legal. 
A final set of checks on the possible list should identify the "successor ?a ?s" 
for each entry in the possible list (using the successor method described 
above). These successor occurrences should be marked as being legal. Any 
occurrences not identified as being legal by this process should be reported as 
being illegal (see OT definition 3 and axioms 12 and 13). 
not pass (activity· Strinr:. ace : Strin~ : void 
Having declared an activity to be possible following an occurrence, the 
activity is assumed (by the SM-API) to remain possible, following subsequent 
occurrences. This is why the successor occurrences are identified as being 
legal in the checks descnbed above. It may however be necessary to declare an 
activity as ''not-possible'', following an occurrence that has previously been 
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declared as possible. For example the previous description of firing of a gun, 
may want to describe how firing becomes impossible after several occurrences 
of firing (i.e. when the gun is empty). 
A list of not---.poss declarations therefore needs to be maintained, and used to 
check the legality of successor occurrences. Where multiple poss and not-poss 
relationships are identified for an occurrence, its status should be derived from 
the latest occurrence (on the occurrence tree branch) to declare a poss/not-poss 
relationship. 
earberEg (sI : String. s2 String) . void 
The earlierEq relationship is also supported. This updates the list of earlierEq 
relationships that are used in the methods described above (OT definition 2). 
5.3.4 Activity Occurrences 
The Activity Occurrence methods support the representation of occurrence 
hierarchies. This means that occurrences can be defined as sub-occurrences of 
other occurrences. Occurrences with no sub-occurrences are referred to as 
atomic, and those with sub-occurrences are descnbed as complex. These 
concepts are particularly useful, as manufacturing strategies often describe 
higher level processes in the form of sub-processes, e.g. milling and grinding 
typically form part of an overall (complex) machining process. 
The methods supported by the Activity Occurrences class are based on the 
PSL Outer Core definition of Sub-activity Occurrences (SaO), Atomic 
Occurrences (AtO), Complex Occurrences (CO), and Activity Occurrences 
(AO). The examination of the PSL ontology in chapter 4 showed that 
manufacturing strategies could be represented by a subset of these modules, 
and that a simplified set of representational concepts was required. The 
methods described below, are therefore a simplified interpretation of the PSL 
ontology designed for the representatIOn of manufacturing strategies. 
sub occurrence (sI : String. s2 : String) : void 
This method is used to declare a sub-occurrence relationship between the 
occurrences identified by the sI and s2 arguments. This means that sI is a sub-
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occurrence of s2, and that s2 must therefore be complex. The occurrence sI 
can however be either atomic or complex (see outer core modules of the PSL 
ontology relating to atomic and complex activity occurrences). 
Further implications of the sub-occurrence relationship must also be 
considered, i.e.: 
• The sub-occurrence relationship is reflexive, i.e. occurrences sI and s2 can 
refer to the same occurrence, as an occurrence can be described as a sub-
occurrence of itself (SaD axiom 2). 
• The sub-occurrence relationship is anti-symmetric (SaD axiom 3). This 
means that ifsl is a sub-occurrence ofs2, and s2 is a sub-occurrence of sI, 
sI must be equal to s2, i.e. 
(forall (?to ?t1 ?t2) 
(impl~es (and (sub-occurrence ?s1 ?S2) 
(sub-occurrence ?s2 ?sl)) 
(= (?s1 ?s2))) 
• An error messages must therefore be generated if: sI IS not equal to s2, and 
sI and s2 are declared as sub-occurrences of each other. 
• Relationships must also be declared for implied transitive sub-occurrences 
(AD axIOm 8). For example, Ifsl is a sub-occurrence ofs2 and s2 is a sub-
occurrence of s3, sI is also a sub-occurrence of s3. Implied relationships 
must be checked for violations of the anti-symmetric axiom (see above). 
root occurrence (s 1 : Strmg. s2 String· ) : void 
The root_occurrence method declares sI to be a sub-activity occurrence of s2, 
and records sI as the first sub-activity occurrence of s2 (AD axiom 2). The 
begin timepoint of s 1 can also be equated to the begin timepoint of s2 (AD 
axiom 10), i.e. they must share the same value. 
lea( occurrence (s1 : String. occ2 String: ) : void 
The leaCoccurrence method declares sI to be a sub-activity occurrence ofs2, 
and records sI as the last sub-activity occurrence of s2. The end timepoint of 
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sI can also be equated to the end timepoint of s2 (AO axiom 11), i.e. they 
must share the same value. 
5.4 Objects, States, Structures, and Resources 
5.4.1 Overview 
Chapter 4 identified four requirements with relevance to the implementation of 
the Objects, States, Structures and Resources classes. Figure 5.4.1 shows the 
organisation of these classes and their associated methods. The relationship 
between these classes and the SM-API requirements is discussed below. 
Objects,' -, 
.exists_objectO +objects 
. ~xists_atO 1 1 I ~artrcrpatesjnO Structures 
III 1 
.parent_ of() 
~ubstructures _of() 
.attache<UO() 
+objects ~roperty-of() 1 .get.JlropertyO 
Resources ~et.JlropertiesO ~eometry-of() 
~emandO ~et-lleometryO ~et-lleometnesO 
.avarlable() 
.pnor jess ThanO 
.addO 
.multO 
~oldsO . 
~norsO 
~noUessThanEqO 
Figure 5.4.1: Objects, States, Structures and Resources 
Firstly, chapter 4 identified the need for product characteristics and facility 
conditions to be expressed in terms of geometries (and their associated units), 
and enumerated properties. The PSL concepts of objects and states were 
shown to be applicable to this requirement, but the need for an extended 
concept of geometric and enumerated states was idenhfied. The Objects and 
States classes therefore support the basic definitions of objects and states 
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provided by the PSL ontology, and the Structures class extends these to 
provide the required support for geometric and enumerated states. 
Secondly, terms for describing how processes change product characteristics 
and manufacturing facilities are required. Constraints placed on processes by 
product characteristics and facility condItions also need to be expressed. The 
strategy class therefore extends the PSL concept of "holds" and "prior" 
conditions to include geometric and enumerated states. 
Thirdly, the demand, creation and consumption of resources, during the 
execution of a manufacturing strategy, needs to be supported. The resources 
class therefore implements a simplIfied sub-set of the PSL theory of resources, 
that includes terms for describing the demand for resources, and the aggregate 
available resource. 
Finally, the representation of facility knowledge needs an assessment of 
required and manufactured product characteristics, and the technology rules 
associated with strategies. The Structures class therefore supports the 
extraction and manipulation oftechnology rules, and the selection of strategies 
based on the state of the required and manufactured product model. The 
following sections describe each of these classes in more detail. 
5.4.2 Objects 
exists object (s : Stnng) . void 
These PSL core supports the concept of objects. These can be used to describe 
the physical objects used in a manufacturing environment (e.g. machine tools, 
and work pieces). This method creates an object by entering the "s" argument 
into the object names list (see figure 5.2.2), and creating begin and end 
timepoints (in line with the PSL core axioms 14 and 15). The object is 
therefore said to exist between it's begin and end timepoints. 
exists at (structure: String. timepoint : Strinv : boolean 
This method examines the begin and end timepoints associated with the 
object, and returus a true value of the timepoint is between these values 
(indicating that the object exists at the specified timepoint). A false value is 
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returned if the structure does not exist at the timepoint (core definition 4). This 
method can be used by strategies to identifY whether an object exists at a 
certain time, and take an appropriate course of action, based on the result. 
participates in {object: String. occ : String. timepoint : String} : void 
This method indicates that the object (indicated by the object argument) 
participates in the occurrence (occ), at the specified timepoint. This method 
therefore checks that both the object exists and the occurrence is occurring, at 
the time of participation (core axioms 16 and 17). Error conditions are raised if 
either condItion is not satisfied. 
5.4.3 States & Structures 
A limitation ofPSL, with respect to this research, is its inability to describe 
product features and manufacturing tolerances. Structures support these 
requirements by extending the PSL concepts of objects and states, to include 
properties, geometries, and sub-structure relationships (note that these are 
NOT part of the PSL specification). 
substructures o((parent . String. child: Entities} : void 
This method specifies a list of sub-structures of the parent structure. This is 
similar to the sub-occurrence relationship described above (except that is 
specifies hierarchies of objects that make up a product). The implications of 
this relationship include: 
• The sub-structure relationship is reflexive, i.e. an object is its own 
substructure. 
• The sub-structure relationship IS anti-symmetric. This means that a parent 
can not be declared as a substructure to an object previously declared as 
one of its child objects (unless the parent and child arguments refer to the 
same object). An error messages must therefore be generated if these 
conditions are violated. 
• Relationships must also be declared for implied transitive sub-structures. 
For example, if sI is a sub-occurrence of s2 and s2 is a sub-occurrence of 
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s3, sI is also a sub-occurrence of s3. Implied relationships must be 
checked for violations of the anti-symmetric axiom (see above). 
substructures o((parent: String) : Entities 
TIlls method returns the list of child structures for the parent argument. 
parent of(child: String) : String 
TIlls method returns the parent of the structure identified by the child 
argument. 
attached to (x : StrinfJ, attached: Entities) : void 
This method indicates that the list of objects identified by the "attached" 
argument, are attached to the "x" object. Errors must be generated if''x'' and 
the attached objects are not sub-structures of the same parent. The attached 
relationship however, denotes more than a sibling relationship, as they have 
some point of physical attachment. TIlls is used by an agent to identify other 
objects in close proximity. 
attached to (x . String) : Entities 
This method returns the list of sibling structures associated with x. 
propertv oUx: String. propertv . String. options: Entities) : void 
This method creates a property of the object identified by the x argument, and 
stores options associated with the property. Properties are essentially 
enumerated states. Where property options are limited to being either true or 
false, the property implements the axioms of the PSL state definitions. 
get propertv (x : String. propertv : String. time: Stnng) . String 
This method returns the value stored for the property of x at the identified 
time. The method scans the holds relationships to identify the last occurrence 
that affected the property. 
get properties (x : String. time: String) . Entities 
This method returns the values of all properties associated with the ''x'' object 
at the identified time. This can be used to detail the status of an object (e.g. a 
work piece) at a given point in a manufacturing strategy. 
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geometry o((x . String. geometry: String. unit: String) . void 
This creates a geometry of the "x" object, and sets the required urnts. 
get geometry ex : String. geometry· String. Unit· String) : double 
This method examines the holds ...Eeometry list to identifY the last occurrence 
affecting the geometry of object x, and returns the value held as a result of the 
occurrence. 
holds (x : String. p : String. v : String. occ String) : void 
This method stores value of the property of the "x" object following the "occ" 
occurrence (see states axioms 2 and 3). The value must match one of the 
options declared for the property. 
prior Qc : String. p : String. v : String. occ String) : void 
This method sets a constraint on the ''p'' property of the "x" object, prior to the 
"occ" occurrence. The value the property held at the beginning of the 
occurrence is Identified using the get-IJroperty method (see above), and an 
error is generated if the required prior value does not match the held value (see 
states axioms 5, 6 and 7). 
holds ex : String. g : String. v : double. unit· String. oee String) : void 
This method sets the value of the "g" geometry of object "x", to v argument at 
the end_of the occ occurrence. This effectively declares the state of the 
geometric property of "x" following the occurrence. 
prior (x : String. g: String. v : double. unit: String. occ : String) : void 
This method sets a prior relationship between the g geometry of the x object, 
and the v value. An error is raised if the value of g held at the beginmng of the 
occurrence does not equal v. 
prior less1'hanexI: String. gI: String. x2: String. g2: String. oce: String): void 
This method performs a similar comparison to the geometric prior method 
described above, except that a less than relationship must be maintained 
between gl and g2 (i.e. gl < g2). ThIs allows for example constraints to be 
placed on the occurrence of processes (e.g. finish milling requires a surface 
tolerance ofO.5mm). 
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add (xl : String. gl : String. x2 : String. g2 : String. occ: String) : void 
This method holds the value of the gl geometry to the sum of its existing 
value (as declared by previous holds/add relationships), and the value held for 
g2. This allows changes to geometric attributes following an occurrence. 
mult (xl : String. gl : String. x2 : String. g2 : String. occ: String) : void 
This method holds the value of the gl geometry to the product of its existing 
value (as declared by previous holds/add relationships), and the value held for 
g2. This allows changes to geometric attributes following an occurrence. 
prior lessThanEq(xl: String. gl: Strinr:. x2: String. g2: String. occ: String): 
void 
This method performs a similar comparison to the geometric prior method 
described above, except that a less than or equal to relationship must be 
maintained between gl and g2 (Le. gl < g2). 
show objects 0 : void 
This method generates a detailed report on the status of objects, including their 
assigned substructures, geometric values and properties. 
5.4.4 Resources 
The resources methods provide a simplified interpretation of the PSL concept 
of resources. The essential requirement of any resource representation is to 
ensure that resources are available at the required time, and to generate error 
conditions if an occurrence can not occur due to a lack of correct resources. 
holds resource (resource' String. quantitv : double. occ : String) . void 
This method describes a quantity of resource held following an occurrence. 
The quantity is added to an available quantity of the specified resource. The 
method can both increase the available resource (when resources are created), 
and reduce the available resource (when resources are consumed). The method 
assumes that the minimum availability of a resource is zero, and an error is 
generated if the availability of the resource is less than zero. The available 
resource at any timepoint can be determined by an evaluation of previous 
occurrences, and the resources that they have either created or consumed. 
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demand (object: String. quantity: double. activity: String. occ . String) : void 
This method descnbes the demands on available resources made by activity 
occurrences. All current demands for a resource are aggregated, and compared 
to the aVaIlable resource. An error is reported if at any time the aggregated 
demand exceeds the available resource. This ensures that at process plans do 
not exceed the available resource (see PSL resource definitions 6-11). 
show resources 0 : void 
This method generates a detailed report on the availability and demands of 
resources for each occurrence. 
5.5 Summary 
This chapter has shown how a set of methods for represent manufacturing 
strategies (in the Java programming language) can be based on the PSL 
ontology. These methods include a series of verification procedures derived 
from the axioms of the ontology. The PSL core and several of the outer core 
modules and extensions have been implemented. Additional methods and 
verification procedures that fall outside the PSL ontology have also been 
included. These have been developed largely to support the representation and 
verification of product-process relationships (as discussed in chapter 4). 
Certain simplifications of the PSL ontology have also been mterpreted. These 
maintain a clear lInk between the relationships represented by each method, 
and the required generation of error conditions (that is central to the 
verification methodology). The main developments and interpretations of the 
PSL ontology include: 
• The interactions between the beforeEq and the before relationship (which 
are not described by the PSL specification). 
• The translation between occurrence/object names and begin and end 
timepoint labels. This naming convention is not part of the PSL 
specification and could be interpreted in other ways. 
• The settmg of begin and end tirnepoints with offsets generated from 
durations. Whilst offsets are not defined by the PSL ontology, agents 
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frequently need to set begin/end values relative to each other, and this 
avoids repeating the same block of code (to extract and add values). 
• The SM-API only models branches of the occurrence tree for relevant 
initJal occurrence, and assumes other branches have no legal successors. 
• The "is _ occurrinlL at" relationship could be interpreted as either telIing the 
SM-API that an occurrence is occurring at a specified time, or asking 
whether the condition is true. The SM-API assumes the latter. 
• Infinite timepoint values are not fully modelled by the SM-API. However, 
manufacturing strategies from building Noah's Ark to decommissioning 
the Starship Enterprise can be handled by the SM-API using finite 
timepoint values (4000BC to 2500AD. Experimental work is needed to 
establish whether this restriction poses any practical issues. 
• The interpretation of the theories of Sub-Activities, Atomic/Complex 
Activities, and Activity Occurrences has been simplified to provide a clear 
link between the terms used to represent manufacturing strategies, and the 
axioms used to verify its representation. This is open to different 
interpretations by different implementations of the PSL ontology. Whilst 
thiS does not undermine the verification capabilities of the SM-API, it may 
limit its support for knowledge sharing (as the SM-API should be based as 
far as possible on open standards rather than proprietary interpretations of 
a standard). 
• Geometries, properties and substructures are all extrapolations of the PSL 
ontology, and could be implemented differently by different system 
implementations (as they fall outside the standard). 
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6. COMBUSTION CHAMBER CASE STUDY: ENTERPRISE 
AND INFORMATION MODELS 
6.1 Introduction 
This research uses a case study of a jet engine combustion chamber (and its 
manufacturing environment) to provide a proof of concept for the knowledge 
verification methodology proposed in chapter 3. The case study is limited by 
the scope of the research, and therefore provides a representative, but 
simplified description of the combustion chamber, and a single manufacturing 
flow. This level of complexity was agreed with the designers and experts 
associated with the study as being appropriate for a proof of concept, and 
shows how the SM-API (with further work) could be applied in industrial 
situations. 
The knowledge validation stage of the overall system development 
methodology (see chapter 3.2) also allows product/process representations to 
be reviewed with designers and experts, and improved by further iterations. 
This validation stage is discussed in chapter 8. First however, chapter 6 
provides the enterprise and information models associated with the 
combustion chamber and its manufacturing environment. This follows the 
stages described in section 3.2, i.e. 
• An enterprise model of designer requirements and expert interactions with 
the decision support system, based on use case and sequence diagrams. 
• An enterprise model of the product(s) being designed and manufactured. 
An information model is also developed for the chamber, and is used to 
structure the information relevant to its specification. 
• An enterprise model of atomic manufacturing facilities and the strategies 
they support. The information relevant to each strategy is also structured 
according to the information view provided in figure 3.2, i.e. rules are 
structured according to: planning, technology and capacity categories. 
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• An enterprise model (based on process and object schematics) descnbing 
how the product(s) are made by combinations of atomic facility strategies 
(i.e. complex facility strategies) are also provided. 
• An information model is described for the chamber and its manufacturing 
environment. This is based on the combined product and manufacturing 
models shown in figure 3.3, and describes how the generic information 
view is adapted for the specific circumstances of the combustion chamber 
and its manufacturing environment. 
6.2 End-User Requirements 
This research uses an experimental platform to explore the use of the PSL 
ontology in representing and verifying manufacturing strategies. This platform 
is referred to as the Manufacturability Analysis Platform (MAP), and its 
architecture is shown in figure 3.6. This section describes the user 
requirements for the MAP architecture, and forms a major part of the 
combustion chamber case study enterprise level representation. 
6.2.1 Use Case Description 
The Manufacturability Analysis Platform provides feedback to desiguers on 
marginal tolerances, process durations, and resource demands. Before 
initiating an analysis however, the designer must describe the manufacturing 
environment to the platform. This is achieved using the five use case scenarios 
shown in figure 6.2.1. 
Each use case allows designers to vary the environment, and pose a series of 
"what-if' questions. These questions are limited within the case study to those 
needed to support the objectives of the research, i.e. to providing the required 
proof of concept for the proposed verification methodology. The Edit-Design 
case therefore allows a desiguer to access and update design data, and pose the 
following questions: 
• What if we make the chamber larger, and/or tighten the positional 
tolerance of the bearing holes? 
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• How much longer will it take to make, and do we violate any 
manufacturing constraints? 
c :> EdltProducbonOrder 
Ed.DeSI9~ /l' ~C:> 
.Q ______ EdrtFactorySetup 
~,A"-~ C_,::> DesIgner " r-\ 
EdltFacllrtyData ",updateFacllltyOataO ~
",updateOeslgnDataO 
",updaleFactorySettlngs() 
.... pdateOrderO 
AnalyseDeslgn 
.... IectStrategyO 
Figure 6.2.1: Manufacturability Analysis Platform Use Case Diagram 
The Edit-Facility-Data case allows designers to access and update facility data 
(e g. for dIfferent operating conditions and materials). The Edit-Factory-Setup 
case then determines which facilities and conditions are available in the 
environment. And, finally the Edit-Production-Order case sets the required 
volumes of parent parts and their selected materials. 
The Analyse-Design case allows designers to initiate a predetermined 
manufacturing strategy. The goal of all strategies is to create the number of 
each parent part specified during the "Edit-Production-Order" use case, in the 
selected material, using the available facilities and operating conditions. Each 
strategy however, will follow a different path in achieving this goal. 
The following sections describe each of these uses case scenarios in more 
detail, highlighting the sequence of events in each case. 
6.2.2 Edit Design Sequence 
Figure 6.2.2 shows the Editor-class initialising and displaying lists of parent-
parts and feature-types. The lists are stored in the supply conditions and 
product order databases, and extracted/updated via the Database Manager. The 
Database Manager allows different tools (e.g. Oracle, Spreadsheets and Text-
files), to be used with minimum impact. 
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Figure 6.2.2: Sequence Diagram Design Edit Use Case 
The designer can select a parent part and feature type from the displayed lists 
to be viewed and updated. Ideally, the product database should ideally be 
automatically linked to a CAD system. This does not however need to be 
implemented at this stage in the development of the research platform (i.e. the 
manual updating of design geometries and parameters in sufficient). 
6.2.3 Edit Facility Data Sequence 
The Edit-Facility-Data case allows a designer to view and update the 
capabilities of manufacturing facilities, e.g. machining rates and achievable 
tolerances. Several facility types shall be supported, including machme tools, 
foundries, forges, welding stations and paint shops. 
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Figure 6.2.3: Sequence Diagram Edit Facility Use Case 
Designers are unlikely to want to analyse the performance of specific facihties 
(e.g. individual machine tools), so for this case study a nominal dataset shall 
be supported for each facility type. 
The modelling of different supply conditions may however be required, e.g. a 
type of foundry that are more suited to high volume production. Multiple 
datasets may therefore be available for each facility type, to describe dIfferent 
conditions of supply. Each condition of supply shall also support separate 
datasets for a range of materials. 
Figure 6.2.3 shows the Facility-Editor class extracting facility data from a 
database, via the database manager. The range of available facilities, 
conditions of supply and materials available for each facility shall then be 
displayed to the designer. The designer can then select (for viewing and 
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editing) the dataset for each facility, condition, and material. Finally, the 
Editor-Class allows the designer to save the changes to the datasets. 
6.2.4 Edit Factory Setup Sequence 
updateFactorySett,ngs( ) 
I 
save( ) 
. FactorvEdltor 
mllahse( ) 
getFactorySeWngs( ) 
load( ) 
<: I 
setFactory(Object [)) 
: Database 
Manager 
I 
I 
'U 
I 
I 
I 
Figure 6.2.4: Sequence Diagram Edit Factory Use Case 
The Edit Factory Setup sequence allows a designer to make an initial 
investigation of different factory configuralIons and required production 
volumes. The designer can therefore vary the numbers of each facihty 
available within the manufacturing environment, and set their conditions of 
supply. Figure 6.2.4 shows the sequence of events that support this use case, 
including the extraction of previously stored (or default) factory settings, and 
selection/editing of those settings by the designer. 
6.2.5 Edit Production Order Sequence 
The Edit-Production-Order class allows a designer to vary the required 
quantities of parent products, and to select dIfferent materials. The selection of 
different volumes and materials allows designers to optimise factory settings 
to these requirements. Figure 6.2.5 shows the sequence of events that support 
this use case. 
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I 
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uJdateOrder( ) 
-< I save() 
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I 
getOrders( ) 
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>0 
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I 
Figure 6.2.5: Sequence Diagram Edit Production Order Use Case 
6.2.6 Analyse Design Sequence 
The previous use cases focus on describing the manufacturing environment, 
i.e. what products are required, and what facilities/capabilities are available? 
Describing how facilIties are used within the environment is not however 
straightforward. This requires a detailed formal representation of 
manufacturing strategies that should not be the responsibility of the designer. 
These are instead, pre-programmed, and made available for designer selection. 
Examples of strategies and strategy representations are shown in later sections 
of this document. Figure 6.2.6 shows the sequence of events that allow 
designers to select and inItiate strategies, and review their results. 
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Figure 6.2.6: Sequence Diagram Analyse Design Use Case 
6.2.7 Package Overview 
Figure 6.2.7 shows the MAP package architecture. The User Interface 
provides a number of Frames that interact with users. These support the use 
case scenarios described above; and interact with the Database Tier which 
contains the database manager class. 
The Strategy-Agents package contains the high level classes which describe 
how products are made (i.e. manufacturing strategies). These utilise the 
individual processes supported by Process Agents. Both Process and Strategy 
Agents access a library of classes for interpreting Feature specifications; and 
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all packages (excluding the user interface) reference the Shared Model. The 
Shared-Model implements the PSL based shared ontology. 
--------~ 
. I I 
Userlnterface StrategyAgents 
f--3 
Shared Model P~ocessAgents 
, ~ 
, 
.' 
I 
I 
~. FeatureLlbrary L __ "ic' . 
Figure 6.2.7: Package Diagram 
A full description of each of these packages is provided in the following 
sections of this document. 
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6.3 Product Description 
6.3.1 Combustion Chamber Overview (Enterprise Model) 
The Trent 800 jet engine powers the Boeing 777 airliner. This is achieved by 
burning fuel to create an exhaust stream that generates thrust. The engine 
consists of eight modules (figure 6.3.1). Modules 01, 02, 03, 04, 05 and 08 
fonn the engine core, which can be replaced as a complete system to assist 
maintenance. The Low Pressure (LP) Compressor (Module 01) creates an 
initial flow of air through the engine. This supports the 26 fan blades that are 
visible from the front of the engine, and is driven by the LP Turbine (Module 
08) mounted at the rear of the engine. 
Figure 6.3.1: Gas Turbine Modules Overview (Rolls-Royce, 2000) 
The LP Compressor Case (Module 07) houses the LP Compressor. This has to 
contain a fan blade in the event of one becoming detached during engine 
operation. The High-Speed gearbox (Module 06) is mounted on the lower part 
of the LP compressor case. 
The Intermediate Pressure (IP) Compressor (Module 02) further compresses 
the airflow from Module 01, and is driven by the IP Turbine (Module 05). The 
Intermediate Case (Module 03) channels the JP compressed airflow to the 
High Pressure (HP) System (Module 04). 
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The HP System further compresses the airflow, and injects fuel into the 
resulting high pressure stream. The fuel is then ignited and burnt to create 
engine thrust. Additional fuel can be injected into the exhaust to provide 
additional thrust for take-off and climbing (Le. afterbuming). The HP System 
consists of the outer and inner casings, the HP compressor, the combustion-
system, and the HP turbine (see figure 6.3.2). This case study focuses on the 
outer high pressure casing (i.e. the combustion chamber). 
Compressor Inner Casing 
......,..,..,.---'~ 
-="c.a~~outer Casing 
Combustion System Turbine 
Figure 6.3.2: High Pressure System Diagram (Module 04) 
The combustion chamber must wIthstand the pressures and temperatures of the 
combustion system over the lifetime of the system. Weight is however an 
important consideration, and so the required structural integrity can not be 
achieved by simply over engineering the chamber's dimensions. Different 
chamber designs and materials must therefore be evaluated for strength, 
weight and manufacturabiIity. This may include additional rings to contain 
fractures. 
Circular holes for inspection, fuel inlets and gas flow, are placed at the various 
points on the chamber face. Holes may also be placed on exposed flange faces 
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(for fixing bolts). Different hole-diameters and positions, and machined faces 
must therefore be analysed. 
The features (and feature attributes) used to represent HP combustion 
chambers are descnbed below. These are used to link product specifications to 
manufacturing representations, and could be aligned with the STEP AP224 
(ISO/DIS 10303-224.3) standard features. This is not however implemented, 
as product representations are not the focus of this research. 
6.3.2 Combustion Chamber Description (Information Model) 
Figure 6.3.3 shows the application of the product model (see section 3.3) to 
the example provided by the combustion chamber. The Structures class is 
extended to provide sub-classes representing cylinders and holes. These have 
associated characteristics describing the geometries and tolerance relevant to 
each structure. An individual ring is also described as the atomic level 
component relevant to the chamber. This consists of an instantiated cylinder, 
and instantiations of holes (as described in figures 6.3.7 and 6.3.8). The 
complex chamber component aggregates four ring components to represent 
flanges I and 2, and nngs I and 2. 
AtomiC Component 
I 
'IJ 
mder Hole 
r 
~ Chamber 
Structure 
Complex Componen 
Figure 6.3.3: Combustion Chamber Product Model 
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6.3.3 Atomic Component: Rings 
Combustion chambers can be regarded as a series of cylindrical rings with 
varying inner and outer diameters (figure 6.3.4). Rings form the main 
chamber, and additional rings of increased thickness may be added to contain 
fractures. Each ring takes the form of a conical frustum, and holes may be 
placed on any part of the ring. The flanges at either end of the chamber can 
also be described as rings; with a relatively short length, straight edges and 
increased thickness. Figure 6.3.5a shows the left and right faces of a section, 
and figure 6.3.5b shows its length. 
Cochrane 
Flange 1 
Figure 6.3.4: Simplified Combustion Chamber 
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Figure 6.3.5a: Ring Faces (Cross Section) 
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Figure 6.3.5b: Ring Section (Length) 
Each row in figure 6.3.6 shows how ring consists of a "cylinder" structure. 
The attribute of a cyhnder are shown by each of the column headings, and 
each row shows the instantiations of the cylinder structure associated with 
each ring in the chamber. The four rings shown in the table fonn a simplified 
combustion chamber example. 
Feature: Rings Unit/Options Flange 1 Ring 1 Ring2 Flange 2 
Outer radIUS 1 Cm 3000 2500 3500 4000 
Outer rad,us 2 Cm 3000 3500 3500 4000 
Inner radIUS 1 Cm 2200 22.00 3200 32.00 
Inner radIUS 2 Cm 2200 32.00 3200 3200 
Length Cm 400 10.00 2000 400 
OuterTol Mm 100 030 0.30 1.00 
InnerTol Mm 050 0.50 050 0.50 
Figure 6.3.6: Feature Table Describing Cylindrical Rings 
A linear variation between radii I and 2 is assumed along the length of each 
ring for both inner and outer dimensions (i e. the edges are not curved). More 
complex (non linear) variations may be considered, but have not been 
implemented. 
Hole-structures also may be positioned on each ring. The specification of each 
hole includes a diameter, depth, radius tolerance, depth tolerance, and 
displacement tolerance (i.e. variation between top and bottom diameters). 
Holes are assumed to be of a single diameter for their full depth (subject to the 
displacement tolerance); and the radius of the ring on which the hole is located 
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is assumed to be significantly larger than the radius of the hole (Le. the 
curvature effects of the ring surface can be ignored). Holes are also assumed to 
be perpendicular to a face. The location of a hole on a cylinder must also be 
specified. This may take the form of an x, y, z coordinate and a positional 
tolerance. Checks must ensure that the specified coordinates refer to an 
exposed face. This maybe on one of the flanges, an internal/external ridge, or 
along the length of a ring section. 
Example requirernent specifications of holes are shown in Figure 6.3.7. These 
specifY the diameter, depth and tolerance attributes of four holes on our 
combustion chamber example. Additional tables for bosses, grooves, 
countersinks, taps and threads may be developed along similar lines. 
Holes Unit/Options Hole01 Hole02 Hole03 Hole04 
Radius mm 25.00 2000 1000 1000 
Depth Mm 30.00 15.00 400 400 
RadiusTol Um 10000 80.00 8000 8000 
Depth Tol Um 90.00 60.00 8000 8000 
PoslbonTol Um 51.00 30.00 8000 8000 
Figure 6.3.7: Feature Table Describing Holes 
6.3.4 Complex Component: Combustion Chamber 
Figure 6.3.8 shows the attributes of a simplified chamber. The rings and holes 
instantiated above are aggregated to form the example structure. The table 
describes the sub-structures of the chamber, and their points of attachment. 
The left face of "Ring I" is for example, attached to the right face of 
"Flangel"; and "Hole03" is located on the exposed left face of"Flangel". 
Chamber Sub-Structures: Flange1, Ring1, Rlng2, Flange2, Hole03, Hole04 
Feature 1 X Y Z Feature 2 X Y Z Unit 
Flangel 0 0 length Rlng1 0 0 0 Cm 
Rlng1 0 0 length Rlng2 0 0 0 Cm 
Rlng2 0 0 length Flange2 0 0 0 Cm 
Flangel 0 225 0 Hole03 0 0 0 Cm 
Flangel 225 0 0 Hole04 0 0 0 Cm 
Figure 6.3.8: Chamber Composition Table 
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More complex representations may include a rotational position column that 
allows the angled positioning of holes on a surface. This research however, 
assumes that all holes are perpendicular to their attached face. 
A further set of attributes can be assigned to the parent chamber component 
(see figure 6.3.9), including its material, quantity and required delivery date. 
Parent Part Material Quantity Required 
Chamber Iron 10 30/May12005 16 00 00 BST 
Figure 6.3.9: Production Orders Table 
6.4 Fabrication Facility (Atomic) Strategies 
This section provides an enterprise model of the processes supported by 
fabrication facilities such as foundries, forges and welding stations. These are 
used to create metallic shapes that are subsequently machined into more 
precise structures. The information relevant to each strategy is also shown in 
the form of a table extracted form a Manufacturing Information System (MIS). 
The tables show nominal information provided by manufacturing experts. 
6.4.1 Casting 
Casting descnbes the process of heating metal to produce melt, which is then 
poured into a mould to form a solid shape. A number of options exist for the 
formation of moulds, including disposable sand and permanent casts. 
Disposable casts are formed around a permanent shape on a conveyor belt. 
This is a low cost option for Iow to medium volumes. Permanent reusable 
casts offer lower unit cost, but require a higher InItIal outlay. 
The time (and energy) taken to set up a casting line is significant. This 
involves the heating of melt to the required temperature, and the configuration 
of the line. It takes approximately two minutes to produce a single cast, using 
a sand casting process, once a conveyor belt is operational. This varies 
accordmg to cast size, required tolerances, and melt-composition. Closer 
tolerances and more complex shapes can be achieved by increasing the 
temperature of the melt and/or cast. This mcreases the fluidity of the melt 
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allowing it to reach thinner sections of the die. This h~wever reduces cooling 
time; which in turn increases grain size and reduces cast strength. 
Production rates (and therefore costs) are also impacted by slow cooling. 
Different melt materials also exhibit different melting points and cooling rates. 
Designers therefore need to evaluate trade-offs between material, casting rates 
and casting accuracy. 
A range offeatures (e.g. holes and bosses) can be created by inserting a die 
pattern into a sand cast. Rernoving the die from the cast however, requires a 
draft angle, which in turn creates a displacement between the top and bottom 
of any holeslbosses formed by this process. Straight sides, sharp angles and 
thin sections are also difficult for melt to reach. A minimum tolerance on any 
cast feature must therefore be considered. 
As the die pattern is created once for each product, there are no direct timing 
or resource implications associated with creating features by die insertion. 
Indirect implications are based on the dimensions and tolerances of reqUIred 
features, which may (or may not) require a tighter casting process and/or 
additional machirung operations. 
Plannin~ and Capacity: Casting is an initial process in the manufacture of a 
combustion chamber, i.e. no preVIOUS processes need to have occurred. The 
process duration is determined by the set up time of a casting line (-24 hours), 
and a rate (-2 minutes per unit). These values vary for different foundries and 
materials (see figure 6.4.1). Casting requires a foundry to be avaIlable for the 
duration of the process. Optimum production volumes are detennined by the 
cubic measurement of the cast shape, and the volume of melt available for a 
batch. Sand casting processes are optimum for between 500 and 5000 units per 
month, depending upon the size of the cast. 
Technology: Minimum and maximum object dimensions need to be considered 
for foundries; and individual features should be within these dimensions for 
the selected foundry resource. Process attnbutes include a feature tolerance, 
die displacements limits, and the set up time for batches of melt. These values 
should be reconsidered for different foundries and materials (figure 6.4.1). 
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Resource: Foundry Nominal-Fe Nominal-AI Unit 
M,nimum feature dImension 28000 28000 Mm 
MaxImum feature dImensIon 200000 200000 Mm 
MInimum object dImenSIon 60000 60000 Mm 
MaxImum object dImension 800.000 800.000 Mm 
Process: Casting Blocks Nominal-Fe Nominal-Al Unit 
Feature tolerance 3.000 2.500 Mm 
Duration per batch of melt 3,600.000 3,000000 S 
Batch volume 1.000 1000 m3 
Die dIsplacement, depth < 20mm 0.500 0.500 Mm 
DIe dIsplacement, depth < 40mm 0700 0.700 Mm 
Die dIsplacement, depth < 75mm 1000 1.000 Mm 
Figure 6.4.1: Foundry Resource and Casting Process Information 
6.4.2 Forging 
Forging is an alternative to casting which involves heating and hammering a 
piece of metal into a required shape, e.g. a series of blocks or rings. Bosses can 
also be added to the surface of work piece. The duration of a forging operation 
depends on the number of rings to be included in a single forging (i.e. the 
forging complexity), and the tolerances to be achieved on each section. 
Several tolerance (and associated rate) settings can be considered, with 
improved tolerances resultmg in longer process durations. Features such as 
holes and grooves can not be created during forging, as no equivalent to die 
insertion exists. 
Planning and Capacity: Forging is an initial process in the manufacture of a 
combustion chamber, i.e. no previous processes need to have occurred. 
Subsequent welding operations are however likely to be required for more 
complex shapes. The duration of a forging process is determined by the 
shape's complexity (e.g. the number of ring joins in a chamber) and the 
required accuracy (see figure 6.4.2). Forging requires a forge to be available 
for the duration of the process. Forging operations can be efficiently 
performed for low production volumes (e.g. tens of units per month). 
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Technology: Minimum and maximum object dimensions need to be considered 
, 
for each forge, and the accuracy of the forging process varies according to the , 
, 
, 
I 
time spent forging each section (see figure 6.4.2). 
I 
i 
Resource: Forge Nominal-Fe Nominal-Ai Unit 
M,nimum object dimenSion 60.000 60.000 mm 
MaXimum object dimension 800.000 800.000 mm 
Process: Forging Rings Nominal-Fe Nominal-AI Unit 
Time per section lOin 50000 50000 s 
Line setup bme 600.00 60000 s 
Feature tolerance 1 3.500 3000 mm 
Feature tolerance 2 2000 1500 mm 
Feature tolerance 3 1000 1000 mm 
Time per cylinder secton tolerance 1 120000 100000 s 
Time per cylinder secbon tolerance 2 200000 160000 s 
, 
Time per cylinder secton tolerance 3 300.000 250000 s 
Figure 6.4.2: Forge Resource and Process Information 
6.4.3 Welding 
Cylindrical rings and blocks can be welded together as an alternative to the 
casting or forging of a single piece. Bosses can also be welded to surfaces, 
rather than created during casting/forging. The duration of a welding operation 
is determined by an initial setting time and a welding rate (cm per second). 
Welding also requires a subsequent milling process to finish the join. 
Planning and Capacity: Welding requires a previous casting or forging 
process to have occurred, and is a sub process of an overall fabrication 
occurrence. The duration the process is determined by the length of the join to 
be welded and the welding rate of the selected station (see figure 6.4.3). 
Welding requires a station to be available for the full duration of the process. 
Welding operations can be efficiently performed for low production volumes 
(tens of units per month). 
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TechnolofJY: Minimum object dimensions need to be considered for each 
welding station (see figure 6.4.3). 
Resource: Welding Station Nominal-Fe Nominal-AI Unit 
Maximum DImensIons 2.000 2.000 m 
Process: Welding Nominal-Fe Nominal-AI Unit 
Stabon setup 300.00 300 00 s 
WeldIng bme per cm 2.000 2.000 s 
Figure 6.4.3: Welding Station Resource and Process Information 
6_5 Machining Facility (Atomic) Strategies 
This section provides an enterprise level descriptiou of the processes 
supported by a machining facility. Again each description separates the 
planning, technology, and capacity aspects of each strategy. 
6.5.1 Machine Setting 
Before a machining process takes place, the work piece (formed by a 
combination of fabrication processes) must be mounted on a suitable machine. 
A "machine-setting-duration" should therefore be considered. A simplified 
setting strategy may however be considered. This assumes that all machining 
processes are performed on a single all purpose machine, and that no transfers 
occur. Only an initial setting time need therefore be considered. Whilst this 
may not be totally realistic, it can provide a reasonable estimation of 
machining time. More detailed analysis of settings between different machines 
may also be too detailed for the purposes of design evaluation. 
Where a machine tool is capable of performing different processes (e g. 
milling and dnlling), further consideration should be given to the time it takes 
to change tools (e.g. from a mill to a drill). If this is performed manually, the 
"tool-setting-duration" duration may be significant. Many tools however, 
perform automated tool switching; and the duration is likely to be insignificant 
in these situations (e g. 3 seconds compared to several minutes of machining). 
Prior to performing any setting operations, machine tool limits must also be 
considered, e.g. minimum and maximum work piece dimensions. 
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Planning and Capacity: Setting is a sub-process of machining that makes 
individual processes (e.g. milling and drilling) possible. Drilling for exam 
will not be possible unless the appropriate machine setting process has 
occurred. The duration of the process is determined by the tool change an 
work piece positioning times (figure 6.5.1). These vary depending on wh 
a manual or automatic setting can be performed. One machine tool resour 
required throughout the setting process. Machine setting needs to be 
performed every time a work piece is changed on a machine tool, and be 
subsequent machining processes. It is assumed that only one work piece 
ether 
ce is 
fore 
is 
processed on a machine tool at any given moment in time. 
Technolof!V: Minimum object dimensions need to be considered for each 
machine tools (see figure 6.5.1). 
Resource: Machine Tool Nominal-Fe Nominal-Ai Un it 
MInimum machined object 30000 100.000 mm 
MaXImum machIned object 1200000 500000 mm 
Process: Rough Machining Nominal-Fe Nominal-AI Un it 
Tool change & posJlJomng - Manual 300 000 300 000 s 
Tool change & positJomng - Automabc 3000 3000 s 
Figure 6.5.1: Machine Tool Resource and Setting Process Informa tion 
6.5.2 Rough Machining 
orging If the required tolerances of a specified feature are less than the castinglfi 
tolerance, no machining operations are required for that feature. Often 
however, surface and indent tolerances need to be improved. An initial 
roughing operation is therefore performed by a selected machine tool. Th 
performed pnor to the finishing processes of milling, turning and grindin 
is is 
g. 
ctby 
the 
s. 
Rough machining removes a layer of material from the surface of an obje 
a specified amount (e.g. Imm). If the surface is already within "lmm" of 
final shape, the rough milling process will cut the surface to within a fixed 
tolerance (e.g. O.5mm) of the required shape. Several rough cuts maybe 
required if a work piece differs significantly from the required dimension 
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A cutting rate (expressed in cm2 per second) is specified for each machine 
tool. This will vary according to the material being worked, and the pressure 
applied to the work piece. High pressure removes material more quickly, but 
to a less accurate tolerance. 
Planning and Capacity: Rough machining is a sub-process of machining that 
precedes finish milling and finish turning. A previous setting process is also 
required to position the work piece and select the correct tool. The duration of 
the process is determined by the rough machining rate and the surface area to 
be machined (see figure 6.5.2). Multiple rough machining processes may be 
performed for surfaces whose tolerance differs significantly from the input 
requirements of the finish milling processes; and a rough machining process 
will be performed for each surface on a chamber (e.g. the outer and inner 
surfaces of a ring). One machine tool resource is required throughout each 
rough machining process. It is assumed that only one work piece is machined 
on a machine tool at any given moment in time. 
Technology: The material removal and final tolerance attributes of the rough 
machining process are shown in figure 6.5.2. If the starting tolerance of the 
surface to be machined is outside the required product specification, and 
greater than the cutting depth, the rough machining process will be performed. 
The output surface tolerance will be equal to the "input tolerance minus the 
cutting depth", or the machining tolerance (which ever has the greatest value). 
Process: Rough Machining Nominal-Fe Nominal-AI Unit 
Rough machimng cuttJng depth 1000 1000 mm 
Rough machimng tolerance 0400 0400 mm 
Rough machlmng time per cm2 1000 0900 S 
Figur~ 6_5.2: Rough Machining Process Information 
6.5.3 Finish Milling 
Further tolerance improvements can be made to the surfaces of a work piece 
by finish milling. This is similar to rough machming but applies less pressure 
to the work piece. This increases the time taken to machine a given surface 
area, but improves the final feature tolerance (for this reason the term "finish-
milling" is sometimes used). The surface tolerance must however be within a 
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specified input tolerance for the milling process to be performed. This can be 
achieved by the rough machining process described above. 
Planning and Capacity: Finish milling can only occur following fabrication 
and rough machining processes that brought the surface tolerance to within the 
required input tolerance of the milling process. The duration of the process is 
determined by the milling rate for the selected machine tool and conditions 
(figure 6.5.3), and the area of the surface to be milled. One milling process is 
required for each surface, and one machine tool is required throughout the 
process. It is assumed that only one work piece is machined on a machine tool 
at any given moment in time. 
Technology: The finish milling input and output tolerances are shown in figure 
6.5.3. A minimum thickness of the surface being milled should also be 
considered. 
Process: MIlling Nominal· Fe Nominal-AI Unit 
M,nomum thIckness for mIlling 300 00 30.000 mm 
MIllIng onput surface tolerance 0.40 0 0400 mm 
MIlling output surface tolerance 0.02 0 0020 mm 
MIlling bme per cm2 50 00 4000 s 
Figure 6.5.3: Milling Process Information 
6.5.4 Finish Turning 
Where ring sections require further tolerance improvements (beyond that 
achieved by rough machining); the inner, outer, and end faces of each ring can 
be turned. A tUrning rate (cm2 per second) determines the turning process 
duration, and this will vary between machine tools, applied tool pressure and 
material. A different turning rate and/or setting duration may also need to be 
applied between inner and outer faces (due to the inner face being more 
difficult to machine). Surface tolerances must also be Within a specified input 
limit for this finishing process to operate. 
Planning and Capacity: Finish turning can only occur once fabncation and 
rough machining processes have brought the surface tolerance to within the 
required input tolerance of the turning process. The duration of the process is 
determined by the turning rate for the selected machine tool and conditions 
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(figure 6.5.4), and the area of the surface to be turned. One turning process is 
required for each surface, and one machine tool IS required throughout the 
process. It is assumed that only one work piece is machmed on a machine tool 
at any given moment in time. 
Technology: The turning input and output tolerances are shown in figure 6.5.4. 
A minimum thickness of the surface being turned should also be considered. 
Process: Turning Nominal-Fe N ornlnal-AI Unit 
Minimum thickness for Turning 30000 30.000 mm 
Turning input surface tolerance 0400 0400 mm 
Turning output surface tolerance 0025 0025 mm 
Turning bme per cm2 4000 3000 s 
Figure 6.5.4: Turning Process Information 
6.5.5 Drilling 
Holes on the surface of ring can be created by drilling. The radius of each hole 
is set to a value determined by the selected drill bIt. The nearest drill size that 
is equal to or smaller than the required hole-radius should be selected. If a hole 
tolerance is not met by the drilling tolerance, a drill size one size smaller 
should be selected. This provides a machining allowance for subsequent 
boring and/or reaming processes. Holes that require a radius not met by an 
available drill bit also need to be drilled one size smaller and bored/reamed to 
the required radius. 
Minimum and maximum drilling depths should be considered, and pilot holes 
should be drilled for holes greater than a specified radius (e.g. 15mm), unless 
these have previously been created during casting. 
The duration of each drilling operation can be obtained from a simple 
volumetric assessment of the hole being drilled (i.e. hole-volume x dnlling 
rate per cm3). More complex models can also be developed, allowing different 
rates to be applied to holes of different length and radius. These shall not 
however be considered at this stage of the research. 
Planning and Capacity: Drilling is a sub process of a machining occurrence. 
The duration of the process is determined by the drilling rate for the selected 
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6.5.6 
machine tool and conditions (figure 6.5.5), and the volume of the hole to be 
drilled. One drilling process is reqUIred to create each hole, and pilot holes 
may be required for holes greater than a limit specified for each machine tool 
and operating conditions. One machine tool is required throughout the process, 
and it 
given 
is assumed that only one work piece is drilled on a machine tool at any 
moment in time. 
Techn 
drillin 
oloRY: The range of drill bit diameters and output tolerances of the 
g process are shown in figure 6.5.5. 
Proce ss: Drilling Nominal-Fe Nominal-AI Unit 
Minim um dnU separation 1 2500 2500 mm 
MaXI mum dnU separation 1 4000 4.000 mm 
MaXI mum dnll separallon 2 30.000 30000 Mm 
Pilot reqUired diameter 20.000 20000 Mm 
OnUs eparatlon 1 - diameter 1500 1500 mm 
OnUs eparation 2 - diameter 2000 2.000 mm 
Onlhn 9 lime per cm3 10000 8000 s 
Figure 6.5.5: Drilling Process Information 
Borin g 
Borin g processes apply a cutting or filing motion to an existing hole. This 
increa ses the holes diameter, and improves its tolerances. A boring rate (in 
secon ds per cm2) can be used to calculate the duration of specific boring 
ences. This requires an evaluation of the hole's surface area. Additional occurr 
consi deratIOn should be given to maximum hole-diameters. These are limited 
size of boring bars. by the 
Plann ing and Capacity: Boring is a sub process of a machining occurrence 
that c an only be performed on an existing hole (created either by drilling or die 
on). The duration of the process is determmed by the boring rate for the 
ed machine tool and conditions (figure 6.5.6), and the surface area of the 
eing bored. The boring process should only be performed on holes than 
e a greater diameter or improved tolerance. One machine tool is required 
ghout the process, and it is assumed that only one work piece is bored on 
hine tool at any given moment in time. 
inserti 
select 
holeb 
requir 
throu 
a mac 
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Technology: The input and output tolerances of the boring process are shown 
in figure 6.5.6. The boring bar tool size must also be considered (which 
constrains the dIameter of hole that can be bored). 
Process: Boring Nomlnal·Fe Nominal·AI Unil 
M,nimum diameter for bonng 20.000 20000 mm 
Maximum diameter for bonng 200000 200000 mm 
MaXimum depth for boring 50000 50000 mm 
Poslbon tolerance after bonng 0070 0.070 mm 
Diameter tolerance after boring 0080 0.080 mm 
Depth tolerance after bonng 0.100 0.100 mm 
Bonng time per cm2 20000 15.000 s 
Figure 6.5.6: Boring Process Infonnation 
6.5.7 Reaming 
Reaming processes apply a filing motion to an existing hole to increase its 
diameter, and improves tolerances. Reaming can be applied to smaller holes 
than boring, and achieves a relatively high level of accuracy. Reaming is 
however quite slow. A reaming rate (in seconds per cm2) can be used to 
calculate the duration of specific reaming occurrences. This requires an 
evaluation of the hole's surface area. Additional consideration should be given 
to minimum and maximum hole-diameters, as these are limited by the size of 
the reaming tool. 
Planmng and Capacity: Reaming is a sub process of a machining occurrence 
that can only be performed on an existing hole (created either by drilling or die 
insertion). Bored holes may also be subsequently reamed to provide still 
greater tolerance improvements. The duration of the process is determined by 
the reaming rate for the selected machine tool and conditions (figure 6.5.7), 
and the surface area of the hole being reamed. The reaming process should 
only be performed on holes than require a greater diameter or improved 
tolerance. One machine tool is required throughout the process, and it is 
assumed that only one work piece is reamed on a machine tool at any given 
moment in time. 
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Technology: The input and output tolerances of the reaming process are shown 
in figure 6.5.7. The reaming bar tool size must also be considered (which 
constrains the diameter of hole that can be reamed). 
Process: Reamlng Nominal-Fe Nominal-AI Unit 
MinImum diameter for reamlng 4000 4000 mm 
MaXImum dIameter for reaming 60.000 60.000 mm 
MaxImum depth for reamlng 10000 10000 mm 
PoslDon tolerance after reamlng 0080 0.080 mm 
DIameter tolerance after reamlng 0020 0020 mm 
Depth tolerance after reamlng 0020 0020 mm 
Reamlng time per cm2 60000 50000 S 
Figure 6.5.7: Reaming Process Information 
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6.6 Complex Facility Strategies 
This section provides an enterprise level description of the complex strategies 
used to manufacture chambers. These use IDEF3 object and process 
schematics to show how the previously described atomic strategies can be 
combined during manufacture. 
6.6.1 Single Casting 
A chamber can be cast as a single piece, and then machined to its final 
tolerances Figure 6.6.1 shows the mechanisms and controls involved in this 
approach. 
Specification 
~ 
Metal Casting Piece Machining Component 
i Foundry i Machme Tool 
Figure 6.6.1: Chamber Manufacture (Single Casting) Activity Diagram 
The machinmg process can be broken down into a series of sub-processes, i.e. 
rough machining, drilling, milling, turning, boring and reaming (figure 6.6.2). 
The rough machining and drilling operations are used to improve the piece 
tolerances and create holes. These ensure that the input conditions of the 
mIlling, turnmg, boring and reaming processes have been achieved. 
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3 
Fabrication Machzning 
7 
Figure 6.6.2: Casing Manufacture (Single Casting) Process Schematic 
Figure 6.6.3 shows a series of states that describe the work piece following 
each process. Casting for example creates a fonned object, and the processes 
of rough machining and drilling fonn a rough object that is ready for the finish 
machining processes (i.e. milling, turning, boring and reaming). Several rough 
machining operations may be reqwred before the "rough object" state is 
achieved. In reality these states are detennined by the geometric attributes of 
the work piece compared to the product specification, and these relationships 
are explained at a more detailed level in the infonnation view (chapter 5). 
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UOB: Rough 
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5 
Figure 6.6.3: Chamber Manufacture (Single Casting) Object Schematic 
An optimum balance between casting complexity and additional machining 
processes must be established. The choice of material is also significant, as 
different materials offer different weight, strength and cost characteristics. 
Each material also behaves differently in manufacture, and will exhibit 
different forging tolerances, durations, and machining properties. 
The duration of each process is determined by a relationship between the 
geometric attnbutes of the work piece and the capabIlities of the 
manufacturing facility. The duration of a rough machining process will for 
example be the product of the surface area to be machined, and the rough 
machining rate of the machine tool. This rate may also vary for different 
materials and machine settings. 
The object schematic shown above is expanded below into a UML state-
activity diagram (figure 6.6.4). The enterprise agent initiates each activity (e.g. 
casting, setting and drilling) by sending appropriate messages to the 
fabrication and machining agents. These messages provide details of the 
required product specification, and the start time for each activity. The detailed 
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message sequence used for this purpose is developed in the computational 
I 
view of the enterprise model (Le. chapter 7). 
Figure 6.6.4 shows that the enterprise agent implementing the single casting 
strategy has three possible states, Le. formed, rough and final object. The 
formed object is held following the casting process, and the rough object is not 
achieved until: 
• All surfaces on the chambers manufactured model are either within 
specification or less than the output tolerance of the roughing process. 
• And all holes exist, but do not necessarily meet their required diameters 
and tolerances (subsequent reaming and boring processes may be 
required). 
Once these conditions have been met the machined part can be passed on to 
the finish machining processes (i.e. turning, milling, boring and reaming). 
Multiple iterations through the rough machining and drilling processes are 
however likely to be required before all surfaces and holes are ready for finish 
machining. 
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Figure 6.6.4: Single Casting Strategy State-Activity Diagram 
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6.6.2 Multiple Forgings 
A chamber can also be built from multiple forgings and joined by a subsequent 
welding process. The forging process is potentially simpler than casting, but is 
incapable of making additional features (e.g. holes). The forging process is 
also better suited to lower production volumes as the cost of building a cast 
and setting up a batch process is not incurred. Figure 6.6.5 shows the sequence 
of activities, mechanisms and controls involved with this approach. 
Metal 
I SpecIfic.llon 
+ 
Forging 
T Foundry 
Rings 
~ Welding 
Foundry 
Stock M h.. Component ac mmg 1-__ • 
MachmeTool 
Figure 6.6.5: Chamber Manufacture (Multiple Forging) Activity Diagram 
Figures 6.6.6 and 6.6.7 (overleaf) describe the process sequence of and object 
states involved with the multiple forging strategy. The machining processes 
are essentially the same as those involved with machining a single cast piece. 
The forging and welding combination will however achieve a different 
combination of attributes for the work piece. Additional drilling processes are 
for example likely to be required, as no holes will have been created by the 
forging process. Different tolerances wiII also have been achieved, and so 
different combinations of rough machining processes may be required to 
achieve the rough object state. 
One of the main verification tasks will be to ensure that processes sequences 
are correct (e.g. casting must precede machining), and that the required states 
for each process have been reached. Again the relationship between attribute 
values and states is examined in the SM-API definition (see chapter 5). 
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Figure 6.6.6: Chamber Manufacture (Multiple Forging) Process 
Schematic 
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Figure 6.6.7: Chamber Manufacture (Multiple Forging) Object Schematic 
The multiple-forging flow is similar to the single-forging strategy, but 
introduces an additional "part object" state (see figure 6.6.8). This describes 
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the condition of the partially fonned chamber, where several rings have been 
forged but not yet joined by the subsequent welding process . 
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Figure 6.6.8: Multiple Forging State-Activity Diagram 
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6.6.3 Capacity Strategies 
One of the tasks of an enterprise agent is to generate an initial process plan, 
from which timing and resource estimations can be obtained. An agent 
representing an enterprise achieves this by instantiating and controlling lower 
level (shop) agents. These perform the lower level fabrication and machining 
I 
strategies described above (e.g. casting, welding, forging and drilling). It I 
, 
should also be possible to vary the availability and settings for each facility 
used by the enterprise agent, and figure 6.6.9 shows the enterprise agent 
attributes used to determine these settings. 
Facility Condition Quantity Available 
Foundry Nominal 1 121May/2005 16:00 00 BST 
Forge Low Cost 1 121May12005 16'0000 BST 
Machine Tool Precision 4 12/May/2005 16'00 00 BST 
Welding Station Nominal 1 12/May12005 16:0000 BST 
Figure 6.6.9: Enterprise Strategy Facility Aggregation 
-
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6.7 Information View: Product and Manufacturing Model 
FIgure 6.7.1 shows the combined product and manufacturing model for the 
combustion chamber case study. The product elements of the model are as 
descnoed in section 6.3; and the factory (complex facility) consists ofa 
foundry and machine tool. These are in turn represented as instantiations of 
Foundry and Machine Tool classes, which aggregates the rules associated with 
the casting and various machining strategies. 
Atomic Component Atomic Facility 
;;, !), 
Ring Foundry Machine Tool 
Cylinder Hole t "\ t 
Structure 
I -~ Chamber 
f ~ 
Complex Componen Com plex FacIlity 
<J-
Figure 6.7.1: Information Hierarchy for the Chamber Case Study 
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6.8 Summary 
The purpose of this chapter is to provide case study material for the 
Knowledge Verification Methodology (KVM) developed by this research. 
This chapter therefore provides the enterprise and informatJon models of the 
manufacturing strategies used to build jet engine combustion chambers. This 
provides enough knowledge of the processes involved to test the verification 
methodology, and provide the required proof of concept for the KVM. 
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7. COMBUSTION CHAMBER CASE STUDY: THE 
VERIFICATION OF A COMPUTATIONAL MODEL 
7.1 Introduction 
The methodology proposed in chapter 3 uses the PSL ontology to represent 
and identify inconsistencies in manufacturing strategies. This fonns part of an 
improved meta-knowledge framework referred to as the SM-API. Chapter 4 
analysed the requirements of the SM-API, and chapter 5 developed its 
specification. Finally chapter 6 documented the enterprise and infonnation 
models associated with the combustion chamber case study. 
This chapter uses the case study material provided in chapter 6 to explore the 
ability of the SM-API to support knowledge verification. The computational 
model verified by this process is descnbed in Appendix C, which documents 
the fonnalisation of the enterprise and infonnation models of the combustion 
chamber case study. The verification stages documented by this chapter 
include: the test cases elicited from designers and manufacturing experts 
(associated with the case study), the output of several manufacturing strategy 
simulations, and the resolution of unexpected error messages (generated by the 
SM-API). 
The feedback provided by the SM-API during test case simulation, is central 
to the verification process, as this drives the correction of the computational 
model. In general, test cases should describe: expected process durations, and 
expected error conditions for product specifications exceeding the capability 
of the manufacturing strategy. 
Finally this chapter reviews the support provided by the SM-API against the 
requirements identified in chapter 4. This shows how the test cases and 
simulation results described in this chapter demonstrate the SM-API's ability 
(and in some cases inability) to meet these requirements. 
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7.2 Test Case Descriptions 
Each test case requires an example combustion chamber specification. This 
provides the required product model for the stimulation of the manufacturing 
strategy being modelled (see figures 3.2 and 3.4). Chapter 6 documented the 
product model associated with the combustion chamber, and this is developed 
here into a suitable specification. This describes a series of rings (cylinders) 
that combine to form the complete chamber. The required dimensions and 
open surface area associated with each cylinder is shown in figure 7.2.1. The 
"open" surface area represents the area that needs to be machined by both 
rough and finish turning processes. 
Surface Area = p - (r,+.-,) - «r,-r,), + In')" 
Face Face 
Rl R2 Irt 1r2 In 1 2 Outer Total Total 
cm cm cm cm cm Area Area Area Outer Inner 
Flange 1 3000 3000 2200 2200 4.00 1,307 864 754 2925 553 
R'ng 1 2500 3500 2200 3200 10.00 000 000 2666 2666 2399 
R,ng2 3500 3500 3200 3200 2000 000 000 4398 4398 4021 
Flanae2 4000 4000 3200 3200 400 1,178 1.810 1005 3993 804 
I Total Surface Areas cm2 13982 7778 I 
Figure 7.2.1: Test Case 1- Surface Area Calculations 
The tolerance of each cylinder surface is initially set to the output tolerance of 
the casting process, i.e. 3mrn (see section 6.3). Each surface requires multiple 
rough turning processes, and a possible finish turning process, to achieve its 
required tolerance. It is assumed that the chamber is made from iron, and that 
the nominal machine settings are used (see section 6.4). 
Under these conditions each rough turning operation improves the surface 
tolerance by either I.Omm, or achieves the output tolerance ofO.4rnm. Finish 
turning will be required when tolerances ofIess than O.4rnm are specified. 
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Process Seltlng 
Tolerance mm 300 
Time ner cm2 
Feature Area 
Inner cm2 
Aange 1 2925 300 
RIng 1 2666 
RIng 2 4398 
Flanae2 3993 
Outer 
Aange 1 553 
RIng 1 2399 
Ring 2 4021 
Aanoe2 804 
Roughing and Turning time per unit 
Rough Rough Rough 
1 2 3 
200 100 040 
100 100 100 
Ourabon In Seconds 
2925 2925 0 
2666 2666 2666 
4398 4398 4398 
3993 3993 0 
553 553 553 
2399 2399 2399 
4021 4021 4021 
804 804 804 
Turning 
025 
400 
0 
10663 
17593 
0 
2212 
9597 
16085 
3217 
Requ. 
Tol 
mm 
100 
030 
030 
100 
030 
030 
030 
0.30 
118026 seconds 
1.37 days 
Figure 7.2.2: Test Case 1 - Rough Machining and Turning Durations 
Figure 7.2.2 uses the surface area calculations, machine settings and required 
tolerances to calculate the total machining time for the chamber. An initial 300 
seconds is included for machine setting (this is based on the simplified setting 
assumptions described in chapter 6). 
Cochrane 
Parent Part At! Dlam Depth 
mm mm 
Chamber HoleOl Flangel 2500 3000 
Chamber Hole02 Flanoel 2000 1500 
Process 
Rate In CM3 or CM2 ner second 
Hole 01 Surace area an2 2356 
Volumean3 1473 
Hole 02 Surface area an2 942 
Volumecm3 471 
Drilling, boring and reamlng time per unit 
Rtol Dlol 
um um 
10000 9000 
8000 6000 
PIlot Dnll 
10 10 
147 147 
47 47 
Ptol 
um 
5100 
3000 
Bore Ream 
15 80 
353 1414 
565 
2721 seconds 
003 days 
Figure 7.2.3: Test Case 1- Hole Machining Durations 
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Figure 7.2.3 shows the machining times for two holes (note that these are 
specified as part of the combustion chamber example provided in chapter 6). 
These calculations use the volumes of each hole to estimate drilling durations, 
and the surface area of each hole to estimate boring and reaming durations. 
Both holes have a diameter greater than 15mm, and therefore require pilot 
dnlling processes (again this follows the description of drilling, boring and 
reaming strategies provided in chapter 6). This brings the total machining time 
for the chamber (including all rough turning, finish turning, drilling, boring 
and reaming processes) to 1.4 days, or 6 days 23 hrs for 5 chambers. 
The diameter, depth and position tolerances of the required holes are also 
shown in figure 7.2.3 (as Rtol, Dtol, and Ptol respectively). Positioning errors 
should therefore be observed for the specified holes as the Ptol tolerance 
exceeds the machine tool's pOSItioning capability of80wn for drilling, boring 
an reaming strategies. 
A second test case is needed to show that the experimental results can be 
repeated. Figures 7.2.4, 5& 6 show the effects of increasing the lengths of 
rings 1 and 2 to 60cm. ThIs demonstrates the increase in machining times with 
chamber dimensions, and is deliberately set to exceed the maximum object 
tolerances of the machine tool. A total machirung time of 4.12 days should 
therefore be observed for the second test case, and additional errors should be 
generated by the SM-API, highlighting the excessive length of the chamber. 
Surface Area = p • (rl+n) * «n-nj + ln2t 
Face Face 
RI R2 1r1 1r2 In 1 2 Outer Total Total 
cm cm cm cm cm Area Area Area Outer Inner 
Flange 1 3000 3000 2200 2200 400 1.307 864 754 2925 553 
Ring 1 2500 3500 2200 3200 6000 000 000 11466 11466 10319 
Ring 2 3500 3500 3200 3200 6000 000 000 13195 13195 12064 
Flanne2 4000 4000 3200 3200 400 1.178 1,810 1005 3993 804 
I Total Surface Areas cm2 31578 23740 I 
Figure 7.2.4: Test Case 2 - Surface Area Calculations 
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Process Setbng Rough Rough Rough Tumlng Requ 
1 2 3 
Tolerance mm 3.00 200 100 040 025 Tol 
Time ercm2 100 100 100 400 mm 
Feature Area Time In Seconds 
Inner cm2 
Aange 1 2925 300 2925 2925 0 0 100 
Ring 1 11466 11466 11466 11466 45863 030 
Ring 2 13195 13195 13195 13195 52779 030 
Aa e2 3993 3993 3993 0 0 100 
Outer 
A ange 1 553 553 553 553 2212 030 
RIng 1 10319 10319 10319 10319 41277 030 
Ring 2 12064 12064 12064 12064 48255 030 
Aanae2 804 804 804 804 3217 030 
Roughing and Turning time per Unit 352939 s econds 
408 d ays 
Figure 7.2.5: Test Case 2 - Turning Durations 
Parent Part All Dfam Depth Rtol Dtol Plol 
mm mm um um um 
Chamber HoleOl Flangel 2500 3000 10000 9000 51.00 
Chamber Hole02 Flanael 2000 1500 8000 6000 3000 
Process Pilot Dnll Bore R eam 
Rate In CM3 or CM2 per second 10 10 15 60 
Hole 01 Surace area crn2 2356 353 1414 
Volumean3 1473 147 147 
Hole 02 Surface area cm2 942 565 
Volume crn3 471 47 47 
Drilling, bonng and reaming time per unit 2721 s econds 
0.03 d ays 
Total machining time 1 unit 4.12 d ays 
5 units 20.58 d ays 
Figure 7.2.6: Test Case 2 - Expected Results 
A further test case (test case 3) demonstrates the ability of the SM·API to 
represent and verifY representations of different quantities of available 
resource. Here the product requirements are returned those shown for test case 
1, and three machine tools are made available instead of one. This reduces the 
time taken to machine 5 chambers to 2x the time taken to machine a single 
chamber with a single machine tool, i.e. 2 days 19 hours, 4 minutes and 55 
seconds (approximately 2.8 days). 
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7.3 Test Case 1: Unexpected Error Conditions 
This section shows a series of error condItion that were generated during the 
verification of the computational model the strategy for making combustion 
chambers. Each of these errors demonstrates the role ofthe SM-API in 
ensuring the integrity of the computational model during system verification. 
Figure 7.3.1 shows errors relating to the incorrect declaration of "MAKING 
CHAMBER" as a sub-activity occurrence of "MACHINING CHAMBER". 
The MAKING CHAMBER occurrence has already been declared as the parent 
occurrence, and can not therefore (according to the procedures described in 
chapter 5), be declared as a sub-activity occurrence of its own sub-activity. 
It should also be noted that violation of sub-activity occurrence relationships 
are typically accompanied by violations of the before relationship. This is 
because the parent occurrence must begin "before or equal" to the sub-activity 
occurrence, and the sub-activity occurrence must end "before or equal" to the 
parent occurrence. 
Figure 7.3.2 shows a further set of error conditions. These were generated 
when the sub-activity occurrence (and associated before relationship) 
violations were cleared from the computational model, and highlight the fact 
that ''roughing'' has not been declared as a possible activity follOWIng machine 
tool setting, Le. "rough machining is not a legal successor". 
These error conditions could be caused by a number of factors. The "make 
chamber" strategy may for example be making an incorrect assumption as to 
the capability of the machine tool (Le. it can not perform rough machining). 
This would mean that the description of the machine tool (and its atomic 
strategies for turning, drilling etc.) is correct, and the make chamber strategy 
needs to be adjusted. In this case however, the error lies in the description of 
the machine tool, as it can perform rough machining. The poss statement 
following the machine tool setting occurrence therefore needs to be adjusted to 
include rough machining. 
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Further error conditions are shown in figure 7.3.3. These relate to a variety of 
incorrect statements relating to sub-structures, resources, missing processes 
and the extraction of durations (e.g. setting times) from the MIS. 
The sub-structure violations relate to an incorrect description of the chamber 
as a sub structure of flangel (which as already been correctly descnbed as a 
sub structure of the chamber). 
The resource errors can be traced to different assumptions being made in the 
foundry and machine tool models. The casting strategy (in the incorrect 
model) creates "pieces" (Le. x number of "pieces" are held following the 
casting occurrence), whilst the machine tool strategies demand "stocks". This 
mismatch means that the machine tool model believes that no stocks are 
available for the machining processes. 
The incorrect make chamber strategy also fails to perfonn the reaming 
strategy, as required (to achieve the required Improvements to the hole 
tolerances). This results in more tolerance errors than expected. 
Finally it is also worth noting that the duration calculations at this stage in the 
development of the computational model are incorrect. Figure 7.3.4 shows a 
machining time of 6 days and 20hrs: 57mins for the 5 chambers. This can be 
traced to incorrect values in the manufacturing infonnation system (which 
provides the rates for each machine tool strategy). Further before relationship 
errors can be traced to some negative rate values causing occurrences to begin 
before the end of the previous occurrence in the occurrence tree. 
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lote. AO'O'teO'l!..te deal!nd tOt '1Il!chine Tool' dutinO'!tJRJI'IRG owmlR nANGEZ ImIER 
TO O.OZ51'lH 18 1.0. 1.0 avalll!ble. 
)lote. 10'qteO'ate deal!nd tOt 'lIach1ne Tool' dutinO' BORING CHAmlER HOLlOl TO 
0.08/0.1/0.08!'IM 18 1.0. 1.0 e.va11I!ble. 
Rotel 10'qteO'ate deaand tOt 'stocks' dutinO' MACHINING REST or CHAHBER ORDER 1s 
S.OI 64 0 availl!ble. 
Dou. AO'O'teO'ate deaand tOt 'Kl!I.chim! Tool' durinq HACHINING REST or CHAMBER 
ORDER 18 1.0: 1.0 available. 
lJote I Imi!!..lysis COllPlete. 
rABRICJ.TDlG CH.IJI:BER ends sbould OCCUt befol!e II1CHDmlG owmtR beq1n,. 
IWttIiG CH.U!BtR can not be a patent and 'Ubact1v1ey occurtence ot IU.CHIlfIJI'G CHAKBtR 
cote axloa 2, the betote telat10n 1s a total Otdetinq, rABRICATIIJG CHAmlER beq1n!l can't OCCUt both berote and equal to IUKIlfG CHIJIIBER 
core OXloll 2, the berote relat10n 18 a total otdetinq, !lAKING CHAHBER beq1n!l can't OCCUt both berote and atUt KAKIlJG CHAHBlR beqin' 
cote axl0. 3, the betote telat10n is ltteflex1ve, IIAIUIIG CHlHBlR be91ns can't occut betote ieaelt. 
cote: axloll 2, the betDte telat10n is a tow otdetinq, IIAKIllG CBAHBER beqins can't OCCUt both berote and attet lWOJJG CHAKBtR beqins. 
axioa 3, the berote telation. is lturlex1ve, JUKIRG CH1HB!:R beO'ins can't occur betote itself. 
axlOll 2, the berote telation is a total otdetinq, IlACRIHIlG C!W'lBER beqins can't OCCUt both berote and attet !L\CHIBIlJG ClIAHBER 
ax1011 3, the betDte telat1on. is lrtetlexlve, IIACHnrING CHIJIlBER beq1.ns can't occur betote itself 
ERROR: cote ax10ll 2, the bdote telat10n is a total otdetinq, I!!ACHIJiIIlG. C1IA1mER beqins can't occur both berote end equal. to CONP'IGURING 
ERROR' core axlOll 2, the betore telation is a total otdetinq, I'lACHINIRG ClUHBER beq1n5 can't occur both betoz:e and attet I'WCING CHIJIlIER 
ERROR; IlACHDI'ING CHAHB!R bel1in8 11129043099983) should equalllAKIJfG ClW'IBER beqins 11128956400000). 
ERROR: lL\KING ClWIBER beq1ns (1128956400000) should equal!llCHIHDG ClWlBtR beqins (1129043099983). 
ERROR' CONP'IGURIlfG l'JACHIN! TOOL beqins (1129043099983) llhould equal l!AXDlG CHAHBER beqins (1128956400000). 
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dw:1nq BORING ClWmER HOLEOl TO 
Aggteqaee d.~IlIlnd. fo~ 'Kachin~ Tool' dur1n1J F!:AHIUG CHAMBER HOLEOl TO 
I.02/0.08Hl'1 is 1.0: 1.0 evulable. 
AqQt~qaee deJllmd. tOt 'lIacb1ne Tool' dw:1nq IlE1l'UJJG CHAKBER HOLE02 TO 
OZ/0,08Hl'[ is 1.0: 1.0 available. 
'stocks I dUt1nCf lIACHINING iU:ST Of' ClWmER OlUlER is 
dur1nq !U.CHIIIIJJG REST or CHAlIBER 
Elm.OR: ROUGH lUCHIIlING CHAlmlR nANGEl otTIn. TO 2. ami is not a leCfM succesSOI: ot 3!TI'ING !lACHIHE TOOL FOR CHAlmER. 
ERROR' ROUGH lIACHIJiIRG ClWm.m IUIlGl OU'It:R TO 2.om! is not a legal successor ot ROUGH lIACHINmG ClWlBER FL..\NG!l Otm:R TO 2.0M. 
Eml..OR' ROUGH IU.CHIIlIRG CHlPIB.m RIRG2 OU'It:R TO 2.OM 1s not a leqal successor ot ROUGH lIACHINING CHAl'mER RINGl otTIn. TO 2.0Im. 
EM.OR, ROUGH lIACHINING CHAl'IBER nANGE2 0trr.ER TO 2.OHH is not a lelJal successor of ROUGH HACHINING CHAMBER RING2 OUTER TO 2.0MB. 
EM.OR· ROUGH lIACHIRIRG ClW!B:ER rtlNG!:l otTIn. TO l.DmI is bOt a legal successor ot ROUGH lIACBIR!JJG ClWIBER FtAllG!2 OtJn:R TO 2.0M 
ERROR ROUGH lII.CHIRIJIG CHAlIB!:R RINGl OUTER TO l.OD i. not a lelJa! successor of ROUGH lIACHIlIIJlG CHAlIBER FLANGEl oun:a TO 1.Ol'Dl. 
EM.OR· ROUGH IU.CHIRDlG CHAlIB:ER RIRG2 OUT!R TO l.ODi. not a leCfa! successor of ROUGH lIACHIlIItfG CHAlIBER RINGl 0UttR TO 1.0l'!l! 
EMORI ROUGH I'lACBIRDlG ClWm:ER rt.ANGE2 otm:R TO 1.OHM 15 bOt a legal. .ucce550r of ROUGH IlACHINING ClWIElR RIHG2 OUTlR TO 1.0ml:. 
ERROR: ROUGH lIACHDlDlG CHAl'IBER RIlml OUTER TO O.4mI 1s not a leqal successot ot ROUGH lIACBmING CHAMBER FLAlfG!2 OU'It:R TO 1. 0Im. 
EM.ORI ROUliR I'lACBIJIIJlG CHAmlER. 1UJf02 OUTER TO O.4Im 1111 not a leqal SUCCUSOt ot RDUm lIACBIlIING CHAlIBER RIIIGl OlJTER TO 0.4l'IlI. 
!MOR: ROUGH I'lACHIRDlG CHlPIBlR rLANGEl DlN!R TO 2.0l'lH 1111 not a l~qal auccessot of ROUGH I'lACBINING ClWIBER RING2 OUTER TO 0 4l'IlI. 
EMOR: ROUGH I'lACHIHING CHAl'IBlR RINGl DINER TO 2.0M 1. not a leqal successor of ROUGH JllACHIHING ClW[8ER FLIJlGEl nmER TO 2.0ID!. 
ERROR: ROUGH BACHDlING ClWlBER RDlG2 DDlER TO 2.0ml 1s not a legal successor ot ROUGH BACHIHING CHAl'IB!R RINGl nmm TO 2. ami 
ERROR: ROUGH llAClWlIIlG ClWlBER. FLARGE:2 IRN!R TO 2. 0lII'I is not a leCfal successor ot ROUGH lIlCHmDIG ClWIBER 1UJf02 IlOIER TO 2 omr. 
Eml..OR' ROUGH BACHI1imG CHlPIBER nARGE:l DINER TO 1.OI'm is not a leCfal lIIuccessor of ROUGH :lU.CHIliING CHAPIBrR rUNGE2 INNER TO 2.0M. 
ERROR. ROUGH BACHIIlING CJWm!R RINGl IIM:R TO l.OI.'lM 1111 not a l~Q'e.l IllUCceSlllor of ROUGH ltlCHIImI'G CHA!mtR FLANGE! INNER TO 1 OMl'l. 
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flanqel is alzeady 11. sub structuze of chubez. 
dutiDq 'I'tmBIliG CfW'IBER rLAJl'G!2 IIIJrIlR 
1J0te Aqqreqll.te deaand foz 'KlI.cblne: Tool' dur:1nq BORING CHAMBER HOLE01 TO 
0.08/0.1/0.08l'lK 1!1 1.0: 1.0 aVll.1lllble. 
Hote: lqqteqate c1eund tot 'J!e.cbine: Tool' c1urillO' lIACHIlfING REST or CHIJ'IBER 
ORDER 1!1 1 O. 1.0 available. 
rABRICATDlG ClIIJ'IBER ends should occuz befoze JllACHDJIJI'G ClIIJm!R beqlns 
lU.CHDiIXG owmtR beqins should OCCUt attet FABRIC1TIKG CHIJ'IBn mds. 
FABRICATDlG CHMBn ends should OCCUt be tote JllACHDlIRG CHAmlER beqins. 
CHAMBER BOUOl depth tolere.nce aust 1:Ie less the or equal eo 90.0 prior to WPECTDJG ClWmER. 
CHAMBlR BOt!Ol position tolerance »ust be less than or equal to 51.0 pzior to INSPECTD1G ClIAHBER. 
CHAMBER BOLE02 depth tolerance IlUst be less than or equal to 60.0 prioz to INSPECTING CHAMBER 
CHAKBER HOt!02 position tolerance IlUst be less than or equal to 30.0 pzloz to INSP!C"J'I»G ClIIJmER. 
aqqreqate deund tOI: 'stocks' 4U:t:1n; lU.CHIJl'DJG REST or CHAKBER ORDER exceeds availability· SOlO O. 
ave.illlbil1ty dW:lnq IIJSPECTIRG CHAMBER can not be below zeto' -S.O. 
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'the dUration ot: COIlp!tX occutrence 'l'L\KIIlG CHAl'IB!R' 18: 7 days 21:02122. 
'lbe: dutation of complex occur:rence 'rAElRICA1D'G CJW!BD' isl 1 day 00:05:00. 
'lbe dw::ation 01: cOllp1ex occw:rence 'JIL\CHIJlING CBAPIBER' i3' 6 day3 20:57:23. 
'lbe dw::ation 01: occur:rence 
'lba dun,tion 01: occ:w::rence 
'lbe dw:ation of oCCUl:unce 
The duration ot oceutrence 
'lbe dur:ation of occur:r:ence 
The dUration of OCcutItnCe 
The duration ot occur:r:ence 
'LOADING OWlBER D!SIGN PAIW'IE'IERS' i.: 00100:00. 
'COJJnmm.ING TOURDRY" 111: 00.00.00. 
'SETI'DI'G rommRY FOR CHAmllR' i.: 00:05:00. 
'CASTING CfW'IBlR BATCH 11 i3. ! day 00'00 00. 
'CONrImm.mG!lACB:INl TOOL' 1.1 00:00'01. 
'SETI'DfG l!lCHDJE TOOL FOR CHAl'IBlR' ls: 00:05:00. 
'ROUGH BACHIlING CIWmER FLANGE! OUI'!R TO 2.OMI'I' is: 00:46:44. 
The duJ:ation ot occur:r:ence 'ROUGH !D.CHIRIRG CRlJ!:BER RING1 OUTER TO 2.0M' ls: 00:44:26. 
The duration ot occur:tence 'ROUGH lD.CBIIlIIi'G CHIJm!R RDTG2 IlU'T'ER TO 2 mm' ls' 01113'18 
The duution ot occuttence 'ROUGH l'1ACHIlfING C!WtB!R rLAJlJG!2 OtTmR TO 2.OMI'!' 18: 01:06133. 
The: dw::atlon ot occutunce: 'ROUGH !D.CHDlIRG CHAJmn FURG!l OUT!R TO 1.0l!PJ' is: 00.46:45. 
The duratlon ot occutr:ence 'ROUGH l!A.c:HIRDlG C!Wm!R RDTG1 0tM"ER 1'0 1 OHM' ls: 00'44 26. 
'lbe duratlon ot occurr:ence 'ROUGH l'1ACHIRIRG CHAKEI!R RING2 OUTER 1'0 l.OKK' ls: 01:13.18. 
durinO TURNING CHAHBER R!NGZ DOO:R 
durinO 'IUMING CHAHBtR n.urG£2 IN'N'!:R 
durino BORING CHAMBER HOLE01 TO 
durino I!ACHIIfIYG REST or C!W!B!R 
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7.4 Test Case 1: Verified Simulation Results 
This section shows the simulation results presented to the designer (i.e. the end 
user of the decision support system). These results can be used as part ofa 
system validation process. Whilst they show correct results (in tenns of 
meeting the requirements of the specified test case), they may instigate further 
requirements elicitation from the designer, and additional knowledge 
elicitation from product and manufacturing experts. Chapter 8 discusses this 
feedback from designers and experts in more detail. 
Figure 7.4.1 shows the final set of error conditions reported to the designer 
(once the systems engineer has cleared all of the unexpected error conditions 
shown in section 7.2). Figure 7.4.2 shows the correct duration calculations 
(matching the expected 6.99 days for 5 units), and figure 7.4.3 shows the 
resource demands and availabilities for each activity occurrence. 
It is also worth highlighting at this point, the user interface to results panel 
(shown in each of the screen shots used in this section). The use interface 
consists of three user panes. The top right pane shows the progress of the 
strategy in buIlding the required part, and an output log showing details of the 
analysis performed during the execution of the selected strategy. The bottom 
pane shows the results of the simulation (in tenns of occurrence durations), the 
resources demanded by each occurrence (with respect to those available), and 
the error conditions used extensively during system verification. 
The top left pane is used for a variety of tasks. The first of these (shown in 
figure 7.4.1) configures the manufacturing environment. This allows different 
resource availabilities to be configured for manufacturing strategies, and for 
different process/resource settings to be selected from the MIS (e.g. Low cost, 
Nominal and Precision). 
The second task (supported by the top left pane) is to allow designers to 
examine the required product configuration (figure 7.4.2). This information 
would however be typically extracted from a CAD system. The third 
supported task is the configuration of individual facility resource and process 
Cocbrane Page 163 
settings (figure 7.4.3). A fourth task (not shown) allows the designer to set 
details of a production order, e.g. volumes, production start dates, and required 
delivery dates. 
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Figure 7.4.1: Valid Positioning Tolerance Errors 
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duting ru!:Al'JIlfG CHlJllBER BOLEOl TO 
Aggte:gate: de:ae.nd tOt 'J!achine: Tool' duting ru!:JJ!IHG CHAl'IBER HOLE02 TO 
02/0.0Bl!K is 1.0' 1.0 available:. 
Aggte:gate: de:ae.nd. tot 'stocks' duting KACHDlING ru!:ST or ClWIBE:R OPDER is 
64.0 e.vailable:. 
.lg'gl:e:g'ate: de»e.nd. fot 'J!llthine: Tool' dutina IlACHItiIJI'G ru!:5T Of' ClW!BER 
is 1 O· 1.0 available: 
Coap1e:te:. 
The: duration ot cOllp1e:x occurrence: 'JIWtDlG CIIA!B1:R' is: 7 days 23147:18. 
The: durat10n ot c01lPle:x occurtenee: 'FABRICATDJG CHAmltR' 1s: 1 day 00'05:00 
The: dw:at1on ot cOlI,Ple:x occurrence: 'l!ACHnrDlG CHAl'IlIER' is' 6 days 23'42'18 
Tbe dw:ation ot occul:I:l!nce: 
The duntion ot occurrence 
'!he: dw:ation ot occurrence: 
The: duntion ot occurre:nce: 
The: dw:ation ot occurrence: 
The duration ot occurre:nce 
!he: dunt10n ot occurrence: 
The: duration ot occurte:nce: 
The: duration ot occuttencl! 
The: duration ot occw:te:nce: 
The: duration ot occul:I:ence: 
'LOADIlfG ClWI!tR DESIGZI PAIW!!:'I'ERS' is: 00.00:00. 
'comGtllUllG tomRT' is' 00'00100. 
'srITIRG TOUJlDRT toR C1WIBER' 1s1 00;05100. 
'c.urmG CHAHB!R BATCH I' 1S1 1 day 00:00:00. 
'COBrIGUlUJlG IlACHDJ! TOOL' iSI 00.00.00. 
'srITIlfG lIACHDJ! TOOL FOR ClWmER' 1S1 00:05100. 
'ROUGH JlACHIIlDJG ClWm!R n.uro!l 0tJT!R TO Z.Ol!H' 1s: 00:48:44. 
'RDUm! lU.CHINDJG CHAHBER RIllG1 OUTER. TO 2.0ml' is: 00.44:26. 
'ROUGH lU.CHIIlDl'G ClWmER RING2 0lTI'ER 1'0 Z.OM' is: 01113:18. 
'ROUGH lU.CHINIlfG CBAl'JB!R rLAllG!2 OUTER. TO 2 OD' iSI 01-06133. 
'ROUGH KlCHIIlING CHAHBlR rLANG!l 0t1I'!R. TO l,OD' is: 00:46145. 
The: dw:ation ot occurtence 'ROUGH KlCHIIfDJG ClW!B!R RDfG1 0tJ'I%R TO 1.01Dl' is: 00'44'26. 
The: dw:ation ot OCCUl:I:l!nce: 'RotrGB JU.CBINIlfG CHAHB!R RDI'G2 OUTER TO 1 omI' is: 01'13'18 
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)fote: Aqvreqatf: deaand toz: 'Hach1ne Tool' 
0.08/0.1/0.08lm 111 1.0: 1.0 aVailable. 
)fote: Aqqteqate dell.a.nd for 'lIachine Tool' during R!AlIING CBAHBtR HOLlOl TO 
0.02/0.02/0.08!1!1 is 1.0: 1.0 ave:118l:l1e. 
)fOUl: Aqquqate deund tOt 'Hachtne Tool' duJ::ing R!Al'IIliJG CHAMBIR BOLlOt TO 
0.02/0.02/0.081'1l'1111 1.0: 1 0 available. 
Rote: .lgqz:egate deae.nd tOJ: 'stocks' dUJ:1nq l'lACHIIlING REST or ClUJII!'tR OMlD is 
5.0: 64.0 availeble. 
lote: Aqqteqate de.and tOl: 'Xachine Tool' dul:inq IU.CBI1'iI11'JG REST or CHAl'IBER 
OMlER is 1.01 1.0 available. 
Botel analysis Coaplete. 
lqqz:eqate deaand. tot 'toundJ:Y' dw::inq SETI'IlII'G rotJIIDRY FOR ClWmER is 1.0: 1.0 e.va11eble. 
10Q'l:eqate deaand tOl: 'toundry' durinq CllTIRG CH.UmER BATCH 1 is 1.0: 1.0 avll11able. 
.lqqz:eqate deaand tOl: 'l!!achine Tool' during S!TI'DlG IU.CBlJI!: TOOL FOR CHAHBER is 1.0: 1.0 available. 
lqql:eqate deaand. tOl: 'lIachine Tool' durinq ROtrGH IU.CHIJlDlG CH.U!B!:R !'UJJGrl 0ut'ER. TO 2 O!D'lis 1.0 1.0 availeble. 
.lqql:eqate d9.and tOl: 'l!!achine Tool' dw:ing ROUGH IlACHOORG CHAJ[8!R RINGl 0trn:R TO 2.01'll'lis 1.0: 1.0 available. 
1.0o;tJ:eO'ate deaand tOl: 'lIachine Tool' during ROUGH!II.CHDlIIlG ClWmER RING2 OrrrtR TO 2.01'll'l is 1.0: 1.0 available. 
.lgqz:egate deund tOl: 'lach1ne Tool' dul:inq ROUGH IACHDlING C!W[B!R FUNGI2 otTl'D. TO 2.0PIl'I is 1.0 1.0 available. 
.lgqz:egatf: deaand tOt 'Bach1ne Tool' during ROUGH IlACHIJfD1G CHAl'IBER TUNG!:l 0tJ'TER TO 1 OK!! is 1.0. 1.0 available. 
II
.lggl:egate deaand. tOl: 'Bachine Tool' during ROUGH lIACHII'IRG ClW[!IER RINGl OUTER TO 1.0!m is 1.0: 10 available 
.loqz:eqate deaand tOt 'lIachine Tool' during ROUGH lIACHDlIIlG CHAmlER RING2 OU'I'[R TO 1.0m! is 1.0: 10 available. 
A\Jqz:egate de.and tOt 'lIach1ne Tool' dUrinq ROUGH IACHDJING ClWIBER nARG!2 0U'I'lR TO 1.0m! is 1.0. 1.0 available. 
.lQ'qz:egate deaand tOl: 'lIach.1ne Tool' durinq ROUGH IlACHIRINO ClW'IEIER RINGl OUTER TO 0.4I!JI! is 1 o· 1 0 available 
l.ggJ:eqate de.and tOl: 'lIachine Tool' dw:1nq ROUGH IlACHlliING CBAHBER RING2 Oon:R TO 0.4K!! is 1.0. 1.0 awllable. 
10qz:eqaee deaand. tOt 'lIaeh1ne Tool' dul:1ng ROUGH tw:HIRIlI'G cwmER FLUG!l nmm TO 2.0l'IR is 1.0: 1.0 available. 
lqqz:eqate de.and tOJ:: 'lIach1ne Tool' dul:1uq ROUGH IACHIlfIRG ClWmER RIRGl INNER TO 2.OBI'Iis 1.0. 1.0 aVailable. 
lqqz:eqate de.and tOJ: 'lIachine Tool' duJ:inq ROUGH IlACHIlmfG ClWlll!R RIrlG2 tmIER. TO 2.D1m i5 1.0: 1.0 available. 
lqqz:eqate de.and tor 'lIacbine Tool' dw::1Ilq ROUGH IlACHDfIHG CHAJmER nAHGl2 tml!:R TO 2.mm: is 1.0: 1.0 available. 
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total depth (l2B.Dea) .use. be less than Jlachine Tool' tool aax11NJ1 object. (1200 0...). 
CBAHBlR' total depth (laB,Oa) .. ust be less uan lIacbine Tool: tool aax11wa object (1200.0:0.). 
ERROR' CH.\lIIBlR: total d~th (l2B Ca) .use tie less than Be.chinl!! Tool: tool aaxlIua object (l200.0:u.). 
ERROR: ClW!BERI total depth (128.Dca) ILWIt be less thml Bachine Tool: tool aax11lWl objl!ct 11200,O:u.}. 
ERROR: CIWIII!:R: total depth (lZB.Dca) ILWIt be less than Kacbine Tool: tool Ilaxau. object 11200.0:0.). 
lP.ROP.: CHll'IBtR: total depth (lzS.Oa) .. use be less than Kachine Tool: tool aax1aua object (1200.0:u.) • 
ERROR I CHAHBtR. total depth (IZB.Dca) .Wlt be less than lIach1ne: Tool: tool .axi.ua object (120D.0:u.) 
ERROR. ClW!BtR total depth (12S.Dca) .ust be less than Jtach1ne Tool' tool Jlaxb.ua object (1200.ou.). 
ERRORI CHAMBER' total depth (128 Dca) .Wlt be If!sS tbm lIach1ne Tool: tool a8Xiaua object (1200.0...). 
!MORI ClW'tBtRl total depth 1128.0cal .Wlt tie leu thm Ko.chine Tool. tool IlSX1aua object (1200.0-). 
tMORI ClWmtR· total depth 1128 Oca) .Wlt be le •• than Kach1ne Tool' tool auiawa object (1200.0-). 
EiUtORI ClWmERI total depth 1128 OCll) aust be hu thm lIachine Tool. tool uxi.U». object (1200 0...). 
ERROR: ClWmtR: total depth Il28.0Cll) aust be len than !l:achine Tool: tool llax1 .. 1.I» Object (1200 0l1li.). 
ERROR: CHAHBtR: total depth 1128.0CllI IlU3t be le!l3 than IIsch1ne Tool. tool aaxuU». object (1200.0...). 
EM-ORI ClWIBtRl total d.epth (l28.0ca) "WIt be leUl than lacb1ne Tool: tool aaximua object (1200.0_1. 
ERRORI cwmtR· total depth (128.0ca) aust be leu thm IIscbine TOOl: tool aaxillWl object (1200.0...). 
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'KAKDtG tlW!BER' is' 21 days 14'03:21. 
'rABRICATmo. C!WlB!Rt IS: 1 day 00:05:00. 
dUration ot coapleJe occurrence '!lACHINDJG CHAl'IB!:R' ltu 20 days 13'58'21. 
ttOADDI'G C1WIBlR DESIGN PARIJI:!:T!:RS' isl 00.00.00. 
'COIJ1GURI1G roORDRY' IS' 00'00:00 
tsnTlllG FOtlHDRY TOR C!W!BER' IS: 00'05:00. 
tCAS'l'IRG CHAI1BER BATtlIl' Isl 1 day 00:00100. 
'the duution ot occul:l:ence 'CORrIGURDTG llACBIJiiIX TOOL' IS' 00:00:00. 
The duration ot oCCUJ;:rence 'srrrIIlG !lA.CHIIE TOOL FOR CRAmlrR' 15' 00,05'00. 
1 !lACBDlDlG ClWIBtR TLANGE2 IHNrR TO 0.4mI enc1s. 
Rote Tiaepoint ROUGH HACBIlI'ING CIWIB!R. IUNG2 IJDlER. TO 
2.01!1M beq1n:J betore!q: ROUGH !lACHIBnIG ClWIBtR IUNG2 
INII!:R. TO 2. OM ends. fitACHmRG CHAI'IB!:R ends, !lAKIllG 
CHAl'fBER enda and XACBINING JU:ST or owm!R 01ID!:R ends. 
Tiaepoint ROUGH IU.CHIJJIlfG CHAI1BER R.ING2 INJa:R. TO 
2.0l'D'I ends betore podc1ve infinity, ROUGH nCHIllING 
CHAJlmlR FLlNG!2 DIJI!R TO z.om beqins, R.OUCiH !lACHI!ftRG 
CHIJUIER FLIJrI'G!:2 IJlJl!R. TO 2 Om!: ends, !lACHIlmfG ClWIB!R 
The duration ot occuJ:l:ence 'ROUGH IllCHINDlG CHAHB!:R rWGEl 0tIT!:R TO 2.oml' is: 00'48'44. 
The duration ot occuJ:l:ence tlOUGH HACHIJlING ClWmtR RINGl OUTER TO 2.01UI' is: 03'11'06 
The duration ot occw:rence tROUGH IllCBINIlfG owmtR RING2 OUTER TO 2.mm' i8: 03'39.55. 
'Ihe dura,tion ot occurrence 'ROUGH KACBIRIlfG ClIAlmER TI.1JlG!2 01TI'ER TO 2.omt' llu 01106133. 
The 4w:ar.1on ot occurrence 'ROUGH !L\CHIJfDlG CHAHB!R TLA1JG!l oun:R TO 1. OID'I , iSI 00148,45. 
The dW:ation ot occw:rence 'ROUGH IllCHIIfIlfG CH.UIB!R RINGl OUT!:R TO I.Dlm' is: 03111105. 
The duration ot occul:tenee 'ROUGH MA.CHINIlfG CHAlIl3ER RING2 OllT!R TO l.mm t is: 0339155. 
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(.achin1nQ' rut ot cbUller 
heqins on 13/0ct/200S 01.31 27 BST, end ends on 1410ct/200S 11 09:55 
'the dUJ::at1on ot occuttence 'It\CHIRII'Ii- REST or ClW'fBER ORDD' is. 1 day 
Occurrence DlSPECTIRG CBA!lBtR (inspection) begins on 14/0ct/200S 
SS BST, end ends on 14/0ct1200S 11:09.55 BST. 
'IbA! dW::at1on ot occuctence 'DSP!CTIRG CIWIlItR' is 00.00 (10. 
AlJqJ::egate de.aand tOJ::: 'stocks' durinO' JlIACeIBnl'G REST or ClW'IBER OWER is 
64.0 available. 
CIW'IB!R BOLEOl posit1on toleulD.ce .~t be less then or equal to 51.0 prio!: to Ilf!In:CTIRG CBlJ[BtR 
CH..\ftBER HOLl02 posit1on toleuDce .Wlt be !en than 01: equal to 30 (I prior to DlSPlCTIHG CHAmlIR 
aQ'qreqate deaand fOJ: 'foundry' dUJ::1nq S!1TDJG rotDiDRY FOR ClIAl'IB!:R exceeds availability· 3.0/1.0 • 
e.qqreqatf: deaand. tor 't~' dw:1nq ClSTDI'G ClW[B!;R BATCH 1 exceeds anilabllity' 3.011.0. 
6qqreq8.te: daand tOt 'lIachinll! Tooll dur:1nO SEmlW JIlACHINE TOOL FOR CHAlmtR exceeiUI avulability. 7.0/3.0. 
aoqreqe.te deJI.and to!: 'lte-chine TooP dw:1no ROUGH JU.CHII'DiI'G OWIBtR n1JlGEI Ot1T!R TO 2.0mr exceeds availability. 7 0/3 O. 
aoqreoate de.and to!: 'JlllI.chine Tool' du!:ino ROUGH JU.CHINING CRAltBER RINGI OtTI'tR TO 2.0H!I exceed::! II.vule.bil1ty. 7.0/3.0 • 
lI.oqreqll.te deun.d tOE: 'BlI.chine Tool' dw:1nq ROtroH JU.CHDlDfG CBAIIBER RDm2 OOTtR TO 2.0Im: exceed::! aVII.ilabil1ty 7.0/3.0 
II.qqt:eqll.te de.and tOE: 'JlllI.chine Tool' dw:ino ROUGH JU.CHIJiDlG CRAltBtR nANGt2 OtTI'tR TO 2.01'Jl'l exceed, aVlI.ilability· 7.0/3 o. 
aqQ']:eqate d9ll.lld to!: '1!II.chine Tool' dw:1nq ROUGH JU.CBII'DIG ClWIBER nAli'GtI Ot1lZR TO 1.0i'J! exceed::! availullityl 7.0/3 O. 
II.qqreqll.te de.and tOE: 'lIl1.chine Tool' duE:inq ROUGH HACHmllG ClWIBER RINGl Ourz:R TO loOM! exceed::! II.vailabllityl 7.0/3.0. 
DqqteQ'D.te: d~and. tor 'l!achine Tool' durinO ROUGH l!lCHDl'Dl'O ClWIBER RING2 otrItR TO 1 Ol'lPl exceeds availability 1.0/3.0. 
aqQ'teqate deaand tor 'I!achine Tool' dur:inq ROUGH HACHIIlIJlG CHAKB!R FLANGE2 Otm:R TO 1.0H! exceed::! II.vailuil1ty· 7.0/3.0. 
aQ'VI:eqate de.and tor '1!lI.ch1ne Tool' dur:inq ROUGH KACBIIlllG ClWmER RUGI OtJT[R TO 0.4I'm exceeds availability· 7.0/3.0. 
aqQ'teqate deund tor '!lachine Tool' dw:1nq ROUGH KACHlIlDlG ClWm!:R RIIi'G2 OUTER TO 0.4l'!l'I exceed::! availability: 7.0/3.0. 
aVqr:eqate daand fo:!: 'I!achina Tool' dur:inq ROUGllJIIACHIIlIHG CHIJmER nANGEl ll'ilNER TO 2.Dm!: exceads availabilitY' 7.0/3.0. 
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Rote' lqq~e;ate demand tot 'Machine Tool' 
O.OS/O.l/a.OeR! 1s 3 a: 3 a available 
lIote: lqqteoate d9and tOt 'Jlachine Tool' dutino IttAHIRG ClUHBER HOLEOl TO 
0.02/0.02/0.08!H is 3.0: 3.0 available 
Rote: Aqqteoate demand tor 'Machine Tool' dut1no RElH1NG CHAMBER HOLEOZ TO 
o oz/a.OZ/0.08ftK 1s 3.0: 3 0 available 
Rotel lqqteoate deJland to~ 'stocks' dutino KACHIRlNG REST OF CHAHBER OM)ER is 
Z.O: 64.0 available. 
Note: 190reoate demand tor 'Kachine Tool' du~1ng MACHINING REST or CHAlIBER 
ORDER is 3.0: 3.0 available. 
analysis Co.plete. 
The dw:ation ot coaplex occurtenee '!WtING CHA1tB!R' is: 3 days 19:09:55. 
The dw:ation ot coaplex oecurtence 'FABRICATING CBA!BER' is: 1 day 00:05:00. 
The dutation ot complex occurrence 'BACHINIIG CHAKBER' is: 2 days 19:04:55. 
The dutation ot occurtence 'LOADING CHAMBER D!SIGN PARAHETERS' ls: 00:00:00. 
The dutation ot occurtence 'CONFIGURIDG FOUNDRY' is: 00:00 00. 
The dutation at oecuttenee '!tTTIRG FOORDRT FOR CHAHBER' is: 00:05:00. 
The dutation at oecuttence 'CA.STII'G CBAHBtR. 81Tt'J! I' is: 1 day 00:00:00. 
The duIation ot oecuttence 'CONTIGURIUG KACHImE TOOL' is: 00.00:00. 
The dutation ot OCCUItenCe 'SETTING ftACHIN! TOOL FOR CHAftBERI is: 00:05:00. 
The dutation at occunence 'ROUGH KACHIJlING CHA!!BER nANG!:l OUTER TO 2.09' 151 00.48:44. 
The duxat10n ot occurrence 'ROUGH BACBIHING CB1KBER RING1 OUTER TO 2.0MB' is. 00:44 26. 
The dw::at1on ot OCCUIIence 'ROUGH l!ACBIKIBJG CHlHBER RIlrlG2 OOT!R TO 2.0MB' is: 01:13:18. 
The dutation ot occurrence 'ROUGH ~BIKING CHAMBER FLANG!2 OUTER TO 2.0HM' is. 01106'33. 
The durat1on. ot occurrence 'ROUGH KACBDlING CHAHBER nANGE1 otTl'ER TO 1 OKH' is 00 48.45. 
The duution ot occunence 'ROUGH!lACHIHIJTG CBAHBER RDlG1 0tm:R TO 1.000' is. 00:44'26 
The dutation ot OCCUItenCe 'ROUGH !lCBIRImG CBAHBER RING2 0tJTtR TO 1.OH!' is: 01:13:18. 
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7.7 Performance of the SM-API 
Chapter 4 identified a set of requirements for the SM-API. This section 
reviews the performance of the SM-API during the verification process against 
these requirements. 
The first requirement of the SM-API was to support the representation of 
occurrences of activities over time, and the times at which occurrences begin 
and end. This was demonstrated by the modelling of several processes, 
including the rough turning, finish turning and drilling of the combustion 
chamber. The ability to place constraints on begznning and end times, relative 
to other process occurrences was also stated as a requirement. The error 
messages shown in figure 7.3.1 indicate that violations of the before and 
beforeEq constraints were successfully detected by the SM-APl. This 
performance should be expected as the representation of timepoints is a 
fundamental element of the SM-API and the PSL ontology. 
The SM-API also needed to support the representation and verification of 
process hierarchies, and an understanding how sub-occurrences determined 
by atomic strategies are supported within an overall process plan. The sub-
actiVIty occurrence violation shown in figure 7.3.1, demonstrate that the SM-
API meets these requirements, as these error conditions highlight 
inconsistencies in the description of the machining process hierarchy. A 
potential issue however, is the level of interpretation of the PSL ontology 
applied to the modelling of sub-activity occurrences. This is not part of the 
open PSL standard, and may cause knowledge sharing issues if different 
interpretations of the PSL ontology are applied to potentially more elaborate 
versions of the SM-API. 
For example, systems engineers using the SM-API currently need to describe 
occurrence trees for sub-occurrences of the same parent occurrence by using 
separate sub-occurrence and poss statements. The PSL ontology (Theory of 
Complex Activities) however, defines the min "precedes relationship which 
provides a shorthand notation for constraining the legality of sub activity 
occurrences. This was omitted from the SM-API, because whilst being 
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potentially useful in certain circumstances, the min Jlrecedes relationship is 
not strictly speaking, essential to the representation and constraining of 
process hierarchies; and supporting infrequently used terms adds considerably 
to the development and maintenance of the SM-API. The selection of terms 
based on how frequently they are used is however open to interpretation (and 
the preferences ofindividual systems engineers). 
The ability to constraint occurrence based on previous processes was also 
demonstrated by the errors shown in figure 7.3.2. These show that the theory 
of occurrence trees (using the poss and legal successor relationships) was 
successful in constraining processes. This was used in the example shown to 
constraint the range of activities that can be performed by a machine tool. It 
should be noted however, that occurrence trees can result in poor model reuse 
if inappropriately applied. The computational model shown in appendix c 
implements a casting process followed by subsequent machining operations. If 
machining is only "possible" after casting, then the modelling of other ways of 
fabricating a chamber (e.g. forging followed by welding) require a re-write of 
the occurrence tree to include these new possibilities. States proved to be a 
more reusable way of constraining processes, as they describe the conditions 
required for a process to occur, not how those conditions are achieved (see 
discussion below on geometric states). 
The representation of time intervals between the beginning and ending of 
processes, and the representation of intervals as a function of product 
characteristics andfacility conditions was also demonstrated. Figures 704.2 
and 7.5.2 show that correct durations were calculate by the computational 
model for both test cases. 
The representation of product characteristics and facility conditions in terms 
of geometries (and their associated units), and enumerated properties was also 
demonstrated by each of the simulation outputs. The expected error conditions 
in figure 704.1 for example indicate the achieved surface tolerances relative to 
those specified in the product requirement. These aspects of the SM-API 
worked well, but were again a significant deviation from the PSL ontology. 
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Further SM-API requirements included an ability to represent and verify 
details of how processes change product characteristics andfacility 
conditions, and constraints on processes based on the state of a product 
during its manufacture and the state of each manufacturingfacility. The 
geometric holds and prior condItions used to detect violations of machining 
tolerances (7.4.1), and the detection of an object that was too large for the 
machine tool (7.5.1) show that the SM-API meets these requirements. 
The SM-API also needed to support the representation and verification of the 
demandfor, and creation and consumption of resources, during the execution 
of a manufacturing strategy. Figure 7.4.3 shows that the SM-API was able to 
detect situations where resources were not available for a process; and that the 
model was able to represent the creation, consumption and demand for 
resources. Figures 7.6.1 and 7.6.1 (i.e. test case 3) demonstrates the further 
abilities of the SM-API to represent and verify strategies declaring different 
availabilities and demands for resources such as machine tools. It should be 
noted however that error conditions only occurred when resources actually ran 
out. This means that incorrect resource levels may remain undetected in test 
case simulations, providing they maintain enough resource for processes to 
occur. These incorrect resource representations may therefore be passed by the 
verification process, but cause issues in later uses of the computational model. 
It would therefore be useful to include a prediction of resource levels in a test 
case, and for the SM-API to support the terms needed to represent and verify 
expected resources level. 
The SM-API also needs to support the assessments of required and 
manufactured product characteristics, and the technology rules associated 
with atomic strategies. The previous discussion on the use of the geometric 
holds and prior conditions shows that the SM-API was able to support the 
representation of technology rules. Appendix C shows that these terms were 
used in both the atomic representation of machine tools, and the complex 
representation of the combined fabrication and machining facility. It should be 
noted however that an inspection process had to be added to the computational 
model as a way of driving the comparison of the required and manufactured 
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product models. This interpretation of how to use and apply the SM-API was 
not part of the explicit specification provided in chapter 5. 
7.7 Summary 
This chapter developed and verified a computational representation of the 
manufacturing strategies described in chapters 6. It was shown how 
verification was supported on the improved meta-knowledge framework for 
computational modelling that was proposed in chapter 3, and further 
developed in chapter 4. The improved framework mcluded the Shared 
Methods - Application Programming Interface (SM-API), which incorporated 
a detailed set of computational methods for representing and verifying 
manufacturing strategies. These methods and their associated verification 
procedures were specified in chapter 5, and were used to formalise a strategy 
for the manufacture of combustion chambers (see appendix c). The PSL 
ontology provided the theoretical basis for the SM-API, and a central part of 
the verification procedures evaluated in this chapter. 
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8. DISCUSSION AND VALIDATION OF RESULTS 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter examines the perfonnance of the tools and methodologies 
developed as part of this research, including: the Manufacturability Analysis 
Platfonn (MAP), the Knowledge Verification Methodology (KVM), and the 
Shared Model- Application Programming Interface (SM-API). 
As the original scoping statement (see section 1.4.2) determined many of the 
limitations of these tools and methodologies, the scope of the research is 
examined in the light of the experience gained from the case study. This 
includes the feedback provided by designers and experts as part of the system 
validation stage shown in figure 3.1. Whilst this feedback is essentially 
anecdotal, it provides a valuable insight into the perfonnance of the SM-API, 
and the requirements for further research in this field. 
The second part of this chapter examines the ability of the PSL ontology to 
support the representation and verification of manufacturing strategies. This is 
central to the proposed KVM, and the explicit definitIOn of verification 
procedures that has been integrated into the proposed meta-knowledge 
framework (i.e. the SM-APJ). Certain limitations (not highlighted by the 
original scoping statement) were found in this area. 
8.2 Scoping Discussion 
8.2.1 Application boundaries 
The case study was limited to product descriptions that fell within the 
descriptive capabilities of STEP AP224. This meant that the product 
representations provided by the proof of concept were highly physical, and 
potentially more relevant to the embodiment and detailed stages of design. 
Higher level feature sets relevant to conceptual design were discussed as a 
potential requirement. It was believed however that the sharing of fonnal 
process representations may be less relevant to this stage, as much of the 
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knowledge associated with conceptual design is highly tacit (i.e. can not be 
readily expressed in tenns of hard and fast rules and constraints). Explicit 
fonnalised rule bases (such as those supported by the SM-API) are also 
typically based the experience of using a set of manufacturing processes over a 
period of years. 
Other research using infonnal ontologies may be more relevant to the 
conceptual stage, as designers often need to search for descriptions of 
innovative manufacturing techniques that are relevant to new product 
concepts. Infonnal ontologies have the potential to support these tasks by 
providing improved categorisation and access to stored media describing such 
techniques. Further work defining the best use of both fonnal manufacturing 
strategy representations (such those supported by the SM-API) and those 
supported by less fonnal ontological techniques, is therefore required. 
It was also felt that the translation between the more abstract behavioural 
design-attnbutes considered during conceptual design, and the physical design 
features used in the embodiment and detailed stages, tended to be highly 
proprietary. In many cases this knowledge represented the core competence of 
the business, and would be unlikely to be shared between orgarusations. 
Proprietary venfication techniques (rather than those based on open standards 
such as PSL) could therefore be successfully maintained within a limited circle 
of designers and experts. This raises the broader question of exactly what type 
of knowledge designers would benefit from sharing, and what knowledge is 
likely to be maintained m proprietary fonnats with limited circulation? 
The wider applicability of the SM-API to process centric enviromnent (e.g. 
logistics, and order processing), was also excluded from the original scope of 
the research. The experience gained from the case study however, showed that 
the relationships between manufacturing processes and the objects bemg 
manufactured and used during manufacture were critical to the operation of 
the SM-AP!. Logistical and order processing applications would need to 
support a similar set of relationships relevant to these domains (e.g. the 
attributes of a ''product order" would need to be descnbed, as well as the 
activities involved with processing the order). 
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A limited sub-set of design support requirements was also part of the original 
scoping statement. Cost modelling and to some extent failure modes effects 
analysis were raised by both designers and manufacturing experts as being 
potential requirements for the SM-API. This is because the exploration of 
alternative manufacturing strategies is most effective when estimated costs are 
provided in addition to process durations and resource demands. A less 
capable machine tool may for example take longer to manufacture a particular 
product. This longer duration however, needs to be offset against the 
potentially lower capital investment and running costs of the less capable 
machine. 
The focus of the work on system development methodologies, rather than the 
functionality of the system being developed, was also considered during the 
validation stage to be a necessary and practical limitation for the first pass 
proof of concept. This allowed the research to establish and stabilise the SM-
API and associated KVM before turning to more advanced types of decision 
support system. An evaluation of the SM-API's performance with respect to 
more leading edge systems, is however required. The ability of the SM-API to 
support frameworks other than the CAE-RM reference model shown in figure 
3.2 also needs to be considered. 
Finally, the SM-API has only been tested within a single set of product and 
manufacturing strategy models. The link between the SM-API's explicit 
description of how to formalise and verify strategies, and improved knowledge 
sharing, remains a significant limitation of the research. 
8.2.2 Detail and Complexity 
The simplIfied description of a single product and associated manufacturing 
flow was agreed with the project's industrial collaborators as being 
appropriate for a proof of concept. The discussion on what additional detail 
and complexity should be added to the manufacturing strategy models 
supported by the SM-API, once again raised the broader question of where 
knowledge sharing techniques should be best applied within a business 
environment. 
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It was felt that a suitable target would be to support a broader set of "black 
box" models (including models from multiple suppliers), rather than more 
detailed models of individual manufacturing processes. Evaluations of whole 
manufacturing chains are more likely to benefit more from knowledge sharing, 
and highly detailed models of individual manufacturing processes tend to be 
used in isolated situations (providing spot solutions to specific design and 
manufacturing issues). 
The discussion on cost estimation requirements also raised some interesting 
issues on the level of detail and complexity required from manufacturing 
strategy representations. Capital depreciation and labour costs are typically 
estimations, with a limited level of accuracy. Developing a highly detailed 
model of a manufacturing strategy is only relevant if the accuracy of the 
costing data matches that of the strategy representation. 
8.2.3 System Interfaces & Software Development 
The use of Excel spreadsheets to emulate interfaces to both CAD and MIS 
platforms (instead of the relational databases typically used by industrial 
systems) was surprisingly well received. Many design evaluations are in 
reality performed by designers and experts using spreadsheets (in the absence 
of integrated formal process models). Links with CAD tools and MIS 
platforms would however be required for an industrial implementation of the 
SM-API. Distributed knowledge bases using technologies such as Web 
Services and CORBA could also be used to provide a centralised set of shared 
methods for distributed access. 
The simulation log and error messages provided by the MAP (based on the 
output of the SM-API) were shown to be an acceptable form of feedback to 
systems engineers (used to working with high level languages such as Java 
and C++). The error messages combined with stack traces provided an 
effective means oflocating inconsistencies in manufacturing strategies. This 
form of presentation to designers and domain experts during system validation 
was however less than ideal. The text based logs need to presented in a more 
user friendly format, possibly based on diagrammatic conventions. 
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8.3 PSL Capabilities and Limitations 
The PSL ontology was not discussed in the original scoping statement. Some 
important limitations were however found with respect to its ability to 
represent (and verifY) manufacturing strategies. The success and limitations in 
applying the PSL ontology to this task are discussed below. 
8.3.1 Process Flows 
The ability of the PSL ontology to describe process knowledge has been 
demonstrated by previous research, notably that ofBock and Gruninger 
(2004b). These concepts have been applied to this research, by developing 
models of fabricating and machining strategies. Instances of casting, rough 
machining, drilling, boring and reaming, have been modelled as activity 
occurrences (as defined by the PSL ontology). 
Representations of complex activity occurrences have also been used to 
describe an overall process plan, which included fabricating and machining 
occurrences. These plans used a simplified set of definitions based on the PSL 
concept of sub-activity occurrences, root occurrences, and leaf occurrences. 
These terms have been used to successfully constrain and verify process plans, 
according to the relevant PSL-axioms. 
This work has also demonstrated the need (within design support systems) for 
a foundation-ontology that can link manufacturing strategies to product 
attributes. This allows the effect of design changes on process plans to be 
represented and verified. The PSL durations extensions have proven useful in 
this respect. Time-durations have been used to describe the time taken to 
perform a process. Durations however, needed to be linked to the geometric 
attributes of products and manufacturing facilities, and these concepts falls 
outside the scope of the PSL ontology. 
This work has explored methods of representing and verifying the links 
between processes and product attributes. The duration of a boring process has 
for example been modelled as a function of the manufactured-hole's surface 
area, and the boring rate of the machine tool. 
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8.3.2 Process Inputs and Outputs 
The PSL ontology has several mechanisms for modelling process inputs and 
outputs, including occurrence trees and states. Occurrence trees allow 
constraints to be placed on the sequencing of events (i.e. an activity is possible 
following the occurrence of another activity). The PSL definitions of poss, 
not-poss, initial, and successor have been used by this research to describe 
such constraints. States on the other hand represent the results of processes 
(i.e. conditions held following an occurrence). These have also been used to 
constrain process inputs and represent process outputs. 
In general, it was found that describing process inputs using occurrence trees 
led to representations with limited reuse. Certain foundries may for example, 
produce high precision casts that do not need to be rough machined, as their 
tolerances allow finish machining activities such as turning and milling to be 
directly applied. Constraining these finishing processes to being possible only 
after a rough machining occurrence, excludes this possibility. 
Constraints on process inputs should therefore be based on the attributes of the 
manufactured product, and avoid making assumptions about how previous 
processes have achieved the required attnbute values. For example, the model 
of a turning process should (if correctly designed) work along side any 
combination of fabrication and machining processes that achieve the required 
input tolerances. An extended concept of states (described as structures) was 
however found necessary. 
Occurrence-trees were found to be a useful way of describing process inputs 
that are unrelated to the product being manufactured. For example, occurrence 
trees were successfully used to describe the initialisation of facilities. The 
atomic-activities stated for a facility only became pOSSIble following an 
occurrence of the setting activity. The setting activity also required an initial 
occurrence of the configuring activity. The occurrence tree constraints 
described in this fashion ensured that any strategies using a facility sequenced 
the correct configuration and setting occurrences. 
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8.3.3 Product-Process Interactions 
States were found to be a useful concept for building reusable facilIty models, 
as they describe the results of processes, rather than how results are achieved. 
Further developments of the PSL concept of states were however, found to be 
necessary. 
The binary states defined by the PSL-ontology are sufficient for process 
planning applications (where the product itself is fixed). In design 
environments however, the effects of processes on manufactured product 
attributes need to be represented (and compared with required product 
attnbutes). Binary states lack the granularity to describe these effects. The 
"roughed" state for example, does not adequately describe what actually 
happens to a work piece as it moves through multiple machining processes. A 
work piece may have been subjected to a rough machining process, but still 
not meet the input conditions for finishing operations (i e. turning). 
Manufacturing strategies must therefore take account of tolerances. 
These issues were addressed by modelling the geometric attributes of products 
as states. The tolerance of a machined surface could then be held to a certain 
value following an activity occurrence (using the holds -1leometry relatIOnship 
defined in chapter 5). The selection of process plans and constraints on 
processes can then be based numerical product and facility attnbute values. 
The priorLessThan relationship (also defined in chapter 5) was used to assert a 
"less-than" relationship between two geometric attributes of facilities and/or 
products, that must exist prior to the occurrence of an activity. This could be 
used for example, to assert that the surface tolerance of a work piece must be 
within the specified input requirement of the finishing process before the 
finishing process can be applied. The geometric values involved in this 
relationship can also be varied for individual machine tools, operating 
conditions and materials; thus allowing the relationship to be reused for 
multiple facility settings. 
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8.3.4 Resource Availability and Demands 
The resource extensions to the PSL ontology also proved useful. Resource 
demands and the availability of resources were successfully modelled. This 
included the resource demands made on foundries and machine tools, and the 
movement of stocks between facilities. 
It was noted during the development of facility models that common names 
for resources needed to be agreed. Chambers were for example referred to as 
either stocks or pieces depending on their stage in the manufacturing process. 
A model tracking their aVaIlability and demands requires a single term (or 
mapping between multiple terms). Whtlst the PSL ontology proved useful in 
identifYing miss-matches between resource names, errors only came to light 
when insufficient resources were available for an activity to occur. Axiom 
violations were reported for example, if the foundry produced stocks and the 
machine tool used pieces. 
In a more complex environment such naming issues may not be identified by 
the PSL axioms, as multiple sources of stocks/pieces may avoid VIolatIons. 
This would however lead to an inaccurate evaluation of manufacturing 
throughput (knowledge that is logically consistent, is not necessarily correct). 
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8.4 Summary of Discussion 
The main achievement of this research has been the development of an explicit 
definition of how to represent and verify manufacturing strategies within 
decision support systems. This has been achieved within a broader framework 
for the development of decision support systems based on the CAE-RM. The 
explIcit definition has taken the fonn of the Shared Mode1- Application 
Programming Interface (SM-API), and is based broadly on the PSL ontology 
(i.e. an open standard). Certain interpretations, simplifications and 
developments of the PSL standard were however found to be necessary. These 
are detailed in chapter 5, and include: 
• Interpretation issues including: the interactions between the beforeEq and 
the before relationship, the "begin" and "end" timepoint naming 
convention, certain limits to the modelling of occurrence trees, the 
interpretation ':If the "is _ occuning_ at" relationship, and the limited 
modelling of infinite timepoint values. 
• A simplified mterpretation of the theories of Sub-Activities, Atomic and 
Complex Activities, and Activity Occurrences, was developed. This 
provides a clear lInk between the terms used to descnbe manufacturing 
strategies, and the axioms used to venfy manufacturing knowledge. This 
link is not provided by eIther the PSL documentation or other research. 
• The extrapolation from the PSL ontology of the concepts such as: 
geometric states, properties and substructures. These provided a way of 
constraining process inputs and describing process outputs. 
These interpretations, simplIfications and extrapolations from the PSL 
ontology may ultimately limit the ability of the SM-API to support knowledge 
sharing (as they could be interpreted differently by different systems 
engineers). This issue however, needs to be investigated by further work into 
the knowledge sharing using the SM-API (as opposed to the knowledge 
representation and verification capabilities demonstrated by this research). 
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A number ofiimitations were also identified by the case study and associated 
test cases. These included: 
• The use of an inspection process to drive the comparison between the 
reqUIred and manufactured product models during strategy simulation is 
not part of the PSL ontology or the SM-API specification. 
• Inconsistencies in the modelling of resources were only identified when 
processes ran out of resource. Additional verification stages (including test 
cases and SM-API procedures) are needed to identifY incorrect resource 
models that do not run out of resource. 
Other issues identified by this research include: 
• The need to integrate the SM-API with improved techniques for providing 
feedback to designers and experts during system validation. 
• The integratIon of the SM-API with leading edge decision support systems 
(as opposed to the Manufacturability Analysis Platform, which is limited 
to a sub-set of well established support system functions). This should 
review of other platforms for manufacturing supply chain analysis. 
• Support for additional decision support functions (e.g. costing and FMEA 
analysis), should also be investigated. 
• The need to integrate formal frameworks (such as the SM-API) with 
decision support systems for the conceptual design stage. These could be 
based on informal ontologies for the improved search and categorisation of 
tacit design knOWledge. 
• Finally, there is a need for an improved understanding of what knowledge 
needs to be shared in the design process, and what knowledge is likely to 
remain proprietary. This should provide a business model for identifying 
and driving future work on knowledge sharing techniques. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 
9.1 Conclusions 
This research takes a further step towards the overall goal of effective 
knowledge sharing between decision support systems. The aim of the research 
was to support this goal by developing an explicit representation of the 
procedures needed to verify models of manufacturing facilities, and to 
integrate these procedures into a complete system development framework 
(Le. reference model). This was achieved in the form of the SM-API, and was 
supported by a wider framework (based on the CAE-RM). 
Objectives for the research were set in three substantial areas, Le. 
• Existing methodologies for developing decision support systems (and their 
associated frameworks) shall be reviewed; and their deficiencies identified 
with respect to knowledge sharing and the application of generic models 
and standards. 
• A new system development methodology shall be proposed. This should 
build on existing methodologies where pOSSible, and shows how an 
explicit (ideally standards based) description of verification procedures can 
support the wider stages of knowledge elicitation, structuring, 
formalisation, and validation. 
• The proposed methodology shall be validated by an industrial case study. 
This shall provide an initial proof of concept, and demonstrate how the 
methodology can be applied in industrial situations. 
A review of existing methodologies and frameworks identified several 
deficiencies with respect to the computational modelling of manufacturing 
strategies. Existing frameworks (e.g. the CAE-RM) focus on enterprise and 
information modelling, leaving the terminologies and verification procedures 
deployed in computational models to be defined by systems engineers. The 
lack of an explicit definition of the required system engineering knowledge 
(associated with computational modelling and verification), potentially limits 
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the abIlity of systems to share representations of manufacturing facilities. 
Work in the area of ontologies (notably the PSL ontology) was identified as 
being relevant to these issues; and it was shown that the role of ontologies in 
the verification of manufacturing strategy representations required further 
exploration. 
A new system development methodology was therefore proposed. This 
incorporated an improved framework for computational modelling with 
existing enterprise and information views. A detailed requirement analysis 
identified that the proposed framework needed to support the representation 
and verification of: 
• The occurrence of activities over time. The beginning, ending and duration 
of occurrences; and the constraining of occurrence over time. 
• Process hierarchies and descriptions of how sub-occurrences occur within 
an overall process plan, and constraints on the possibility of occurrences. 
• Product characteristics and facility conditions expressed in terms of 
geometries (and their associated units), and enumerated properties. 
• Assessments of required and manufactured product characteristics, and the 
technology rules associated with atomic strategies. 
• Details of how processes change and are constrained by product 
characteristics and facIlity conditions. 
• The demand for, and creation and consumption of resources, during the 
execution of a manufacturing strategy. 
It was shown how these requirements could be met by the various modules of 
the PSL ontology, providing certain modifications and extensions to the 
standard were implemented. The required PSL modules included the PSL 
core, and the theories of occurrence trees and durations. Modified modules 
included: the simplified theories of sub-activity occurrences and resources, 
and the incorporation of geometric and enumerated properties into the theory 
of discrete states. 
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It was also shown how the proposed computational framework could be 
deployed within an overall system development methodology, including 
support for the wider stages of knowledge elicitation, structuring, 
formalisation, and validation (see figure 3.1). The specific objective of 
building on existing methodologies and open standards was also met. This was 
achieved by integrating the proposed framework with the CAE-RM (which is 
in turn based on the RM-ODP), and by basing the computational framework 
on the PSL ontology. 
In addition, the proposed methodology was validated by an industrial case 
study based on the manufacture of a jet engine combustion chamber. This 
provided an initial proof of concept, and demonstrated how the methodology 
could be applied to more complex industrial situations. 
A number of issues were highlighted by the research in the use of the proposed 
framework, including certain limitation in the PSL ontology as a tool for 
representing and verifying manufacturing knowledge, and the need for further 
work into: knowledge sharing, improved support for system validation, whole 
supply chain analysis, costing knowledge integration, FMEA knowledge 
integration, alternative (higher level) frameworks, conceptual design support, 
and the need for a knowledge sharing business model. Current research 
relevant to areas is discussed in the following sections, and is used to provide 
an insight into the potential direction of further work. 
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9.2 Know/edge Sharing 
This research has shown how a framework for decision support systems 
development can be improved by an explicit description of how to formally 
represent and verify manufacturing strategies. The explicit definition (in the 
form of the SM-API) has been tested, and its ability to support knowledge 
formalisation and verification has been demonstrated. This research has not 
however applied the SM-API to the task of knowledge sharing. 
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Foundry Model: Machine Shop: , Machine Shop:~v 
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Figure 9.1: Knowledge Sharing Based on the SM-API 
The next stage in the evolution of the SM-API is therefore shown in figure 9.1. 
This requires a second systems engineer to develop an alternative 
representation of a machine shop using the PSL based computational 
framework provided by the SM-API. This would then need to be integrated 
into the complex representation of the whole manufacturing operation. 
The integration of models from multiple sources (developed by different 
systerns engineers) could then be used to assess how well the SM-API 
supports knowledge sharing, and whether the interpretations, simplifications 
and extensions made to the PSL ontology cause any fonn of ambiguity. 
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9.3 Diagrammatic Techniques & System Validation 
The system validation stage (see chapter 8) identified the textual output of the 
SM-API as being a significant limitation. Textual feedback is well suited to 
the requirements of systems engineers during verification (who are used to 
working with programming languages), but does not suit the needs of the 
designers and domain experts expected to pass comment on the validIty of the 
simulation results. 
The linking the SM-API (and its PSL based methods) to diagrammatic 
conventions such as IDEF3, could be used during system validation to 
improve the feedback provided to designers and experts. This would make the 
results of manufacturing strategy simulations more accessible, and would 
better support the elicitation of further system requirements and domain 
knowledge. The PSL ontology has already been used to support IDEF3 
process schematics (Chen-Berger et. al. 2003), and an obvious connection 
exists between IDEF3 object states and PSL states. UML activity diagrams are 
an alternative form of state diagram, and could be supported in a similar way. 
However, a limit highlighted by this research is the inadequacy of the PSL 
ontology to fully represent the changes made to products by manufacturing 
processes (hence the development of structures and geometric states). The 
object-states used by IDEF3 representations may also suffer from this same 
limitation. Further work in this area should therefore focus on establishing 
what diagramming conventions best suit the requirements of system 
validation, and how these should be linked to the shared methods supported by 
theSM-API. 
On an additional note, it is tempting to consider the use of diagramming 
conventions linked to formal ontologies during the earlier stages of system 
development (Le. the enterprise and information modelling stages). 
Considerable effort has gone into representing knowledge, before feedback on 
inconsistent rules and constraints is provided by the computational model. 
Techniques for using a foundation-ontology to verifY schematics at an earlier 
stage could improve this situation. A note of caution should however be 
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sounded. Verification techniques suitable for fonnal representations may not 
be suitable for the descriptive representations typical to enterprise and 
infonnation views. Systems engineers may find themselves building what is in 
effect a computational model at the enterprise modelling stage. This would 
effectively bypasses the stage of infonnally documenting system requirements 
and behaviour, before building a computational model. 
9.4 Supply Chain Analysis 
The Manufacturability Analysis Platfonn (MAP) was used by this research to 
provide the proof of concept needed for an improved computational 
framework (i.e. the SM-API). The MAP functionality was however limited to 
a sub-set of well established designer requirements. The feedback from the 
validation stage (chapter 8) highlighted the need to broaden the range of 
models supported by the MAP so that whole supply chain analysis could be 
perfonned. This would require a "black box" approach to individual supplier 
models, where the manufacturing strategies supported by each supplier were 
described at a high level. This exploits the benefits of knowledge sharing more 
than the development of highly detailed models of individual processes. As 
other researchers have developed advanced platfonns in this area, it may 
however be beneficial to integrate the SM-API with these platfonns rather 
than extend the MAP architecture. 
Figure 9.2 (overleaf) shows how the SM-API might be integrated with the 
Resource Distributed Analysis (RDA) methodology (McKay 2003). The RDA 
is used as part of the Aggregate Planning Methodology (see section 2.3.3), and 
is responsible for linking supplier models into a shared environment. The 
supplier models used by the RDA will have undergone validation and 
verification; and the systems engineers involved will have established (by one 
means or anther) a link between the terms used in each computational model. 
An approach to exception handling will also have been developed (for 
inconsistent statements in each model). The SM-API could avoid the need to 
resolve these issues on a case by case basis, and has the potential to improve 
the scalability of the RDA methodology. 
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Figure 9.2: Resource Distributed Analysis using the SM-API 
The scenario in figure 9.2 shows how knowledge might be shared between a 
company and several of its suppliers. The main company is responsible for 
integrating the atomic models provided by suppliers, and for evaluating the 
overall complex level of strategy modelling. 
9.5 Costing Know/edge 
The verification methodology proposed by this research focuses on the 
knowledge needed to estimate the throughput of products, for different design 
specifications and manufacturing setups. These estimations however, generally 
form part of a wider analysis of cost during design. Indeed, with up to 80% of 
a product's life cycle cost determined in design (Pahl and Beitz, 1996), 
engineers need as much feedback on cost as possible. 
Cost estimation techniques can be separated into three broad categories (Layer 
et. al. 2002), i.e.: statistical models which use empirical data relating cost to 
product features, analogous models which use comparisons with existing 
products, and generative analytical techniques which involve detailed models 
of cost behaviour, and manufacturing processes". 
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The generative analytical approach would be relatively straightforward to 
integrate with the methodology described by this research. The concept of 
geometric-states could be extended to include currencies (which are just 
another form of unit), whIch could in turn be used to represent charges for 
using a resource. The cost of a manufactured product could then be modelled 
as an attribute of the product, whose state is held (incremented) by an activity 
occurrence. The change in the currency-state would depend on the resource 
charges and time-duration associated with the process, and the cost of any 
resources depleted by the process. The verification of process plans and 
resource demands supported by the PSL ontology could therefore make a 
useful contribution to generative costing techniques. 
A problem with generative techniques is however, their reliance on highly 
detailed product specifications. These may not always be available in the 
earlier stages of design. Statistical costing techniques, such as component 
costing (Hicks et. al. 2002), are less accurate, but may be better suited to these 
stages. Component costing works by identifying product features that 
determine cost. Polynomial types are then used to model the relationship 
between features and cost, without using highly detaIled breakdowns of 
product features and manufacturing processes. A summary of different 
polynomial types is provided below: 
• Type I is a u-curve, indicating that the optimum cost occurs when a 
feature is specified within a given range. New tooling and/or additIonal 
processes may be incurred if the features fall outside of the range. 
• Type 2 is a j-curve. This is typical to material costs that are minimal over a 
lower range, but increase dramatically above a certain level. 
• Type 3 is a linear relationship. This is quite rare, but can be used to 
simulate small fluctuations in form. 
• Type 4 shows a plateau relationship. This might be caused by 
new/different machinery being required above a certain feature 
specification. 
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• Type 5 extends the plateau concept, to show a series of plateaus relating to 
a number of step changes that occur when a feature is varied. 
The application of the SM-API is independent of the level of detail used to 
represent manufacturing strategies. Various polynomial types could therefore 
be built into the "black box" representations of manufacturing strategies 
needed for whole supply chain analysis. The estimates provided by the 
polynomials would effectively match the level of accuracy of the 
manufacturing strategy representations. 
Further work would however need to establish the use of such polynomials 
within a shared knowledge environment. The SM-API would also need to 
support the representation (and verification) of various polynomial types. The 
SM-API is so far only capable of representing fairly simplistic relationships, 
e.g. a milling rate multiplied by a surface area. 
9.6 FMEA Know/edge 
The PSL-ontology provides axioms for constraining process sequences using 
occurrence trees and states. A problem with these approaches is that the 
constraints placed on processes are very "black and white" (an activity is 
either possible or not possible). In real world situations, constraints on process 
combinations are not that clear cut. It may be for example, that a welding 
process (which may increase the probability of a structural failure) is possible, 
but not a good idea under certain conditions. 
To examine this issue in more detail, it is worth reviewing how designers 
evaluate whether process combinations are good, bad, or acceptable. Failure 
Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) often fonns part of this design task. The 
basic principles ofFMEA are highlighted below (Franceschini and Galetto, 
2001, and PiIIay and Wang 2002): 
• The system being analysed is broken down into its constituent 
components, and the faIlure modes of each component are identified. This 
is typically achieved by a brainstonning process involving experts from 
the industry, with knowledge of the system being analysed. 
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• The possIble effects of each failure mode are identified. Each mode is 
assIgned a severity mdex (S) between I and 10. The lower values are 
assigned to failures with no or minimal effect, and an index of 1 0 would be 
assigned to a hazardous failure. The higher values tend to be associated 
with safety critical components such as brakes and steering. 
• The possible causes of each failure mode are identified, and their 
frequency of occurrence is evaluated. An occurrence index (0) is assigned 
to each failure mode, with 1 being a very rare event, and 10 being almost 
certain to happen in the lifetime of the product. 
• The detectability of each failure mode is assessed. A detectability index 
(D) is assigned, with 1 indicating that proven test and screening methods 
are available, and 10 indicating that there are no known screening 
methods. 
• The failure modes can then be ranked according to their Risk Priority 
Number (RPN). The RPN is the multiple of the three mdexes previously 
described (i e. RPN = S.O.D). 
The RPN is a relatively simple and effective way of ranking failure modes for 
attention and improvement. This can used to assess different design 
specifications and methods of manufacture. The RPN could be integrated with 
the verification methods developed by this research by representing S.O.D. 
, 
index values as numerical attributes of a product. The severity and 
detectability indexes would be determined during the faIlure modes and effects 
analysis, and set for a component. The occurrence index would however be 
influenced by the method of manufacture. An example of how this might be 
represented with a manufacturing strategy is provided below. 
A combustion chamber may be assigned attributes representing S.O.D. 
indexes for a "structural failure". A welding process could then manipulate the 
occurrence index in a similar way to the chamber's geometric attributes (i.e. 
those describing tolerances and dimensions). The welding process would 
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increase the index, according to agreed fonnulae, and the resource/process 
settings of the welding station. 
It should also be possible to set RPN limits as part of a product's specification, 
and use the priorLessThan relationship (defined in chapter 5) to constrain the 
manufacturing process. This would allow designers to better specify the 
circumstances under which process sequences are considered good and bad. 
This approach would however require further work and detailed evaluation. 
9.7 Alternative Frameworks 
Chapter 3 described how the computational framework developed by this 
research extended the CAE-RM (Molina and Bell, 2002), which in turn 
follows the RM-ODP stages of system development, i.e. enterprise, 
infonnation and computational modelling. The proposed computational 
framework took the fonn of the SM-API. The CAE-RM was selected in 
preference to the other reference models discussed in chapter 2, due to its 
focus on manufacturing systems, and the fact that RM-ODP is an established 
ISO standard. 
It would however be useful to investigate whether the SM-API could be 
integrated into alternative higher level frameworks. This may include for 
example, the meta-knowledge framework proposed by Plant and Gamble 
(2003). Figure 9.3 shows how this might be achieved. 
Integrating the SM-API into alternative frameworks may allow systems 
engineers to continue using their preferred (possibly proprietary) framework; 
rather than adopting a complete CAE-RM based methodology. They may for 
example have an extensive legacy of knowledge representations that have 
been built up using their own reference models. Knowledge sharing might 
however still be supported, providing a shared computational view is adopted. 
This would allow inconsistencies between knowledge bases to be identified, 
and the combined operation of the shared environment to be venfied, without 
forcing the rework ofIegacy representations at the enterprise and infonnation 
level (or the equivalent of these levels in the alternative framework). 
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Figure 9.3: Integration ofthe SM-API into the Plant and Gamble (2003) 
Meta-Knowledge (MK) Model 
9.8 Conceptual Design Support 
The verificatIon methodology developed by this research uses physical 
representations of products to determine manufacturing sequences (according 
to pre-defined strategies). Often however, designers are not concerned with 
such detailed structural representations, especially in the conceptual design 
phase. The work ofRodgers et. al. (2001) shows how rule bases can be 
structured for conceptual design tasks, and the work ofKitamura and 
Mizoguchi (2003) shows how product functions can be linked with ways of 
achieving functions during manufacture. 
The problern with these approaches is the proprietary nature of many of the 
features needed to describe product functions during conceptual design. In the 
absence of generic feature sets, it should however still be possible to mtegrate 
the use of a proprietary ontology (for conceptual design) with the kind of 
standard ontology supported by the SM-API (see figure 9.4). 
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9.9 Business Model 
The validation stage of this research highlighted the need for an improved 
understanding of what knowledge needs to be shared during design, and what 
knowledge is likely to remain proprietary. In many respects, this 
understanding IS needed before the direction of any of the research areas 
discussed in this chapter can be fully established. Much of the research into 
knowledge sharing assumes that knowledge sharing is good. The anecdotal 
eVIdence provided in chapter 8 however, shows that businesses may choose 
(under certain circumstances) to maintain proprietary systems. 
The work ofMcKay (2003) provides an insight into the kind of assessment 
that is required to develop this anecdotal evidence into a deeper understanding. 
The aggregate planning methodology can be weighted to support different 
business conditions (e.g. boom and recessionary), and the position in the 
product cycle (e.g. new product, or adaptation of an old product). An 
assessment of whether businesses are likely to share knowledge could be built 
on this approach. Figure 9.5 shows one possible adaptation that would need to 
be tested by further research and backed up by empirical evidence. 
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New 
Product 
Existing 
Product 
Established 
Manufacturing Methods 
Follower Design Strategy 
Low fisk market entry . .. 
Supply chain agllJty 
Multiple commodity suppliers 
Cost Engineering 
Cost competition . .. 
Supply chain efficiency 
Multiple commodity suppliers 
New 
Manufacturing Methods 
Innovative Design Strat!l9Y 
First to market . .. 
Bleeding edge technology 
Strategic suppliers 
Value Engineering 
Leadmg brand 
Quality and performance 
Strategic suppliers 
Figure 9.5: Design Objectives Matrix 
Figure 9.5 shows different configurations of new/existing products and 
manufacturing methods. Each configuration supports a different business 
strategy. Follower strategies allow businesses to quickly enter established 
markets, whilst innovahve design supports the creation of new markets. Cost 
engineenng allows busmesses to compete more effectively on price, and value 
engineering supports the strengthening of a leading brand. 
A pOSSible hypothesis based on the design objectives matrix is that knowledge 
shanng IS more likely to be supported by commodity suppliers, and may 
therefore be better suited to follower design strategies and cost engineering. 
This is because issues of confidentiality are more prevalent with strategic 
suppliers supporting new and innovative manufacturing processes. It is also 
likely that these processes have not been fully characterised, and can not 
therefore be represented by a formal model. Commodity suppliers are however 
likely to be supporting more standardised (and stable) processes, that have 
been characterised over many years. 
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APPENDIXES: 
A. LOGICAL VIEW OF USER INTERFACE 
A.1 Overview 
The user interface allows designers to manipulate a simulated manufacturing 
environment. The User-Interface classes are all specialisations of the JFrame 
class, which provides a basic windows style frame. Figure A.I shows the 
hierarchical structure of the User-Interface classes. 
JFrame 
I Editor 
'I ~ata : Object[)[] 
~headers : Object[) 
i ~atabase : Stnng 
I ~bmgr: DatabaseManager 
i ~table : JTable I --------1 
I 
,FactoryEdltor I. FacihtyEdltor 
1-- - - - - - --- F--- -----~:.-
---~--- ._----- -- ----
-----~-~---
-- A""oS,re_" .. l 
I 
_~ ______________ J 
DeslgnEdltor : 
-------j OrderE dltor 
-------
---------
Figure A.I: Use Interface Class Diagram 
The Editor class adds the following methods to JFrame: 
initialise 0 . void 
This method is called by the Editor constructor. It sizes and positions a 
JScrollPane withm the Editor frame; and then adds a JTable (pointed to by the 
table attribute) to the JScrollPane. This allows the display to be loaded/re-
loaded by pointing the table attribute to different JTable instantiations. 
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Save and Load lButton instantiations are also sized and located on the frame. 
Action listeners are associated with these buttons, which in turn activate the 
save() and load() methods shown below. 
displayLists flistTitles : String a. lists: Object am : void 
This method adds a number of selection lists to the Editor frame. These are 
implemented as lComboBox instantiations, and sized and positioned on the 
frame. List titles are supplied as arguments, and also positioned on the frame. 
The object lists themselves are also supplied as arguments. 
save 0 . void 
The save method is called when ever the save button is activated by the 
designer, via an action listener. The method is left blank in the Editor class, 
and overwritten by specialisation of the Editor class. This allows each 
specialisation to operate on specific tables. 
load 0 . void 
The load method is called when ever the load button is activated by the 
designer, via an action listener. The method IS left blank in the Editor class, 
and overwritten by specialisation of the Editor class. This allows each 
specialisation to operate on specific tables. 
A.2 Design Editor 
The Design-Editor constructor runs the initialisation method from the Editor 
super class, and extracts the available parents and features lists from the 
database tier. The displayLists() method is then activated, supplying 
appropriate titles, and the parents and features lists as arguments. This sets up 
parent and feature selection boxes on the frame. 
load 0: void 
This method overwrites the blank method found in the super class, and is 
activated by the load button on the Editor frame. The method identifies which 
parent-part and feature-type have been selected by the designer, and extracts 
the relevant specifications from the database tier, via the database manager. 
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A JTable is then instantiated, using the extracted specification data, and made 
avaIlable to the designer for review and updates. This is done by pointing the 
"table attribute" to the newly instantiated lTable. 
save 0: void 
This method polymorphs the parent method, and saves the updated 
specification data for the selected parent & feature, via the database manager. 
A.3 Facility Editor 
The FaCIlity-Editor constructor runs the initialisation method from the Editor 
super class, and extracts the available facilities, conditions and materials lists 
from the database tier. The displayListsO method is then activated, supplying 
appropriate titles, and the three lists as arguments. This sets up facilities, 
conditions, and materials selection boxes on the frame. 
load 0: void 
This method overwrites the blank method found in the super class, and is 
activated by the load button on the Editor frame. The method identifies which 
facility, condition and material have been selected by the designer, and 
extracts the relevant data from the database tier, via the database manager. 
A lTable is then instantiated, using the extracted data, and made avaIlable to 
the designer for review and updates. This is done by pointing the "table 
attribute" to the newly instantiated ITable. 
save 0: void 
This method polymorphs the parent method, and saves the updated data for the 
selected facility, condition, and material, via the database manager. 
A.4 Factory Editor 
The Factory Editor constructor runs the initialisation method from the Editor 
super class, and then activates the loadO method described below. 
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load 0: void 
This method overwrites the blank method found in the super class, and is 
activated by the load button on the Editor frame (and the Factory Editor 
constructor). The method extracts the existing factory setup data from the 
database tier, via the database manager. 
A JTable is then instantiated, using the extracted data, and made available to 
the designer for review and updates. This is done by pointing the "table 
attribute" to the newly instantiated ITable. 
save 0: void 
This method polymorphs the method from the super class, and saves the 
factory settings to the database tier, via the database manager. 
A.S Order Editor 
The Order Editor constructor runs the initialisation method from the Editor 
super class, and then activates the 10adO method described below. 
load 0 . void 
This method overwrites the blank method found in the super class, and is 
activated by the load button on the Editor frame (and the Order Editor 
constructor). The method extracts the existing order data from the database 
tier, via the database manager. 
A ITable is then instantiated, using the extracted data, and made available to 
the designer for review and updates. This is done by pointing the "table 
attribute" to the newly instantiated JTable. 
save 0: void 
This method polymorphs the method from the super class, and saves the order 
data to the database tier, via the database manager. 
A.6 Analyser Screen 
initialise 0 . void 
This method sets up the main analyser screen. This shall include: 
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• Menus access to the Design, Facility, Factory and Order Editors, with 
appropriate action listeners. 
• A list for selecting the required manufacturing strategy, and an analysis 
button for initialising the selected strategy. 
• A progress bar and text view box for displaying the progress made in 
executing the selected strategy, and the log of messages created by its 
execution. Both of these should be updated during the execution. 
• Text tabs for viewing the analysis results. These are updated when the 
selected strategy has completed its execution. 
displayStrateJ?ies 0 : 
This method extracts the list of available manufacturing strategies from the 
database tier, via the database manager. It then loads the list of strategies into 
the selection box created during initialisation, so that designers can make an 
appropriate selection. 
analyse 0 : void 
This method instantiates the strategy-class selected by the designer (e g. Make 
Chamber). This is performed on a separate processing thread to the user 
mterface, with lower priority than the user interface. This allows the user 
interface to be responsive during the execution of manufacturing strategies. 
displayStatus 0 : void 
ThIs method extracts the log and progress indications from the database tier, 
via the database manager. The progress bar and text fields on the analyser 
display are then updated accordingly. 
displayResults 0 : void 
This method extracts the error, occurrences, and resource reports from the 
database tier, once the strategy has completed execution. These reports are 
then displayed on the relevant tabs. 
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A.7 Database Manager 
The database manager provides an interface to the tables described above that 
is independent of any specific database technology. This allows the platform 
to switch and mix database technologies with relative ease. The database 
access methods available to the platform are described below. 
note (message· String) : void 
This method allows shared model entities to log notes during run time, e.g. 
statements on process durations, and resource demands. 
warning (message: String) : void 
This method allows shared model entities to log warnings during run time, e.g. 
feature requirements that have not been met by manufacturing strategy. 
error (message: string) . void 
This method allows shared model entities to log errors during run time, e.g. 
before statement axiom violations (i.e. checks in the logical consistency of 
agent knowledge). 
getErrors 0 . String fl 
This method extracts any error messages from the log, so that they can be 
displayed separately on the user interface. 
getResources 0 : Stringfl 
This method extracts any messages relating to resource requirements from the 
log, so that they can be displayed separately on the user interface. 
getOccurrences 0 : StnngU 
This method extracts any messages relating to occurrence timings and 
durations from the log, so that they can be displayed separately on the user 
interface. 
getLog 0 : String[] 
This method obtains the whole log output file. This allows the user to view the 
detailed output of a manufacturing strategy. 
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getProgress 0 : int 
This method obtains an estimate of the progress made in executing a 
manufacturing strategy. This is used by the user interface to display progress. 
getSpecifications (Parent: String. feature: String) : Object 00 
This method extracts the required specifications of a given parent part, for a 
specified feature. This is used by the user-interface to allow designers to view 
and update required feature speCIfications; and by manufacturing strategies to 
obtain details of the manufactured features they are required to produce. 
setSpecifications (varent : String. feature: String. specs: ObjectOr]) . void 
This method allows the user interface to update details of required features. 
getOrders 0 : Obiect 0 
This method extracts details of the required production volumes and materials 
for each parent part. This is used by the user interface to support the update of 
production order details. 
setOrders {settings: Object DJ : void 
This method allows the user interface to replace the production order detruls 
with those provided by the settings argument. 
getFactorySettings 0 . Object 0 
This method allows the user interface to extract the factory setup details, in 
terms of facility quantities, and conditions (e.g. nominal or specific foundries, 
forges, machine tools and paint shops). 
setFactory {settings: Object rn : void 
This method allows the user interface to update the factory setup. 
getFacilitv (facilitv : String. condition: String. material: String) : Object 0 
This method allows the user interface and manufacturing strategies to extract 
the capability data for each facility. 
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setFacility (tacility : String. conditions: String. material' String. data: 
Object m : void 
This method allows the user interface to update the capability data for the 
facility, conditions and material (specified by the method arguments). 
getAvarlableFacilities 0 : Objectllll 
This method returns the list of available facilities. Note that this list can not be 
updated by the designer. 
getAvailableFeatures 0 : Object II 
This method returns the list of available features. Note that this list can not be 
updated by the designer. 
getAvailableStrategies 0 : Object a 
This method returns the list of available strategies. Note that this list can not 
be updated by the designer. 
getAvailableParents 0 : Object II 
This method returns the list of parent parts. This list can be added to by the 
designer by adding additional parent parts to the feature tables. 
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B. LOGICAL VIEW: FEATURE LIBRARY 
B.1 Overview 
Figure B.l shows the hierarchy of product features used for both the chamber 
example. These classes create representations of features within the shared 
model, by invoking the geometry_of and holds methods. Ultimately these 
classes may confonn to STEP AP224 feature definitions (this has not however 
been implemented at this stage of the research). 
I ~~ , Features 
.c~t~Featuresispec;fic~iions : Obj'ect[][]): \Old 
I ~ ~canRequlrementO: Object[)[) 
.create(spec : Object[]) : \cid 
.rulesO : \Old , 
~ 
r 
Solids 
!;o 
r r I 
Bosses Blocks Rmgs 
~reateO ~reateO .createO 
~lesO ~lesO ~lesO 
Comers 
~reate() 
.rules() 
Groo-.es 
~reateO 
.rulesO 
I 
I 
11..1 
Holes 
~reateO 
~lesO 
CounterSinks 
~reateO 
~lesO 
Figure B.1: Class Hierarchy of Features 
A description of each feature should include: 
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• The geometries (parameters and tolerances) associated with the feature, 
e.g. the diameter and diameter tolerance of a hole. 
• Any enumerated properties, e.g. material = "iron, steel, alloy A, alloy B". 
• How features are related, e.g. a hole must be part of a face, which must in 
turn be part of a block. 
• Any design rules relevant to the feature, e.g. a hole must be fully 
positioned on a face. 
The attributes and rules associated with Rmgs and Holes (used to describe a 
combustor chamber) are shown below. 
8.2 Rings 
The specification of a cylindrical ring shall include the following geometries 
and tolerances: 
• RI = outer radius of the left end of the section (z = 0). 
• rl = inner radius of the left end of the section (z = 0). 
• R2 = outer radius of the right end of the section (z = In). 
• r2 = inner radius of the right end of the sectIon (z = In). 
• In = length of the section. 
• it = inner radius tolerance. 
• ot = outer radius tolerance. 
• zt = length tolerance. 
A number of parameters may also be derived for cylinder sections, including 
the inner and outer circumference, surface area, and volume. 
• InnerCircumference = 2* p * r2 
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• OuterCircurnference = 2* P * R2 
• lnnerVolume = p * In *(r/ + rl *r2 + rb/3 
• MaterialVolume = OuterVolume - InnerVolume 
Further parameters may be derived for a complete chamber (or series of 
cylinder sections). These include the total length and exposed inner and outer 
surface areas ofN sections (indexed by i = 0 to n-I). 
• Exposed innerchamber=p *? abs(r2/ -rI, 1+12) fori = 0 to n-2 
• Exposed outer chamber = p *? abs(R2/ - RI,i+12) for i = 0 to n-2 
• Exposed face ofleft flange = p * (RI ,02 -rl,02) 
• Exposed face of right flange = p * (R2,.} - r2,n}) 
Adjacent cylinders must also be coincident, i.e: 
B.3 Holes 
The following geometries and tolerances shall be specified for ellipses: 
• x = x co-ordinate of the hole relative to its associated surface. 
• y = y co-ordinate of the hole relative to its associated surface. 
• z = z co-ordinate of the hole relative to Its associated surface. 
• rx = radius of the hole in x dimension. 
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• ry = radius of the hole in x dimension. 
• d = depth of the hole 
• t = hole tolerance. 
Note that round holes can be modelled as ellipses, where rx = ry. The use of an 
ellipse class allows a general class to be defined, and speciaIisations developed 
for round holes (which enforce the rx = ry rule). 
A number of parameters may be derived for holes, includmg its surface area 
(excluding bottom face) and volume. These may be used by manufacturing 
strategies to determine process characteristics. 
• SurfaceArea = 2 * p * r * In 
• Volume=p *.; * In 
A number of constraints should also be placed on the positioning of holes on 
either the sides of sections or the faces of flanges. If(z = 0) the hole is placed 
on the left face of the cylinder section (as for a flange). For the hole to be 
completely placed on the face the following relationship should exists between 
the various parameters specified for the hole and flange sectIOn: 
( 2 .)~ . X + y - r - t > r1 + It 
If(z = In) the hole IS placed on the right face of the cylinder section (as for a 
flange). For the hole to be completely placed on the face: 
( 2 .)~ • X + y - r - t > r2 + It 
If (z > 0) and (z < In) the hole is placed along the length of the section, and 
must be located on the outer shell. Therefore: 
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C. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE COMPUTATION MODEL 
C.1 Introduction 
This appendix describes the computational modelling of the manufacturing 
strategies associated with the combustion chamber case study. This shows how 
the SM-API can be used to represent manufacturing strategies at a detailed 
implementation level. The Java programming language is used to represent 
manufacturing strategies. The use of KIF may have been preferable to Java, as 
this would have avoided the need to translate the PSL ontology into a different 
format. This path was not selected however, due to the limited availability of 
tools for parsing, simulating and debugging KIF representations. As 
manufacturing strategies can be represented by any high level programming 
language (and this research does not explore the relative merits of 
programming languages) Java was selected due to its extensive support and 
famIliarity to systems engineers. 
C.2 Generic Atomic Facility Modelling 
C.2.1 Facility Constructor 
The first task involved in representing a facility (that performs manufacturing 
strategies) is to describe a generic Facility class. This is based on the 
information view proposed in chapter 3 (figure 3.3), and makes full use ofthe 
SM-API to describe technology, facility, planning and technology rules. The 
genenc facIlity class can then be developed into specific models of foundries 
and machine tools. The code segments below show how the approach used to 
describing the generic facility class. 
package Example; 
lmport SharedModel.Model; 
lmport SharedModel.API; 
lmport Utl11tles.*: 
publlC class Facility extends API If API refers to the SM-API 
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A set of generic attnbutes can then be declared. These include: the facility (e.g. 
Foundry or Machine-Tool), and its conditions (e.g. nominal, low-cost, or high-
precision). The complex activity performed by the facility should also be 
stated (e.g. fabricating or machining), as well as a list of low level atomic 
activities that can be performed by the facility (e.g. casting and drilling). 
protected String fac~llty, condltlons; 
protected Strlng actlvlty, atoIDlc; 
The facility class also needs to keep a record of the parent part being 
processed. Lower case descriptors and variables are used to represent the 
specified parent part, and upper case descriptors and variables refer to the 
manufactured PARENT part. 
protected Strlng parent, PARENT; 
Certain process planning attributes are also declared. These do not support a 
particularly sophisticated planning algorithm (at this stage of the research). 
The facility creates an occurrence of its complex activity (i e. the 
PARENT_OCCURRENCE), and schedules a series of atomic activities. The 
LAST_OCCURRENCE refers to the last atomic occurrence, and the tzme 
attnbute is set to the end of the LAST OCCURRENCE. 
protected String tlme; 
protected Str~ng PARENT_OCCURRENCE, LAST_OCCURRENCE; 
The CONFIGURING and SETTING attributes refer to the occurrences that set 
the facility for the manufacture of a specified parent part. These occurrences 
are descnbed in more detail below. The convention of using lower case 
descriptors for activities, and upper case descriptors for the OCCURRENCES 
of activities, is applied throughout the facility models used by this research. 
protected Str~ng CONFIGURING, SETTING; 
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The constructor can now be used to instantiate a facility, and set various 
attribute values for specialisations of the generic class. 
publlC FaCl1ity (Model model, Strlng facility, 
Strlng actlvlty, String atomlc) 
super (model); 
thls.facility = faCl11ty; 
thls.actlvlty = activlty; 
thls.atomlC = atomlC; 
II Name of the facil,ty. 
If The parent-complex actlvity 
// L1St of ato~c actlvities. 
C.2.2 Initialising a Facility 
The setup method initialises a facility for a specified parent part. A start time 
is provided for the beginning of the PARENT_OCCURRENCE, and the 
names of the parent and manufactured PARENT are assigned to the relevant 
attributes. The conditions of operation and the material selected for the part are 
also recorded; and the PARENT_OCCURRENCE value is fonned from the 
complex activity and parent values (e.g. "FABRICATING CHAMBER"). 
publ,c vo,d setup (Str,ng start, Str,ng parent, 
Strlng condltlon, Strlng materlal) 
thls.conditl0ns = condltlon + materlal; 
thls.parent = parent; 
thlS.PARENT = parent.toUpperCase(); 
this. PARENT_OCCURRENCE = (actlvity + " 11 + parent) .toUpperCase(); 
The CONFIGURING occurrence configures the shared model for the selected 
conditions, and is the root occurrence of all processes perfonned by the facility 
on the parent part. This does not represent an actual process perfonned by the 
facility, and so a time-duration of 1 ns is assigned to the occurrence. 
th,s. CONFIGURING - "CONFIGURING .. + fac,h ty. toUpperCase () ; 
m.occurrence_of(CONFIGURING, "configurlngn ); 
m.root_occurrence(CONFIGURING, PARENT_OCCURRENCE); 
m.end_of(CONFIGURING, start, 1); 
The resource and process tables shown in chapter 5 describe a series of 
numerical attributes and assigned values for facilities under different 
conditions. CondItions vary according to a variety of factors. For example, 
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milling rates can be increased at the expense of accuracy (i.e. achieved 
tolerances), and rates and tolerances will vary according to the material being 
processed. The extractFacilitySettmgs() method (not shown here) extracts the 
resource and process settings for the facility under the selected conditions 
from an external database. 
Strlng [] [] settlngs = extractFac~lltySettlngs(); 
lnt len = settlngs.length; 
The facility settings now need to be interpreted by the shared model. The PSL 
ontology specifies a set of concepts for describing durations, which can be 
used to describe rates, e.g. a time-duration may represent the time taken to 
mill 1 cm2 of a surface, for a given material. 
The PSL-ontology however, has no concepts suitable for describing attributes 
such as machining tolerances and surface areas, in either the core, outer core 
or any of the extensions. The shared methods therefore include an additional 
set of concepts for describing geometries. Geometries are treated as states (i.e. 
attribute values) that are either held following an activity occurrence, or 
required prior to an occurrence. The exists JJeometry relationship is used to 
both instantiate a geometry-attribute and set its value. Geometries also form 
part of structures. Structures can be either facilities such as machine tools, or 
parent parts such as chambers. MultJple geometries can be associated with 
structures. 
The following code runs through the attribute settings extracted from the 
external-database, and instantiates time-durations and geometries (associated 
with the facJlity), accordingly. 
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m.exlsts_structure(faCll1ty, len, 10); 
for (lnt i = 0; 1 < settlngs.length; 1++) 
Str1ng d = sett1ngs[i] [0]; 
Double v = new Double (settlngs [1] [1]); 
String unlt = settings [11 (2]; 
If (unlt.equals ("s"» 
m.exlsts_duratlon(d, lOOO*v.longValue(})i 
else 
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m.exists_geometry(faci11ty, d, 
v.doubleValue(), un1t, CONFIGURING); 
The PSL concept of a resource is used to describe the availability and use of 
resources by a facility. The CONFIGURING occurrence takes data from the 
user environment describing the availability of resource, and makes them 
available to the facility. More complex process planning sequences may take 
account of multiple resources being made available to the facility. At this stage 
of the research however, the simple assumption of a single resource shall be 
applied, e.g. a Foundry shall support a single foundry resource, and a Machine 
Tool facility shall support a single machine tool resource. 
m.holds_resource(faci11ty, 1, CONFIGURING)i 
The CONFIGURING occurrence shall also make it possIble to set the facility 
for the sel ected product. 
m.poss ("settl.ng", CONFIGURING); 
LAST_OCCURRENCE - CONFIGURING; 
The SETTING occurrence models the time taken by a facility to set a facility 
for a subsequent process or series of processes. This may for example describe 
the setting time of a machine tool, where a work piece is mounted on to the 
tool. SETTING is a successor to the CONFIGURING occurrence, as most 
setting activitIes demand resources (e.g. the machine tool can not perform any 
other task whilst the work piece is being mounted). Following the SETTING 
occurrence, the atomic activities performed by the facIlity become possible. 
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thl.s.SETTING = ("setting It + facl.ll.ty + 
11 for" + parent) . toUpperCase () i 
double d = m.get_duratl.on("setup duratl.on"); 
process (SETTING, nsettl.ng", d)i 
m.precedes(CONFIGURING, SETTING); 
m.poss(atomic, SETTING); 
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C.2.3 Modelling a Process 
A generic process method is used to descnbe the atomic activities performed 
by facilities. The arguments to this method include the PROCESS descriptoT, 
the activity being performed, its duration, and a flag indicating whether the 
process precedes the last occurrence (in an occurrence tree). The method then 
filters any process calls with a zero time-duration (this may occur for example 
if no surface area exists for a milling process). 
protected vOld process (Strlng PROCESS, Strlng actlvlty, 
double duration, boolean precedes) 
1f (duratlon == 0) return; 
An occurrence of the atomic activity (provided in the activity argument) is 
then instantiated. The start of the PROCESS occurrence is set to the end of the 
LAST-OCCURRENCE, offset by Ins, and the end of the occurrence is set to 
its beginning plus the duration. The PROCESS occurrence is then declared as 
a sub-activity occurrence of the PARENT_OCCURRENCE. 
m.note(PROCESS); 
rn.occurrence_of(PROCESS, actlvlty); 
Str1ng start - m.end_of(LAST_OCCURRENCE); 
m.begln_of(PROCESS, start, 1); 
m.end_of(PROCESS, start, duratlon); 
m.subactlvlty_occurrence(PROCESS, PARENT_OCCURRENCE); 
The process is also assumed to demand the foundry or machine tool resource 
for its full duration. Again more complex resource usage can be modelled, but 
has not been developed at this stage of the research. 
m.dernand(faCl11ty, 1, PROCESS); 
A ''precedes'' relationship is then declared between the PROCESS and the 
LAST_OCCURRENCE (if the flag has been set). The LAST_OCCURRENCE 
is then set to the current PROCESS, and the time set to the end of the 
PROCESS (ready for subsequent process calls). This allows the simplified 
process planning technIques used by the facility model to schedule the next 
occurrence. 
if (precedes) m.precedes(LAST_OCCURRENCE. PROCESS); 
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LAST_OCCURRENCE ~ PROCESS; 
t~rne ~ rn.end_of(LAST_OCCURRENCE); 
An alternative method combination is supported that defaults the "precedes" 
argument to a false value. 
protected vo~d process (Strlng PROCESS, Strlng actlVl.ty, double duratlon) 
process (PROCESS, activity, duratlon, false}; 
C.3 Fabrication Strategies 
C.3.1 Foundry Constructor 
This section describes the Foundry specialisation of the generic facility class. 
The constructor sets the facility, activity, and atomic attributes to "foundry", 
"fabricating", and "casting" respectively. A library of Features also references 
classes for instantiating Cylinders and Holes. These are modelled as structures 
with associated geometric attributes. 
package Example; 
import SharedModel.Model; 
lmport SharedModel.API; 
import Features.Cyllnder; 
import Features.Hole; 
import Otl11tles.*; 
publlC class Foundry extends FaCl11ty 
publlC Foundry (Model model) 
{super (model, "foundry", "fabn.catlng", "castl.ng");} 
C.3.2 Casting a Chamber 
The casting of a complete chamber is modelled by the "cast" method call. This 
requires an input parameter giving the list of rings forming the required 
chamber (as described in chapter 5). The list is supplied as managed lists of 
Entities (the Entities class is descnbed in section 9.3). The required quantity of 
chambers must also be supplied. 
publlC void cast (Entltl.eS rlngs, double quantity) 
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The attribute "c" describes the number of units produced by a single batch of 
melt. Its value is based on the melt volume per batch, and the cubic volume of 
the required chamber. The parent and facility attributes allow these values to 
be accessed from the shared model by the get-Eeometry method call. The 
''melt volume per batch" will have been initialised during the facility setup; 
and the chamber specification will have been created within the shared model 
by the LOADING occurrence (see section 8.5.3). The calculation also assumes 
that a single foundry is available to support the casting process. 
double c = m.get_geometry(facll1ty, "batch volume", "ro3", t1Ine); 
double v = m.get_geometry (parent, "total volume", "m3", tlme); 
c = Math.floor(c/v); 
The next stage is to initiate casting processes for the required quantity of 
batches. The time-duration of each batch is extracted from the shared model 
(which would have stored the appropriate value during facility setup). 
double duratlon = m.get_duratlon("duratlon per batch of melt"}; 
double aval1able = 0; 
Strlng ace = "CASTING n + PARENT; 
lnt batches = 1; 
while (avallable < quantlty) 
Strlng OCCX = ece + " BATCH " + batches; 
process (OCCX, "castlng", duratlon); 
aval1able += C; 
batches++; 
The number of stocks created by the complete casting process is stated below. 
m.holds_resource("stocks", available, PARENT_OCCURRENCE); 
The casting of the last batch is also the leaf occurrence of the parent 
occurrence, i.e. "FABRICATING CHAMBER". 
rn.leaf_occurrence(LAST_OCCURRENCE, PARENT_OCCURRENCE); 
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The parent chamber and the series of rings produced by the casting process 
now need to be created. The attributes of the manufactured chamber are held 
to values detennined by the facility attributes, following the "CASTING 
CHAMBER" occurrence. The method for creating individual rings is 
described in the following section. 
new Cy12nder(m, PARENT, PARENT_OCCURRENCE); 
cast (rl.ngs _getEntry (0), "none" , PARENT_OCCURRENCE); 
for (1nt l. = 1; l. < rlngs.length{); 1++) 
cast(r2ngs.getEntrY(2), r2ngs.getEntry(i-l) , PARENT_OCCURRENCE); 
More complex foundry models can be developed to support the process of die 
insertion. This does not affect the process planning rules and constraints 
described above, as the die is formed prior to the casting process. Holes, 
within the geometric constraints of the casting process can however be 
created, and their attributes held to values determined by the required hole 
geometries and facIlity capabilities, followmg the casting process. 
C.3.3 Casting a Single Ring 
The foundry model assumes that the series of nngs that form the chanlber are 
cast as a single pIece. The method call described here does not therefore affect 
the process plan (this is handled by the cast method described above for the 
complete chamber). This method however instantiates the individual 
manufactured rings; and requires the name of the ring, the name of the 
adjacent ring (to the left), and the occurrence that created the ring (i.e. the 
FABRICATING CHAMBER occurrence referenced by the 
PARENT_OCCURRENCE attribute). 
pr1vate vOld cast (Strlng rlng, Strlng left, Strlng eCC) 
Strlng RING = ring.toUpperCase(); 
Str1ng LEFT - left.toUpperCase(); 
Strl.ng f = faCll1ty; 
The shared model references individual chamber rings by their "full name" 
which includes the parent structure. 
ring = m.getFullName{parent, rl.ng).toLowerCase{}i 
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left = m.getFullName(parent, left) .toLowerCase(); 
The required geometries of the identified ring can now be extracted from the 
shared model. These were initially loaded into the model from the 
specification of the required chamber. 
Stn.ng In = m.get_geometry(r~ng, "length", t~me); 
double RI = m.get_geometry(r~ng, "outer rad~us 1", cm, t~me) ; 
double R2 = m.get_geometry(r~ng, "outer rad~us 2", cm, tune) ; 
double rl = m.get_geometry(r~ng, "~nner rad~us 1", cm, tune) ; 
double r2 = m.get_geometry(r~ng, "~nner radl.us 2", cm, tl.me) ; 
double 1t = rn.get_geornetry(rl.ng, "l.nner tolerance" , cm, tune) ; 
double ot = rn.get_geometry(rl.ng, "outer tolerance" , ern, tl.me); 
double tol = m.get_geometry(f, "castl.ng tolerance", cm, t~me); 
The manufactured RING can now be instantiated using a combination of 
parameters from the required ring specification, and facility attributes. Each of 
the RING's attributes hold followmg the OCC occurrence. 
new Cyl~nder(rn, PARENT, RING, LEFT, 
Rl+crn, R2+cm, r1+cm, r2+crn, In, 
t01+cm, to1+crn, "none", "none", aCe); 
Various constraints can also be placed on the geometric attributes of the RING 
created by casting, e.g. the minimum and maximum dimensions associated 
with the foundry. 
RING = r1ng.toUpperCase(); 
m.range(f, "rnl.nl.mum cast s1ze", RING, "outer radl.us 1", 
f, "rnax1mum cast s1ze"); 
rn.range(f, "m1nl.mum cast sl.ze·', RING, "outer rad1us 2", 
f, "maximum cast s1ze"); 
The shared model also supports the creation of properties. These work in a 
similar way to PSL states, but allow enumerated types to be held as the result 
of an occurrence (PSL states describe only binary). Properties can also be 
associated with a structure (e.g. a ring, or hole). This development of the 
concept of states, allows richer descriptions of products and manufacturing 
capabilities. For example a property such as a colour may be "blue, red, or 
green", and may be held following the occurrence of a painting process. 
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The 'Joined" property is created for each ring by the Feature hbrary caIl, and 
can be used to control subsequent operations that may need to join rings (e.g. 
welding). This model however, makes the simphfied assumption that the 
chamber is cast as a single piece, and so the 'Joined" property is held to true, 
foIlowing casting. 
rn.holdsyroperty (RING, "jo1ned", "true" I OCC); 
C.3.4 Forging and Welding Alternatives 
Models of forges and welding stations can be created in a similar fashion to 
the foundry model described above. A forge would for example be similar to 
the foundry in that it creates rings. These may not however be formed as a 
single chamber, i e. certain ring sections may not be joined. Subsequent 
welding processes would therefore need to be performed. A fabrication facility 
could therefore be created, with a Forge and a Welding Station created as sub 
facIlIties. The atomic activities of forging and welding would then need to be 
co-ordinated between the two sub-facilities, and the "FABRICATING 
CHAMBER" parent occurrence. 
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C.4 Machining Strategies 
C.4.1 Class Constructor 
The machine tool class is a specialisation of the facility model. The complex-
activity perfonned by the machine tool is set to "machining", and its list of 
atomic-activities includes: roughing, turning, drilling, boring and reaming. 
package Example; 
~mport SharedModel.Model; 
import Ut~1~t1es.Ent1tles; 
lmport Features.Hole; 
publlC class MachlneTool extends FaClllty 
prlvate double cut, lnTol, outTel, rate; 
publlC MachlneTool (Model model) 
Super (model, "Machlne Tool n, "rnachlnl.ng", 
"roughlng, turnlng, drilllng, borlng, reaInl.ng"); 
Each of the atomic-activities is supported by a method that initiates a sequence 
of interactions with the Shared Model. These simulate an occurrence of the 
activity, and are described below. 
C.4.2 Rough Machining 
Rough machining describes the process of removing a layer of metal from the 
surface of a part (e g. a ring section of a chamber), to bring it closer to its 
required tolerances. The process needs to be repeated until the tolerance of the 
machined surface either meets the specified required tolerance, or can no 
longer be improved by further roughing occurrences. The loop attribute is used 
to control these process repeats. 
boolean loop; 
publlC vOld rough_machlnlng (Entl.tles rlngs) 
thls.actlVl.ty = "roughing"; 
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The dimensions of the machined PARENT part need to be set against the 
minimum and maximum dimensions supported by the machine tool. 
String f = fac~l~ty; 
Strl.nq nun = "tool rn~nlmum obJect"; 
Strl.ng max = "tool maxlrnum obJect"; 
m. range (f, ml.n, PARENT, "total height", f, max) ; 
m. range (f, ml.n, PARENT, "total wl.dth'", f, max) ; 
m. range (f, min, PARENT, "total depth", f, max) ; 
The rough machining attributes need to be retrieved from the shared model, 
before roughing sequences can be initiated for the inner and outer surfaces of 
each ring on the combustion chamber. 
cut = m.get_geometry(f, "roughing materl.al removal", mm, time); 
l.nTel = m.get_geornetry(f, "roughl.ng input tolerance", mm, tlme); 
outTel = m.get_qeometry(f, "roughlng output tolerance", mm,time); 
rate = m.get_duratl.on("roughl.ng tIme per cm2"}; 
loop = true; 
while (loop) for (J.nt i = 0; 1 < rl.ngs.length(); 1++) 
rough (rl.ngs.getEntrY(l) , "outer"); 
loop = true; 
whlle (loop) for (l.nt 1. = 0; l. < rlngs.length(); 1++) 
rough{r1ngs.getEntrY(1), "1nner"); 
The roughing process for a single nng is descnbed below. This starts by 
forming the full name of the required ring and the manufacturing RING; and 
accessing the required and actual snrface tolerances from the shared model, 
and the surface area to be machined. 
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pr1vate v01d rough (Str1ng ring, Str1ng surface) 
r1ng = m.getFullName(parent, r1ng).toLowerCase(); 
String RING = r1ng.toUpperCase(); 
Str1ng surfaceArea = surface + " surface area"; 
Str1ng tolerance = surface + " tolerance"; 
double requ1red_tol = m.get_geometry(r1ng, tolerance, mm, t~me); 
double actual_tol = m.get_geometry(RING, tolerance, mm, t~me); 
double area = m.get_geometry(r1ng, 5urfaceArea, "cm2", tune); 
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The following tests detennine whether the roughing process actually needs to 
be performed. By setting the loop variable to "false", no further attempts will 
be made to rough machine the identified surface unless the roughing process is 
required. Note that the area may be set to zero by the joining of two surfaces 
(e.g. when one ring is joined to another). 
loop = false; 
If <actual_tol <= requlred_tol) return; /1 requirement met. 
If <actual_tol <= outTol) return; If won't lmprove tol. 
if (area == 0) return; /1 no area to rough. 
If this roughing process required, the above will need to be re-tested, so the 
loop variable needs to be reset to true. 
loop = true; 
The roughing process improves the tolerance cutting material from the surface. 
The amount of material removed is identified by the "cut" variable (extracted 
from the facility configuration). The tolerance will not be improved however, 
beyond the final output tolerance of the roughing process (identified by the 
outTol attnbute). 
actual_tol = Math.rnax(actual_tol - cut, outTol); 
The roughing process can now be scheduled. The duration of the process will 
be detennined by the rate multiplied by the surface area to be machined. 
Strlng ROUGH = "rough machlnlng " + rlng + " 11 + surface + 
" to " + actual_tol + mm; 
ROUGH = ROUGH.toUpperCase(); 
process(ROUGH, actlvity, area * rate, true); 
A series of constraints can now be placed on the roughing process. These 
include a minimum input tolerance, the fact that the rings must be joined 
(either by welding or casting as a single piece), and a precedes relationship 
with the last occurrence to ensure that it meets the requirements of the 
occurrence tree. 
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m.precedes{LAST_OCCURRENCE, ROUGH); 
m.prlor_lessThanEq(RING, tolerance, lnTol, mm, ROUGH); 
m.prlor-property(RING, ")olned", "true", ROUGH); 
Finally, the tolerance of the RING's surface should be held to the actual 
tolerance identified above. 
rn.holds_geornetry(RING, tolerance, actual_tol, mm, ROUGH); 
C.4.3 Drilling 
The drilling process attempts to create holes identified by a list supplied by the 
holes parameter. The hole specIfications are themselves recorded in the shared 
model. Other variables used to control the drilling process include a range of 
drill bit diameters. 
double PILOT, TOL, MAX, MIN; 
double [J b1ts - new double [J {2.0, 2.5, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 
16, 20, 26, 32, 10000}; 
lnt drllls = blts.length - 1; 
publ1c v01d dr1l1 (Ent1t1es holes} 
The configuration of the drill is extracted from the shared model (having been 
configured during the facility set up process). Attributes include the diameter 
beyond which pilot holes need to be drilled, the tolerance of the dnlling 
process, the minimum and maxImum size of holes that can be drilled, and the 
rate of drilling (based on the cubIC volume of material to be removed). 
Strlng f = faclllty; 
PILOT = m.get_geometry(f, "drllllng pllot required", mm, tlme); 
TOL = m.get_geometry(f, "drllllng tolerance", mm, tlrne); 
MAX = m.get_geornetry(f, "dn.lllng max-dlarneter", mm, tlme); 
MIN = m.get_geornetry(f, "drllllng mln-dlarneter", mm, tlme); 
rate = m.get_duratlon(lIdrllllng tlme per crn3"); 
The dnlling process works by considenng the use of each drill bit within the 
available range, starting with the smallest bit. Both the current bit and the next 
bit in the range need to be examined on each iteration (to determine whether a 
drilling process should be performed using the current bit). 
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for (1nt 1 = Oi 1 < dr1llsi 1++) 
dr1ll(b1tS[1), b1tS [1+1), holes); 
Each of the holes in the requirements list needs to be evaluated against the 
current and next bit. 
pr1vate void dr111 (double b1tl, double bit2, Ent1ties holes) 
for (1nt i = Oi i < holes.length()i 1++) 
drill(b1tl, b1t2, holes.getEntrY(l»; 
This method looks at the current and next bit in the range (i.e. bit! and bit2), 
and the requirements of a selected hole. 
private v01d dr1l1 (double b1tl, double b1t2, Str1ng hole) 
The shared model (containing the required hole-specification) requires the full 
name of the hole, i.e. the combination of the parent and hole strings. 
hole - m.getFullName(parent, hole); 
The hole may have been created by a previous drilling or fabrication process 
such as die insertion. 
1f (rn.get_state(hole + n eX1sts", t1me» returni 
The hole should only be drilled if the required diameter is within the range of 
bit! and bit2, or the hole requires a pilot hole to be drilled. 
double d1ameter = rn.get_geometry(hole, "d1ameter", mm, t1me)i 
boolean p1lot - (d1ameter > PILOT) & (b1t1 -- b1tS[O); 
boolean range = (d1ameter >= bit!) & (diameter < b1t2)i 
if {I (p11ot I range» return; 
The time-duration of the drilling process depends on the volume of the 
required hole, and the rate of drilling. 
double v = m.get_geometry(hole, "volume", "cm3", t1rne); 
The drilling process needs to be instantiated as an activity occurrence. 
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Str~ng HOLE - hole.toUpperCase(); 
Str~ng oce "'" "DRILLING "; 
If (p~lot) oce += "PILOT FOR I.; 
OCC += HOLE + n USING " + bl tl + "MM BIT"; 
process (OCC, "drllllng", v * rate); 
The manufactured HOLE now needs to be created, and its attributes held 
according to the required hole-geometries and the machine tool capabilities. 
String PART = part.toUpperCase(); 
Strlng ATTACHED = rn.get-property(hole, "attached", tlme); 
ATTACHED - ATTACHED.toUpperCase(); 
Stnng depth 
Strlng x 
String y 
Strlng z 
= m.get_geometry(hole, "depth", tlme); 
= m.get_geornetry(hole, "x positlon", t1me); 
= m.get_geometry(hole, "y posl.tl..on", tl..me) i 
= m.get_geometry(hole, n z position", tlme); 
double dlameterTol = diameter - bitl + TOL; 
String dt = diarneterTol + mm; 
Strlng t = TOL + mm; 
new Hole(m, PARENT, PART, ATTACHED, dlameter+mm, 
depth, X, y, z, dt, t, t, eCC); 
Finally, the hole exists state should be set, unless the above sequence was for a 
pilot hole (in which case a further drilling process will be required) 
If ('pllot) rn.holds (hole + " ex~sts", OCe); 
C.4.4 Turning 
The turning process improves the tolerance of the inner and outer surfaces of a 
cylindrical ring. The list of rings that need to be turned is supplied by the rings 
parameter, as an Entities Itst of managed objects. 
publ~c vo~d turn (Ent~t~es r~ngs) 
th~s.act~v~ty = "turn~ng"; 
The input and output tolerances, and rate of the turning process need to be 
extracted from the Shared Model, and the inner and outer surfaces of each ring 
need to be turned. 
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Str1ng f = fac1l1ty; 
inTol = rn.get_geornetry(f, "turn1ng 1nput tolerance", mm, t1rne); 
outTol = m.get_geornetry(f, "turn1ng output tolerance", mm, t1rne); 
rate := m.get_duration("turn1ng t1me per cm2"); 
for (1nt i = 0; 1 < r1ngs.length(); 1++) 
turn (r1ngs.getEntrY(1) , "outer"); 
for (1nt 1 = 0; 1 < r1ngs.length(); 1++) 
turn(r1ngs.getEntrY(1), "1nner"); 
This method instantiates an "occurrence-of' turning. This is applied to the ring 
and surface identified by the methods input parameters. 
pr1vate v01d turn (Str1ng r1ng, Str1ng surface) 
The required ring geometries are extracted from the Shared Model, and 
compared with the actual geometries of the manufactured RING. 
r1ng = m.getFullName(parent, r1ng).toLowerCase{); 
Str1ng RING = r1ng.toUpperCase(); 
Str1ng surfaceArea ., surface + " surface area"; 
Str1ng tolerance = surface + " tolerance"; 
double requ1red_tol = rn.get_geometry(r1ng, tolerance, mm, t1me); 
double actual tol = rn.get_geometry(RING, tolerance, mm, t1me); 
double area = m.get_geometry(r1ng, surfaceArea, "cm2", t1me); 
The turning process is applied if the surface requires tolerance improvements 
and these can be achieved by the process. Also, if a surface is entirely attached 
to another surface (i.e. the exposed surface area is zero), no turning process 
can be applied. 
1f (actual_tol <= requ1red_tol) return; /1 requ1rernent met. 
1f (actual_tol <= outTol) return; II won't 1mprove tol. 
1f (area == 0) return; II no area to plane. 
The turning process can now be instantiated, and its duration determined by 
the area to be turned, and the rate of turning. A more sophisticated model may 
also implement a different rate for inner and outer ring turning. 
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Str1ng PLANE = "turn1ng " + r1ng + " " + surface + 
" to " + outTol + mm; 
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PLANE = PLANE.toUpperCase(); 
process (PLANE, act~vity, area * rate); 
A set of prior conditions on the turning process may now be described. These 
ensure that the tolerance on the surface ofthe manufactured RING is within 
the input requirements of the turning process. Previous rough machining 
processes may be required to achieve this state. The rings must also have been 
joined during fabrication. 
m.prlor_lessThanEq(RING, tolerance, lnTol, mm, PLANE): 
m.prloryroperty(RING, ")olned", "true", PLANE}; 
Finally, the surface tolerance of the ring surface needs to be set to the output 
tolerance of the turning process. 
m. holds_geometry {RING, tolerance, QutTol, mm, PLANE); 
C.4.S Boring and Rearning 
Boring and reaming improve the tolerances of previously created holes. They 
can be modeIled by the same pnvate method, using different configurations 
for rates and tolerances, i.e. the "indent" method described below. This 
requires a list of holes to be processed, and a variable "a" describing the 
selected atomic activity (i.e. boring or reaming). 
publlC vOld bore (Entltles holes) {lndent (holes, "borlngll);} 
publlC vOld ream (Entitles holes) {lndent (holes, "reamlng");} 
The indent method requires a series of attributes describing the diameter 
tolerance, depth tolerance, positioning tolerance, rate, and minimum diameter 
of the selected atomic-activity. These are declared and extracted from the 
Shared Model. The attributes are globaIly declared, so that they can be used 
for repeated boring and reaming processes (i.e. for multiple holes). The rate 
attribute has already been declared (and used for previous methods). 
Cocbrane 
double et_diameter, ot_depth, otyo51tlon, mln_dlameter: 
prlvate vOld indent (Entltles holes, Strlng a) 
Strlng f = faCl11ty: Strlng t = " tolerance"; 
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rate = m.get_durat1on(a + n t1rne per cm2"); 
ot d1arneter = rn.get_geornetry(f, a + " d1arneter" + t, mm, t1rne); 
ot_depth = m.get_geornetry (f, a + " depth" + t, mm, t1Ine); 
otyos1t1on = m.get_geometry(f, a + " pos1t1on" + t, mm, t1me); 
m1n d1ameter = m.get_geometry(f, a + " ~n-d1ameter", mm, t1me); 
for (1nt 1 = 0; 1 < holes.length(); 1++) 
1ndent(holes.getEntrY(1) , a); 
The intent method examines each hole in the provided list (see for loop shown 
above). Having set up the general attributes for either boring or reaming, the 
processing of an individual hole can now begin. 
private v01d 1ndent (Str1ng hole, Str1ng a) 
Again, the full name of the hole (i.e. including its parent structure) is needed to 
access both the required-hole and manufactured HOLE attributes. 
hole = m.getFullName(parent, hole); 
Str1ng HOLE ~ hole.toUpperCase(); 
String f = fac111ty; 
double d1ameter, depth_tol, d1ameter_tol, pos1t1on_tol; 
doube DEPTH_TOL, DIAMETER_TOL, POSITION_TOL; 
d1ameter = m. get_geometry (hole, "d1arneter", mm, t1rne); 
depth_tol = m.get_geornetry(hole, "depth tolerance", mm, t1me); 
d1arneter tol = m.get_geometry (hole, IId1ameter tolerance'", mm, t1me); 
POS1 t10n _ tol = m. get_geometry (hole, IIpOS1 t10n tolerance'", mm, t:lTIle); 
DEPTH_TOL = m.get_geometry (HOLE, "depth tolerance", mm, t1rne); 
DIAMETER TOL = m.get_geornetry(HOLE, "d1arneter tolerance", nun, t1rne); 
POSITION TOL = m.get_geornetry{HOLE, "pos1t1on tolerance", nun, t1rne); 
If the manufactured HOLE already meets the required-hole tolerances, or can 
not be improved by the boring or reaming processes, then no further processes 
should be performed. The process should also be avoided if the required 
diameter is less than the minimum diameter supported by the process (which 
could represent the length of a boring bar or width of a reaming tool). 
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boolean needed = 
«DIAMETER_TOL > d1ameter_tol) & (DIAMETER_TOL > outTel» I 
«DEPTH_TOL > depth_tol & (DEPTH_TOL > outTel» I 
«POSITION_TOL > pos1t10n_tol) & (POSITION_TOL > outTel»; 
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~f (!needed) return; 
~f ((d~ameter <= rn~n_d~ameter» return; 
If the process can be perfonned, is required, and wiJI improve tolerances; then 
the new output conditions for the manufactured-HOLE need to be selected. 
DIAMETER_TOL = ot_diameter; 
DEPTH TOL = ot_depth; 
POSITION_TOL = ot-pos1t10n; 
An occurrence of the boring or reaming activity can now be instantiated. The 
duration of the occurrence is determined by the inner surface area of the hole 
to be machined, multiplied by the boring or reaming rate. 
Str~ng occ = a.toUpperCase() + " " + HOLE + " TO "; 
OCC += DIAMETER_TOL + "I" + DEPTH_TOL + "I" + POSITION_TOL +"MM"; 
double area = 
m. get_geometry (hole, "~nner surface area", "cm2n, t~me); 
process (OCC, a, area * rate); 
Certain input constraints can now be placed on the boring/reaming occurrence; 
and the output condItions held as a result of the process can be descnbed. 
m.prlor_lessThanEq(HOLE, "depth", f, a + 11 max-depth", OCC); 
m. prl0r _lessThanEq (HOLE, "d~ameter", f, a + " max-d~arneter", OCC) ; 
m.prlor_lessThan(f, a + " m~n-d~ameter", HOLE, "d~arneter", OCC); 
rn.holds_geometry(HOLE, "d~ameter tolerance", DIAMETER_TaL, mm, OCC); 
m.holds_geometry (HOLE, "depth tolerance", DEPTH_TOL, mm, OCC); 
m.holds_geometry(HOLE, "pos~t~on tolerance", POSITION_TaL, mm, OCC); 
C.4.6 Building a Production Order 
The machine tool model assumes that a single machine tool is available, and 
that each of the atomic activities demands the use of one machine tool. It is 
also assumed that only a single work piece is processed by any occurrences of 
the atomic-activities. A quantity of parent parts can however be created once a 
single part has been processed. This sets up an ORDER occurrence, which 
succeeds the last occurrence of the machining sequence described for a single 
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work piece. The time-duration of the ORDER process is determined by the 
time it took to process the single work piece, multiplied by the quantity of 
required pieces minus one (one piece has already been produced). 
pub11c v01d order (double quant1ty) 
Str1ng t - m.beg1n_of(PARENT_OCCURRENCE); 
long d = m.get_durat10n(t, t1me); 
double r = rn.ava11able_resource(fac111ty, LAST_OCCURRENCE): 
Str1ng order = "machInlng rest of " + parent + 11 order"; 
m poss(order, LAST_OCCURRENCE); 
StrIng ORDER = order.toUpperCase()i 
process(ORDER, order, d*(quant~ty-l}); 
The ORDER process forms the leaf-occurrence of the MACHINING 
CHAMBER occurrence. 
m. leaf_occurrence {ORDER, PARENT_OCCURRENCE); 
The ORDER process also demands a number of stocks, and reduces the 
number of stocks held once completed. Stocks will have been declared as an 
available resource (with a quantity held) following fabrication. 
m.demand{nstocks", quantIty, ORDER}; 
m.holds_resource("stocks", -quantIty, ORDER); 
The use of the term stocks requires consideration. The description of 
machining refers to work pIeces, or pieces; whilst the fabrication model refers 
to stocks. The shared model however requires a single term to be used by all 
facility models. Various ontological approaches have been applied to 
achieving common sets of terms (or mappings between terms). This research 
however, focuses on the verification of knowledge once common use or 
mapping has been achieved. This is a different issue, as two representations 
may use common terms, but still make conflicting statements. The PSL 
axioms identify such conflicts, but provide only indirect support for 
identifying the inconsistent use of terms (e.g. when one model creates stocks, 
and the other demands pieces). 
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C.5 Complex Strategy Implementation 
C.S.1 Class Constructor 
The previous sections described the low level strategies implemented by 
facilIties such as foundries and machine tools. These manipulated individual 
product attributes and process plans, but maintained a limited a view of the 
manufacturing environment. An enterprise level strategy examines the whole 
manufacturing process, and product requirement. 
A strategy for making combustion chambers is shown below. This sequences 
the low level strategies supported by foundries and machine tools to the 
manufacture of a simplified combustion chamber. The class constructor 
instantiates a Shared Model, and deploys the strategy (within the user 
environment docnmented in Appendix A). 
package Example; 
lrnport SharedModel.Modei; 
lrnport SharedModel.API; 
lmport Features.FeaturesLlst; 
lmport Features.Cyllnder; 
lmport Features.Hole; 
lmport Utll1tles.*; 
publlC class MakeChamberOl extends API 
publlC MakeChamberOl(lnt size, Store store) 
super{new Model (slze, store»; 
store.resetLog(6); 
The variables stated below describe the manufacturing environment. In more 
advanced versions of this code, these are extracted from a user interface. This 
allows designers to change designs, dates, quantities, conditions and materials. 
Strlng parent nchamber"; 
Str1ng start "10/0ct/2005 16:00:00 BST"; 
Strlng dell.very "20/0ct/2005 16:00:00 BST"; 
double quantity 5; 
Strlng condltlon = "nomlnal"; 
Strlng materl.al 
-
nFe" ; 
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C.S.2 Establishing the Process Plan 
The sequence below sets up the high level process plan. This creates the 
"MAKING CHAMBER" occurrence of making. This consists of the two sub-
activity occurrences: FABRICATING CHAMBER and MACHINING 
CHAMBER. Fabrication is the root occurrence of making the chamber, and 
the machining occurrence is its leaf. The atomic activities of casting, rough 
machining, drilling, boring and reaming occur within these complex activities. 
m.update("setting up the process plan ... "}; 
Str2ng PARENT = parent.toUpperCase(); 
Strlng MAKING = "MAKING" + PARENT; 
Strlng FABRICATING = "FABRICATING" + PARENT; 
Strlng MACHINING = "MACHINING n + PARENT; 
m. occurrence_of (MAKING, "maklng"); 
rn.hegln_of(MAKING, start); 
m. occurrence_of (FABRICATING, "fabrlcatlng") i 
m.occurrence_of(MACHINING, "machlnlng"); 
rn.root_occurrence(FABRICATING, MAKING); 
m. poss ("machl.nl.ng" I FABRICATING); 
m. leaf_occurrence (MACHINING, MAKING); 
m.precedes(FABRICATING, MACHINING); 
C.S.3 Loading Design Specification 
The feature library (described in Appendix C) provides classes for 
instantiating product features such as cylinders and holes within the Shared 
Model. These can be used to scan a product requirement (from an external 
database) and build the required structures. 
The product model used by this research uses the concept of structures with 
aggregated geometries and properties (see section 9.3). The product model 
describing the required product is used to control manufacturing strategies by 
supplying information such as surface areas and required tolerances. 
Geometries are represented as states that are associated with a structure, and 
held following the occurrence of an activity. The creation of geometries must 
therefore occur following an occurrence. This is achieved below by creating an 
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occurrence ofloading. As this does not model a physical process, its time 
duration can be set to Ins. 
rn.update(nload~ng the desl.gn requl.rernent database"); 
Str1ng LOADING = "LOADING" + PARENT + " DESIGN PARAMETERS"; 
m.occurrence_of(LOADING, nload~ngn); 
m.beg1n_of(LOADING, start); 
m. end_of (LOADING, start, 1); 
FeaturesL1st so11ds = new FeaturesL1st(m, "Cy11ncters"); 
so11ds.load(parent, LOADING): 
FeaturesLl.st holes = new FeaturesL1st (m, "Holes"); 
holes.load(parent, LOADING): 
Entitles required_sollds 
Ent1tl.eS requl.red_holes 
C.S.4 Fabricating a Chamber 
solids.partsOf(parent); 
holes.partsOf(parent): 
The foundry facility can now be instantiated, setup and used to cast the 
required sequence of rings as a single piece. 
m.update("cast1ng the requ1red parts ... "); 
start = m.end_of(LOADING); 
Foundry foundry = new Foundry(m); 
foundry.setup{start, parent, condlt1on, mater1al): 
foundry.cast(requ1red_sol~ds, quant~ty); 
C.S.S Machining a Chamber 
The machine tool facility can now be instantiated, setup, and used to rough 
machine, drill, turn, bore and ream the representation of the manufactured 
combustion chamber. 
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m.update("mach~n~ng the requ~red parts ... "); 
start = m.end_of(FABRICATING); 
m.begin_of(MACHINING, start, 1); 
Mach~neTool mach~ne = new Mach~neTool(m); 
machine. setup (start, parent, cond~t~on, mater1al); 
mach1ne.rough_mach~n1ng(requ~red_solids); 
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machlne.drlll{requlred_holes); 
machlne.turn{requlred_solids); 
machine.bore{requlred_holes); 
machlne.ream(requlred_holes); 
machlDe.order{quantlty); 
C.5.6 Component Inspection 
One final task is to verify that the manufactured chamber representation meets 
the specification of the required chamber. An occurrence of inspection is 
therefore created, which starts when the MAKING CHAMBER occurrence 
ends, and must be completed before the delivery date. The compareParts 
methods (not shown here) set a series of prior conditions on the geometries 
and properties of the manufactured model (prior to the INSPECTION 
occurrence). These identify any manufactured attributes that do not meet 
requirements. 
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m.update{"lDspectlng components"); 
String INSPECTION = "INSPECTING " + PARENT; 
start - m.end_of(MACHINING); 
m.occurrence_of (INSPECTION, "lnspectl0n"); 
m.beglD_of(INSPECTION, start, 1); 
m.end_of(INSPECTION, start, 300); 
m. eXlsts _ tlmepolnt ("dellvery requlred", dell very) ; 
m.beforeEq (INSPECTION + " ends", '"dellvery requlred"); 
SOllds.compareParts(INSPECTION); 
holes.compareParts(INSPECTION); 
m.descrlbeAll(new Strl~g [) {"deslgn rules and values""}}; 
rn.update("analYS1S Complete ll ); 
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